# Meetings schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standing Group meetings</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical Politics and Public Choice</td>
<td>Adam Smith 717</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td>Alexandar Stone 204</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Political Institutions</td>
<td>Gilbert Scott Conference 253</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Innovations</td>
<td>Maths 417</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremism and Democracy</td>
<td>WMB Ganochy</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Politics</td>
<td>Maths 204</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights and Transitional Justice</td>
<td>Boyd Orr, Lecture Theatre E</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Gilbert Scott Conference 250</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet and Politics</td>
<td>Rankine 107</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Groups</td>
<td>Gilbert Scott Conference 356</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kantian Political Thought</td>
<td>James Watt South J355</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Politics</td>
<td>Maths 214</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and Courts</td>
<td>Maths 325</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government and Politics</td>
<td>Boyd Orr, Lecture Theatre C</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organised Crime</td>
<td>Adam Smith 916</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliaments</td>
<td>Maths 326</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation and Mobilisation</td>
<td>Adam Smith 711</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Methodology</td>
<td>Maths 417</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Networks</td>
<td>Adam Smith 718</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Representation</td>
<td>Boyd Orr, Lecture Theatre B</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Sociology</td>
<td>Maths 326</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>17:00 – 18:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Theory</td>
<td>WMB Hugh Fraser</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Violence</td>
<td>Adam Smith 915</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and Politics</td>
<td>Joseph Black C305</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern European Politics</td>
<td>External Restaurant</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>19:00 – 20:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Politics and Social Policy</td>
<td>Maths 203</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other meetings</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to the Graduate Student Network</td>
<td>Boyd Orr, Lecture Theatre B</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Candidate Survey</td>
<td>Joseph Black A504</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe of Knowledge</td>
<td>Joseph Black C407</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>12:45 – 13:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Group</td>
<td>Alexander Stone 204</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>09:00 – 10:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Gottweiss memorial</td>
<td>Boyd Orr, Lecture Theatre C</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>15:50 – 17:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press – Meet the Editors</td>
<td>OUP book stand</td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>11:00 – 12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer and Winter Schools in Methods and Techniques – Meet the Convenors</td>
<td>Exhibition area</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>15:40 – 16:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Schedule of activities

## Wednesday 3 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19:00 – 20:00</td>
<td>Arrival and registration: The Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book exhibition: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Thursday 4 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00 – 18:00</td>
<td>Registration: The Concert Hall / Book exhibition: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 – 10:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40 – 11:00</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 12:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40 – 14:00</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00 – 15:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:40 – 16:00</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00 – 17:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00 – 19:30</td>
<td><strong>Bute Hall Welcome address</strong> Nicola Sturgeon <strong>Keynote lecture</strong> Iain McLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td>Opening reception Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Friday 5 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00 – 18:00</td>
<td>Registration: The Concert Hall / Book exhibition: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 – 10:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40 – 11:00</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 12:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40 – 14:00</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00 – 15:30</td>
<td><strong>Bute Hall Roundtable 1</strong> Democracy and its Discontents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30 – 15:50</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:50 – 17:30</td>
<td>Panel Session 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00 – 19:00</td>
<td>Council Meeting: The Senate Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:40 – 19:20</td>
<td>Panel Session 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00 – 20:00</td>
<td>Council Reception: Randolph Hall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Saturday 6 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 – 15:00</td>
<td>Registration: The Concert Hall / Book exhibition: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 – 10:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40 – 11:00</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 12:40</td>
<td>Panel Session 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:40 – 14:00</td>
<td>LUNCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00 – 15:30</td>
<td><strong>Bute Hall Roundtable 2</strong> Contested Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30 – 15:50</td>
<td>Networking: Hunter Halls – tea and coffee available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:50 – 17:30</td>
<td>Panel Session 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>Close of academic programme and departure of participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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What follows is the information in ECPR’s database on Tuesday 5 August. Any additions, amendments and cancellations made after that date will not appear in this printed programme.

Section 1

Analytical Politics: Theoretical Models and Empirical Inference

Keywords Coalition, Institutions, International Relations, Methods, Political Economy, Public Choice

Section Chairs

JUNGE, Dirk (University of Essex)
CHIBA, Daina (University of Essex)

Panel 082, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115

Electoral Politics

Chair TANGIAN, Andranik (Institute for Economic and Social Research (WSI) in the Hans-Boeckler-Foundation)

Class Voting in West and East
VODA, Petr (Masaryk University) P

Estimating the Representativeness of German Parties in the 2013 Bundestag Election
TANGIAN, Andranik (Institute for Economic and Social Research (WSI) in the Hans-Boeckler-Foundation) P

Great Expectations: Income Expectations, Income Realisations and Attitudes Towards Redistribution
BARFORT, Sebastian (University of Copenhagen) P

Panel 107, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115

European Union Politics

Chair RADEAN, Marius (University of Essex)

How Group Size Affects the Dynamics of EU Decision-Making
BRUTSCHIN, Elina (Webster University, Vienna, Austria) P

‘Mention it, Don’t Insist’ Unanimity and Exposure in the EU Council of Ministers
SMEETS, Sandrino (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P

Strategic Agenda-Setting and Legislative Gridlock in the European Union
OSNABRÜGGE, Moritz (Universität Mannheim) P

Tracking Amendments to Legislation with a Novel Minimum-Edit-Distance Algorithm
HERMANSSON, Henrik (University of Copenhagen) P
CROSS, James P (University College Dublin)
**Panel 171, Thursday, 14:00–15:40**

**B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115**

**International Relations and Conflict**

**Chair**

**CHIBA, Daina (University of Essex)**

Constitutional Design, Crises, and Regime Stability in Multiethnic Democracies  
**RADEAN, Marius (University of Essex)**  
**BEGER, Andreas (Duke University)**

Merchants of Death, Mediators, and International Conflict: Arms Transfers' Effect on Conflict Management and Conflict Outcomes  
**JOHNSON, Richard (University of Strathclyde)**

Procuring Peace after Prolonging War: International Institutions and the Durations of International Conflict and Post-Conflict Peace  
**CHIBA, Daina (University of Essex)**

**Panel 189, Thursday, 16:00–17:40**

**B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115**

**Legislative Politics and Coalition Governments**

**Chair**

**JUNGE, Dirk (University of Essex)**

Blame-Shifting and Ministerial Drift: When Coalition Parties Stop Delegating to Partners  
**LOFTIS, Matthew (Rice University)**

Government Formation and Veto Points: Generalising the Lijphart-Sjölin Conjecture  
**EPPNER, Sebastian (Universität Potsdam)**

Representatives on the Budgetary Commons: Democratic Responsiveness and Overspending Problems in Multi-Party Government  
**YLISALO, Juha (University of Turku)**

**Panel 254, Friday, 09:00–10:40**

**B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115**

**Perspectives on Legislative Voting**

**Chair**

**STECKER, Christian (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)**

**Co-Chair**

**MÜLLER, Jochen (University of Essex)**

An Electoral Theory of Roll Call Vote Requests: How Party Competition Explains RCV Requests  
**STECKER, Christian (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)**

**Panel 289, Friday, 11:00–12:40**

**B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115**

**Preference Formation and Formal Models of Politics**

**Chair**

**LACY, Dean (Dartmouth College)**

Corruption as Insurance: Investment and Political Risk in China  
**GRAFSTEIN, Robert (University of Georgia)**

Does Answering Survey Questions Create Nonseparable Preferences? A Test of Whether Political Attitudes are Inherent or Constructed  
**LACY, Dean (Dartmouth College)**

How Clustered Ideological Landscapes Emerge Through Opinion Dynamics  
**LORENZ, Jan (Jacobs University Bremen)**

The Effects of Inequality in Majority Decisions  
**SAUERMANN, Jan (University of Cologne)**

**Panel 294, Friday, 15:50–17:30**

**B: Adam Smith, F: 11, R: 1115**

**Qualitative Methods and Methodological Debates**

**Chair**

**SERODIO, Paulo (University of Essex)**

Civic Culture and Change in Democracy  
**CHÁBOVÁ, Kristýna (Charles University in Prague)**
Section 2

Art as a Political Witness

Keywords Civil Society, Conflict Resolution, Ethnic Conflict, Identity, Media, Political Violence, Representation, War

Section Chairs
MÖLLER, Frank (University of Tampere)
LINDROOS, Kia (University of Jyväskylä)

Panel 256, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Pictures from the Past: Affects and the Politics of Memory in Shattered Societies

Chair Lefort, Bruno (University of Tampere)
Co-Chair Westmoreland, Mark (Stockholm University)

Achrafieh Invaded: The Politics of Fear in a Visual Representation of the Lebanese Factionalism
LEFORT, Bruno (University of Tampere) P

Pictures From a Too Recent Past: An Archaeography of Destroyed Family Homes Between Memory and Politics – Some Reflections on the Lebanese and the Kurdish Cases

Baládi, Johnny Samuele [Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne] P

Representing the Past for Renegotiating the Present in a Warring Context: The Case of Visual Art in Gaza
Sultine, Marion (EHESP / IFPO École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales / Institut Français du Proche-Orient) P

Voyeurism, Victimhood, and the Temporality of Witnessing in Lebanon
WESTMORELAND, Mark (Stockholm University) P
Panel 282, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Politics of In/Visibility
Chair LINDROOS, Kia (University of Jyväskylä)

Aesthetics and Compassion in Chechnya
HAST, Susanna (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Language of Contradiction: Conceptual Art and Politics
BOYNIK, Sezgin (University of Jyväskylä)

Polis and Performance: Political Representation in Brussels as a Cultural Discourse
TINDEMANS, Klaas (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Traumatic Social Memories and Visual Practices of Representation: A Case Study of Performances by Chicano Artist Guillermo Gomez-Peña
ZETTERMAN, Eva (Karlstad University)

Panel 362, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

The only way to do it is to do it’ (Merce Cunningham): On Art, Politics and Intentionality
Chair MILLS, Dana (University of Oxford)

Body Politics and Intersectional Representations of Women in Finnish Reality-Television Series ‘Iholla’
WALLENIUS-KORKALO, Sandra (University of Lapland)

Guerrilla Knitting as Political Statement: Creative Activism, Peaceful Protest and Urban Beautification
FARINOSI, Manuela (Università degli Studi di Udine)

When the ‘Red Army’ goes Pink: Remodelling Bulgarian Public Monuments in Times of Civic Unrest
AVRAMOV, Kiriil (New Bulgarian University)

Panel 375, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

The Politics and Ethics of Artistic Witness
Chair DANCHEV, Alex (University of St Andrews)

Artistic Witness in Conflict Through Music
RABL, Sarah (University of St Andrews)

Artistic Witness in Moldova
DI MAURO, Giovanna (University of St Andrews)

Silent Witness: Australian Indigenous Art and Human Rights
BLEIKER, Roland

BUTLER, Sally (The University of Queensland)

The Angel as Witness
DANCHEV, Alex (University of St Andrews)

Panel 412, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Witnessing Peace
Chair MÖLLER, Frank (University of Tampere)

Applied Theatre as a Craft of Conflict Transformation and Peacebuilding in War-Torn Communities
TUCCI, Ilaria (University of Tampere)

Bearing Witness to Silence: On the Onto-Poetics of Abandoned Places
ALT, Suvi (University of Lapland)

Photography of Peace
MÖLLER, Frank (University of Tampere)

Political Cartoons as Visual Securitisation in Ethnic Conflict Environments
ADAMIDES, Constantinos (University of Nicosia)
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Assessing the Effects of the Preferences and Trajectories of Political Elites

Keywords Coalition, Comparative Politics, Democracy, Elites, Government, Political Leadership, Political Parties, Public Policy

Section Chairs
DUMONT, Patrick (University of Luxembourg)
O’MALLEY, Eoin (Dublin City University)

Panel 262, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

Political Elites and Multilevel Settings amid Times of Crisis
Chair RODRIGUEZ TERUEL, Juan (University of Valencia)

Career Paths of German Senior Civil Servants – High Mobility and Partisan Patronage in a Multi-Level System?
PERSON, Christian (Universität Konstanz) P

Political Professionalisation of County Presidents and Councillors in Europe
RYŠAVÝ, Dan (Palacký University) P

Presidentialism of Political Leadership, Spanish Style
ASTUDILLO RUIZ, Javier (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) P

To What Extent does Regionalism Matter for Career Patterns? Evidence from Strong and Weak Regionalism in Multi-Level Systems
DODEIGNE, Jeremy (Université de Liège) P

Panel 318, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

Revisiting the Beliefs of Politicians: Practitioners’ Concepts of Democracy in a Comparative Perspective
Chair BORCHERT, Jens (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Advancing Institutional Legitimacy Through Elites’ Institutional Expertise: The Case of Ghana and Benin
SARACENO, Francesco (Università degli Studi di Pavia) P

Is Personalism Always Bad in Electoral Democracies? The Curious Case of Estonia
OLIVARES CONCHA, Eduardo (University of Manchester) P

Political Leader and Elites in Perceptions of Current and Potential Russian Political Elites
MAXIMENKOVA, Marina (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE) P
KASAMARA, Valeria (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)

The Mandate Divide and Experience-Driven Changes in the Foci of Representation in Post-Transition Hungary
PAPP, Zsófia (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences) P

Why do Political Elites Dislike Representative Democracy?
ZITTEL, Thomas (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt) P
HERZOG, Olga (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Panel 344, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Consequences of Ministerial Turnover

Chair KERBY, Matthew (University of Ottawa)
Co-Chair STOLZ, Klaus (Chemnitz University of Technology)

Comparing Post-Ministerial Careers: Conceptual Problems and Empirical Illustrations from Britain and the US

STOLZ, Klaus (Chemnitz University of Technology)
KINTZ, Melanie (Chemnitz University of Technology)
Ministerial Positions on the Level of the German Länder – Stepping Stones or Dead Ends for Political Careers?
JÄCKLE, Sebastian (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

Post-Ministerial Careers and Multilevel Circulation in Spain
REAL-DATO, Jose (Universidad de Granada)

The Electoral Consequences of Ministerial Exit in Canada
KERBY, Matthew (University of Ottawa)

Panel 384, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Role of Individual Ministers in Policy-Making/Reform-Making

Chair BÄCK, Hanna (Lunds Universitet)

Just Following Orders or Shaping Outcomes? Understanding the Role of Individual Representatives in EU Policy-Making

SCHMIDT-FELZMANN, Anke (Dalarna University College)

Partisan and Non-Partisan Ministers and Junior Ministers: Selection and Policy Making
SILVEIRA, Pedro (Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas – NOVA Lisbon)

Party Politics and Ministerial Discretion: A Comparative Analysis of Environmental Policy Outputs
BÄCK, Hanna (Lunds Universitet)
DEBUS, Marc (Universität Mannheim)
TOSUN, Jale (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg)

The Politics of Economic Adjustment: Technocratic Appointments in Economically Advanced Parliamentary Democracies
ALEXIADOU, Despina (University of Pittsburgh)
GUNAYDIN, Hakan (University of Pittsburgh)

Who’s in Charge of Policy-Making? Coalition Governments and Ministerial Discretion
HÜBSCHER, Evelyne (Central European University)

Panel 387, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Selection and Recruitment of Political Elites

Chair O’MALLEY, Eoin (Dublin City University)

Candidate Selection for 2014 EP Elections: Finding its Place between Candidate Selection for Federal and Regional Elections in Belgium
VANDELEENE, Audrey (Université catholique de Louvain)

Multilevel Government and Women’s Cabinet Appointments in Spain and Belgium
DANDOY, Régis (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
RODRIGUEZ TERUEL, Juan (University of Valencia)

KAROULAS, Gerasimos (University of Athens)
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Section Chairs
PLESCHOVA, Gabriela
ROFE, J Simon (School of Oriental and African Studies)

Panel 152, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Innovating Political Science Education
Chair BARR, Michael (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

Bridging Theory and Practice in Political Science
STEFANOV, Lyubomir (New Bulgarian University)

Pedagogies of Authenticity
BARR, Michael (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

Panel 338, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Teaching Research Methods
Chair HAMENSTAEDT, Ulrich (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)
Co-Chair FREISE, Matthias (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)

Research as a Teen – First-Year Obligatory Undergraduate Research Programme in Political Science
ZETTL, Christian (Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen)
NIKOLOPOULOS, Iris-Niki

Teaching Qualitative Methods in Evaluation Research Innovatively: Experiences from Two Seminars
FREISE, Matthias (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)

Teaching the Problems of Structural Racism
HAMENSTAEDT, Ulrich (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)
PERKA, Lukas (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)
Section 5

Bridging Worlds: Political Parties and International Migration

Keywords Citizenship, Immigration, Integration, Policy Analysis, Political Competition, Political Participation, Political Parties, Public Policy

Section Chairs
CARVALHO, Joao (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
SOBOLEWSKA, Maria (University of Manchester)

Panel 083, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Electorates’ Attitudes towards Immigration in Europe: Individual and Contextual Determinants
Chair ROS, Virginia (University of Manchester)
Co-Chair MOUTSELOS, Michalis (Princeton University)

The Effects of Migrant Settlement Patterns on Anti-Migrant Party Native Voteshare in the Welfare State: The Cases of Finland and Sweden Studied at the Sub-National Level
WHITE, Jennifer (University of Georgia)

The Evolution of Public Opinion about Immigration in Spain
ROS, Virginia (University of Manchester)

The Occupational Share of Foreigners and Attitudes to Equal Opportunities
RUEDIN, Didier (University of Neuchâtel)

Panel 250, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Party Reactions to Immigration in New Destination Countries
Chair MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester)

From Promises to Decisions: Analysing Immigration Policy in Spain
MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester)
CHAQUES BONAFONT, Laura (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals – IEIB)
PALAU, Anna (Universitat de Barcelona)
ROS, Virginia (University of Manchester)

Immigration and Party Governments in Portugal: From a Post-Colonial Model to Client Politics in the Early 2000s
CARVALHO, Joao (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
Political Parties and the Politicisation of Migration in Italy, 1994 – 2008
URSO, Ornella (Scuola Normale Superiore) P
CARAMMIA, Marcello (University of Malta)
The Dimensional Politicisation of the Immigration Issue in Italian Local Election Campaigns: Party Competition in Rome, Prato and Milan
CASTELLI GATTINARA, Pietro (European University Institute) P

Panel 269, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107
Political Parties and International Immigration
Chair CARVALHO, Joao (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
Co-Chair SOBOLEWSKA, Maria (University of Manchester)
Discussant ODMALM, Pontus
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Changing Patterns of Electoral Competition and Voting Behaviour

Keywords Campaign, Comparative Politics, Elections, Political Competition, Political Participation, Political Parties, Representation

Section Chairs
LACHAT, Romain (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
DE SIO, Lorenzo (LUISS University)

Panel 018, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
Campaign and Media Effects
Chair BANDucci, Susan (University of Exeter)
Discussant BRANDENBURG, Heinz (University of Strathclyde)
Does the News Information Environment Shrink the Knowledge Gap?
BANDucci, Susan (University of Exeter) P
SCHOONVELDE, Martijn (University of Exeter) P

How Polarisation Moderates Proximity Voting and Issue Ownership Voting
LANZ, Simon (University of Geneva) P
Real-World Agenda-Setting: Linking Different Types of Voters to Media Reporting on Political Events
BYTZEK, Evelyn (Universität Koblenz-Landau) P
BIEBER, Ina Elisabeth (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
SCHERER, Philipp (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
ROßTEUTSCHER, Sigrid
The Impact of Multiple Media on Public Opinion Towards the European Union
SUDULICH, Maria Laura (Catholic University of Brussels) P
Voting and the Press in a Polarised Predominant Party System: The Case of Turkey
CARKOĞLU, Ali (Koç University)
SEMETKO, Holli (University of Amsterdam)
YILDIRIM, Kerem (Koç University)

Panel 106, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
European Parliament Elections in Times of Crisis
Chair SCHMITT, Hermann (Universität Mannheim)
Gaining Votes in Europe Against Europe? The Electoral Performance of Anti-EU Parties in the 2014 European Elections
MAGGINI, Nicola (Università degli Studi di Firenze)
EMANUELE, Vincenzo (Scuola Normale Superiore)
MARINO, Bruno (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Ist Die Zeit Reif? 2014 As the First (Truly) European Elections
TRECHSEL, Alexander H (European University Institute)
DE SIO, Lorenzo (LUISS University)
GARZIA, Diego (European University Institute)
‘Spitzenkandidaten’ in the 2014 European Parliament Election: Does Campaign Personalisation Increase Turnout?
SCHMITT, Hermann (Universität Mannheim)
HOBOLT, Sara (University of Oxford)
POPA, Sebastian Adrian (Universität Mannheim)

Panel 135, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
How Context Influences Political Behaviour
Chair RUSSO, Luana (Maastricht Universiteit)
Co-Chair DESCHOUWER, Kris (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Discussant DEJAEGHERE, Yves (University of Antwerp)
Coalition Voting in a Proportional Electoral Context: The Case of Belgium
BEYENS, Stefanie (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
VERTHÉ, Tom (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Economic Voting in Europe: Did the Crisis Matter?
TALVING, Liisa (University of Tartu)
Electoral Competition and Issue Voting: The Effects of Institutions and Party Characteristics on the Voting Decision Process
LACHAT, Romain (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

Pattern of Nationalisation in Belgium, 1946 – 2010
RUSSO, Luana (Maastricht Universiteit)
DESCHOUWER, Kris (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
The Use of Heresthetics in the Electoral Context: Do Parties Strategically Shape the Dimensionality of their Offer?
BARBET PORTA, Berta (University of Leicester)

Panel 185, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
Leader Effects and Personalisation
Chair COSTA LOBO, Marina (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
Impact of Voters’ Evaluations of Leaders’ Traits on Voting Behaviour: Evidence from Five European Countries
COSTA, Patrícia (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
FERREIRA DA SILVA, Frederico (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
Leaders’ Effect on Partisanship Attachment in Central and Eastern Europe
FERNANDA, Flacco (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
GARZIA, Diego (European University Institute)
Parties and Leader Effects in Europe
COSTA LOBO, Marina (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
The Role of the Media in the Personalisation of Politics: A Comparative Approach
SANTANA PEREIRA, José (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)

Panel 197, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
Making Electoral Democracy Work (MEDW)
Chair BOL, Damien (Université de Montréal)
Co-Chair BLAIS, Andre (Université de Montréal)
Discussant DINAS, Elias (University of Oxford)
Discussant RIERA, Pedro (University of Strathclyde)
Assessing Ideological Content In Party Preferences: Political Dimensionality in Five Democracies
GUNTERMANN, Eric (Université de Montréal)
LAVI, Liron (Tel Aviv University)
EuroVotePlus: Voting for European Representatives?
LASLIER, Jean-Francois (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique – CNRS) P
BLAIS, Andre (Université de Montréal)
GOLDER, Sona (Pennsylvania State University)
STEPHENSON, Laura (University of Western Ontario)
BOL, Damien (Université de Montréal)
How to Survey Turnout? Evidence from a Randomised Wording Experiment in Five Democracies
MORIN-CHASSÉ, Alexandre (Université de Montréal) P
BOL, Damien (Université de Montréal)
STEPHENSON, Laura (University of Western Ontario)
LABBÉ ST-VINCENT, Simon (Université de Montréal)
Refining Vote Choice in a Regionalist Context: Exploring Voter-Party Ideological Distance in Quebec and Catalonia
MEDEIROS, Mike (Université de Montréal) P
GAUVIN, Jean-Philippe (Université de Montréal)
CHHIM, Chris (McGill University)
To Waste or Not to Waste a Vote?
HARFST, Philipp (Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald) P
BLAIS, Andre (Université de Montréal)

Panel 208, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
National Electoral Consequences of the Financial Crisis
Chair MAGALHAES, Pedro (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
Elections in Times of Crisis: Southern European Cases
SEGATTI, Paolo (Università degli Studi di Milano) P
MONTERO, Jose-Ramon (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid)
SANZ, Alberto (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid)
GARCIA ALBACETE, Gema (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid)
European Public Opinion in Times of Crisis
SUDULICH, Maria Laura (Catholic University of Brussels)
PILET, Jean-Benoit (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P
Finding the Right Track? The Economic Crisis and the Increased Popularity of Right-Wing Parties Across Europe
EICHHORN, Jan (University of Edinburgh)
KENEALY, Daniel (University of Edinburgh) P
KOSTAGIANNIS, Konstantinos (University of Edinburgh)
Party System Stabilisation during Times of Financial Crisis: The Paradox of the Baltic States
JASTRAMSKiS, Mažvydas (Vilnius University) P
Where you Should not Govern in Times of Economic Crisis: Retrospective Voting in West and Eastern Europe and the Americas
BOCHSLER, Daniel (University of Zurich)
HAENNI, Miriam (University of Zurich) P

Panel 244, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
Partisanship Revisited
Chair BELLUCCI, Paolo (Università degli Studi di Siena)
Discussant ROSEMA, Martin (Universiteit Twente)
It’s Nice to Know You’re Close at Hand: Representational Distances and Satisfaction With Democracy Across Europe
JOHNS, Robert (University of Essex)
BRANDENBURG, Heinz (University of Strathclyde) P
VAN EGMOND, Marcel (University of Amsterdam)
Negative Partisanship as Outgroup Derogation – Effects on Political Attitudes and Voting Behaviour
MAYER, Sabrina (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz) P
Partisanship and the Swing-Vote: The Italian Case
BELLUCCI, Paolo (Università degli Studi di Siena) P
The Decline of Party Membership and its Consequences for the Linkage between Citizens and the State
KERN, Anna (University of Leuven) P
HOOGHE, Marc (University of Leuven)

Panel 268, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915
Political Participation
Chair GALLEGÓ, Aina (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
Critical or Alienated? Assessing the Mediating Effect of Education in the Relationship Between (Dis)Trust and Non-Conventional Political Participation
ARES ABALDE, Macarena (European University Institute) P
HERNANDEZ PEREZ, Enrique (European University Institute) P
More Politics than People: What Causes Change to Individual-Level Voter Turnout in Britain
DENNISON, James (European University Institute) P
Subconscious and Subliminal Electoral Mobilisation
ROSEMA, Martin (Universiteit Twente) P
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**Panel 231, Thursday, 09:00–10:40**
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

**Changing Interactions between Publics and Policies in Times of Crisis**

**Chair** CINALLI, Manlio (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

Discontent and Collective Action in the Dutch Armed Forces
PETROVIC, Igor (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) P
KLANDERMANS, Bert (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
VAN STEKELENBURG, Jacqueliem (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Discursive Actor Attribution Analysis: A Tool to Analyse How People Make Sense of the Crisis
ROOSE, Jochen (Freie Universität Berlin) P
KOUSIS, Maria (University of Geneva)

Living in Hard Times: A Thousand and One Hypotheses on Citizens’ Reactions to Economic Crises
GIUGNI, Marco (University of Geneva)
LORENZINI, Jasmine (University of Geneva) P

Portraying Alternative Forms of Resilience in Hard Economic Times: Theoretical and Methodological Considerations
KOUSIS, Maria (University of Geneva) P
PASCHOU, Maria (University of Athens)

**Panel 232, Friday, 17:40–19:20**
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

**Alternative Forms of Resilience in Times of Crisis**

**Chair** KOUSIS, Maria (University of Geneva)

Discussant ANDRETTA, Massimiliano (European University Institute)

Exploring Social Support Actions as Alternative Forms of Resilience in a Greek Urban Community
KALOGERAKI, Stefania (University of Geneva) P
ALEXANDRIDIS, Samy (University of Crete)
PAPADAKI, Marina (University of Geneva)

Practices of Social Solidarity in Madrid: Alternative Forms of Economic Activities in Times of Crisis
NEZ, Héloïse (Université de Tours / Citeres) P

Resilience and Positive Protest: How do Italian Solidarity-Based Purchase Groups Change in Times of Crisis?
GUIDI, RICCARDO (University of Pisa) P
ANDRETTA, Massimiliano (European University Institute)

Social Innovation as a Factor of Community Resilience? The Case of Catalonia
CRUZ-GALLACH, Helena (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) P
BLANCO, Ismael

Sustainable Community Movements
GRAZIANO, Paolo R (Bocconi University) P
FORNO, Francesca (Università degli Studi di Urbino)

**Panel 234, Thursday, 11:00–12:40**
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

**Political Responsiveness in Times of Crisis**

**Chair** UBA, Katrin (Uppsala Universitet)!

Discussant MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester)

National vs Local Government Responsiveness: The Importance of Strategy
BERGLUND, Oscar (University of Bristol) P

Perceived Output Strength as a Predictor of Political Participation
DE MOOR, Joost (University of Leuven) P

Students Against the Crisis: Antecedents of the Anti-Austerity Mobilisations in Italian Schools and Universities
ZAMPONI, Lorenzo (European University Institute) P
Politic Violence in Times of Economic Crisis

Chair ZAMPONI, Lorenzo (European University Institute)
Co-Chair BOSI, Lorenzo (European University Institute)
Dynamics of Neo-Fascist Protest in Italy in Times of Crisis
CASTELLI GATTINARA, Pietro (European University Institute)
FROIO, Caterina (European University Institute)
ALBANESE, Matteo (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais) P
Radical Anti-Fascism in Europe – A Comparative Analysis
JÁMTE, Jan (Södertörn University) P
Revolutionary Violence and Economic Crisis in Greece, 2010 – 2014
KARAMPAMPAS, Sotirios (University of Sheffield) P
Riots and Other Forms of Ethnic Protest during Periods of Crisis
SCHNEIDER, Cathy (American University) P
Riots as Ballet: Socially Legitimate Mass Political Violence and Multi-Partite Informal Negotiations in the Greek Political Scene
VOGIATZOGLOU, Markos (European University Institute) P

Economic Crises and Social Citizenship

Chair THEISS, Maria (University of Warsaw)
Discussant GRAZIANO, Paolo R (Bocconi University)
Changing Labour Market Regimes and Citizenship Dynamics Central and Southern Europe
MEXI, Maria (University of Geneva) P
THEISS, Maria (University of Warsaw)
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KIESS, Johannes (University of Siegen) P
Empowering Rural Citizenship For Democratic-Participatory Governance and Resilience
ENTRENA-DURAN, Francisco (Universidad de Granada) P
JIMÉNEZ-DÍAZ, José-Francisco (Universidad Pablo de Olavide) P
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LAFLEUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège) P
Mortgage Crisis and Civil Disobedience in Spain
PERA ROS, Marina (Columbia University) P

Citizens' Political Responses to Economic Crises: Grievances or Opportunities?

Chair GRASSO, Maria (University of Sheffield)
Co-Chair GIUGNI, Marco (University of Geneva)
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KATSANIDOU, Alexia (Gesis)
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Examining the Impact of Poverty, Constraints and Anxiety on Political Participation among European Citizens under the Economic Crisis
CINALLI, Manlio (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)
VASILOPOULOS, Pavlos (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

Nationalism in Times of Economic Crisis
TEMPLE, Luke (University of Sheffield)

Panel 240, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

Resource-Poor People in Times of Crisis
Chair LAHUSEN, Christian (University of Siegen)
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Panel 022, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204
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Chair MÄKINEN, Katja (University of Jyväskylä)

Discussant BJÖRK, Anna (University of Jyväskylä)

Dual Citizenship and Voting Rights: Domestic Practices and Interstate Tensions
NYSSÖNEN, Heino (University of Tampere)
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Politics of the Margins: Debating the Rights of Non-Citizens
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Panel 024, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
Chair KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University)
Discussant BREZGER, Jan (Freie Universität Berlin)

Citizenship and the Right to Travel: A Legal History of the Relationship from before the Passport to after the No Fly List
Chair KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University)
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MAY, Paul (Queen’s University, Canada) P

European Citizenship and the Ideal of Trust
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Chair BØRHAUG, Trond (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim)
Co-Chair FOURNIER, Bernard (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Citizenship Education in Times of Change or Crises
Chair KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University)
Discussant BREZGER, Jan (Freie Universität Berlin)

Citizenship and Immigrant Rights in a Cross National Perspective: An Analysis of Three Western Democracies (Canada, Britain and France)
MAY, Paul (Queen’s University, Canada) P

European Citizenship and the Ideal of Trust
BEHRENSEN, Maren (Linköping Universitet) P

Mrs Shipley’s Ghost: The Right to Travel during the Cold War and Today
KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University) P

LOVELACE, Herbert (Indiana University) P

Panel 026, Friday, 11:00–12:40
Chair BØRHAUG, Trond (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim)
Co-Chair FOURNIER, Bernard (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Citizenship Education in Times of Change or Crises
Chair KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University)
Discussant BREZGER, Jan (Freie Universität Berlin)

Citizenship and Immigrant Rights in a Cross National Perspective: An Analysis of Three Western Democracies (Canada, Britain and France)
MAY, Paul (Queen’s University, Canada) P

European Citizenship and the Ideal of Trust
BEHRENSEN, Maren (Linköping Universitet) P

Mrs Shipley’s Ghost: The Right to Travel during the Cold War and Today
KAHN, Jeffrey (Southern Methodist University) P

LOVELACE, Herbert (Indiana University) P

Political Knowledge in a Comparative Perspective: How Inequality and Electoral Disproportionality Affect the Impact of Education
MILNER, Henry (Université de Montréal) P

Political Learning and Political Culture in Comparative Perspective
DENK, Thomas (Åbo Akademi) P
LEHTINEN, Sarah (Åbo Akademi)

The Legal Battle around Citizenship Education in Spain
PROESCHL, Claude (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

Chair BØRHAUG, Trond (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim)
Co-Chair FOURNIER, Bernard (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Diverse Students with Diverse Strategies in their Political Orientation: A Study of First-Time Voters’ Different Approaches to Recent Elections – With Implications for Teaching
SOEHAUG, Trond (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim) P
KRISTENSEN, Niels (Aalborg University)

Education for Citizenship Learning: Teachers’ Competences for Fostering Students’ Citizenship Engagement
SALEMA, Maria-Helena (Universidade de Lisboa – Instituto de Educação) P

Identity, Democracy and Diversity in Schooling: National and International Perspectives
OSLER, Audrey (University of Leeds) P

New Reasons for Voting? The Norwegian Media Campaign to Get Out the Young Votes in 2013
BØRHAUG, Kjetil (Universitetet i Bergen) P

Key B = Building, F = Floor, R = Room, P = Paper Presenter
Panel 114, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204

Extending Citizens’ Voting Rights: Participation and Socialisation Experiences from Voting at the age of 16 years

Chair FOURNIER, Bernard (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Benefits of Lowering the Voting Age to 16: Evidence from the Scottish Independence Referendum
EICHHORN, Jan (University of Edinburgh) P

European Citizenship in Action: Electoral Rights in the Making of a Political Union
STRUDEL, Sylvie (Université Panthéon-Assas Paris 2) P

Is there any Relationship between Lowering the Right to Vote to 16 and Young People’s Interest in Politics in Belgium?
FOURNIER, Bernard (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P

Is Voting a Habit? An Analysis of the Effects of the Norwegian Voting-Age Trial
BERGH, Johannes (Institute for Social Research, Oslo) P

Why did they Vote? Voter Turnout and the Mobilisation of 16-year-olds in the Norwegian Local Elections of 2011
ØDEGÅRD, Guro (Institute for Social Research, Oslo) P

Panel 211, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204

New Trends in Gender and Citizenship in the EU

Chair GALLIGAN, Yvonne (Queen’s University Belfast)

Does Mobility Across Europe Enhance or Impede Citizenship?
GALLIGAN, Yvonne (Queen’s University Belfast) P

Gender, Citizenship and Multicultural Europe: The Challenge to Political Agency for Muslim Women
MONTGOMERY, Victoria (Queen’s University Belfast) P

Gender, Nationalism and Citizenship in Conflict Europe
DEIANA, Maria Adriana (Queen’s University Belfast) P

Sharia Courts and Arbitral Tribunals in Unified Kingdom
BRIONES, Irene (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) P

Violence and Women and Immigration – What Does Citizenship Really Mean?
MAGILL, Severyna (OP Jindal Global University) P

Panel 222, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204

Noncitizenship in Theory and Practice
Chair BLOOM, Tendayi (United Nations University)
Co-Chair TONKISS, Katherine (University of Birmingham)

Noncitizens in Contemporary Australia: Consumption, Contract and Resistance
ROBERTSON, Shanthi (University of Western Sydney) P

Noncitizenship as Misrecognition
THOMPSON, Simon (University of the West of England) P

The Making of Filipino World War II Veterans as ‘Little Americans’: Citizenship Formation in the Context of Empire
VALIENNE-NEIGHBOURS, Jimiliz (University of California, Santa Cruz) P

Panel 363, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204

The Political Citizenship of Emigrants
Chair PEDROZA, Luicy (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
Co-Chair/Discussant LAFLEUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège)

Attitudes of Poles Abroad to the ‘New’ Polish Diaspora Policy
NOWOSIEJSKI, Michal (Institute for Western Affairs, Poznan) P

Dual Citizenship in Sub-Saharan African Countries
PAC, Magdalene (University of Duisburg-Essen) P

Emigrant Policy Index: A Comparative Analysis between Mexico and El Salvador
PALOP, Pau (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) P

VINK, Maarten Peter (Maastricht Universiteit) P

Representative Models versus Access to the Ballot: What Accounts for Lower Turnout among Emigrant Voters?
HUTCHESON, Derek (Malmö University College) P
Section 9

Comparative Territorial Politics and Policy

Keywords Comparative Politics, Federalism, Regionalism

Section Chairs
SCHAKEL, Arjan H (Maastricht Universiteit)
TOUBEAU, Simon (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Panel 080, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Elections, Public Opinion and Political Accountability in Multi-Level Systems
Chair LEON ALFONSO, Sandra (University of York)
12 Angry Fishermen: Voter Gratitude When the Government Does Not Deliver But Pays Out
RIERA, Pedro (University of Strathclyde)
JURADO, Ignacio (University of Manchester) P
DINAS, Elias (University of Oxford)
Apportioning Credit and Blame in Multi-Level Systems
THORLAKSON, Lori (University of Alberta) P
Delenda est Autonomia? Explaining the Variation on Regional Economic Evaluations in the Context of the Global Financial Crisis
GARMENDIA MADARIAGA, Amuitz (SUNY Binghamton) P
Second-Order Election Effects in the European Multilevel Electoral System
SCHAKEL, Arjan H (Maastricht Universiteit) P
Voters’ Inference of Candidates’ Ideological Orientations across Issue Dimensions
LIÑEIRA, Robert (University of Edinburgh) P
MUNOZ, Jordi (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
RICO, Guillem (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)

Panel 115, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Federalism and Conflict Management in Divided Societies
Chair SWENDEN, Wilfried (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant PETERSOHN, Bettina (University of Edinburgh)
A Federation Among Unequals: The Case of Ethiopia
FESSHA, Yonathan (University of the Western Cape) P

Panel 116, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Federalism and the Financial and Economic Crisis
Chair COLINO, Cesar (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia – UNED, Madrid)
Discussant DICKOVICK, James Tyler (Washington and Lee University)
Centralisation in Times of Crisis: Evidence from 11 Federal States
RUIZ PALMERO, Christian (Université de Lausanne) P
TREIN, Philipp (Université de Lausanne)
Financial Crisis, Finance Policies in the Regions and the Politics of Territory in Spain
PORTAS, Paula (Cardiff University) P
Fiscal Federalisation of the EU
WOZNIAKOWSKI, Tomasz (European University Institute) P
Opportunism or Compliance? Intergovernmental Relations in Times of Crisis
SCHNABEL, Johanna (Université de Lausanne) P
Tightening of Fiscal Rules in the European Union: A Multi-Level Response to the Financial Crisis
VOGEL, Stephan (University of Cologne)
HOSHMAND, Nawid (University of Cologne) P
Panel 147, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Independence Referenda: Scotland and Catalonia in Comparative Perspective

Chair KEATING, Michael (University of Aberdeen)

Dealing with the Secession Threat: The Strategies of the Spanish and British Governments Compared
MARTÍ-TOMÁS, David (University of Edinburgh) P
Independence Referenda in Scotland and Catalonia – Partisan Actors, Pressures and Powers Compared
BEHNKE, Nathalie (Universität Konstanz) P
Obstacle or Asset for Independence? An Exploration of the Role of Immigration in the Catalan Case
FRANCO GUILLEN, Nuria (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) P
Scottish and Catalan Independence Tendencies in the Broader European (after 1989) Comparative Perspective
SZUL, Roman (University of Warsaw) P
What do Employers Think About a Possible Catalan Independence?
MEDINA, Iván (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid) P
MOLINS, Joaquim (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) P

Panel 249, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Party Politics, Issue-Competition and Decentralisation

Chair/Disc ELIAS, Anwen (Aberystwyth University)

Decentralisation and Centrifugation of State-Wide Parties: An Analysis of Spanish Parliamentary Elites
LEON ALFONSO, Sandra (University of York) P
How do Regionalist Parties in Catalonia and South Tyrol Deal with the Immigration Issue in Competition?
ZUBER, Christina (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) P
Issue Framing in Stateless Nationalist and Regionalist Party Platforms
CHHIM, Chris (McGill University) P
Regionalist Parties’ Positioning on European Integration: Changing Characters of Integration and Changing Patterns of Positioning?
MASSETTI, Emanuele (Gediz University) P
SCHAKEL, Arjan H (Maastricht Universiteit) P
Why Decentralise Authority Asymmetrically? A Mixed Methods Analysis of Territorial Reforms in 12 Countries
RÖTH, Leonce (University of Cologne) P
KAISER, André (University of Cologne) P

Panel 281, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Politics and Policies at the Regional Level

Are Regional Elections Second Order Elections? An Empirical Analysis of Campaign-Tweets in Belgium
BOUTECA, Nicolas (Ghent University) P
Cross-Border Cooperation in the EU: Mapping Variation within the Belgian case
BANDILLI, Marsida (University of Antwerp) P
Government Elections in the Swiss Cantons: The End of Consensus Governments?
BOUSBAH, Karima Seraina (University of Zurich) P
BOCHSLER, Daniel (University of Zurich)
Multi-Level Governance or Intergovernmental Relations: The Case of Refugee Integration in Scotland
MULVEY, Gareth (University of Glasgow) P

Panel 293, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Public Policy Convergence and Divergence in Multi-Level States

Chair/Disc TOUBEAU, Simon (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Coping with Austerity at the Regional Level: Fiscal Adjustment and Welfare Reform Strategies in Spanish Regions in Response to the Fiscal Crisis
COLINO, Cesar (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia – UNED, Madrid) P
DEL PINO, Eloisa (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
HOMBRADO MARTOS, Angustias M (University of Kent)
Länder Spending Priorities: Regional Variation in Inputs and Outputs
PAMPHILIS, Niccole (University of Edinburgh) P
JEFFERY, Charlie (University of Edinburgh)
New Policy Divergence in German Federalism: Explaining Policy-Making by the Länder After the Federalism Reform of 2006
VOGEL, Stephan (University of Cologne) P
REUS, Iris (University of Bamberg)
Territorial Governance in Western Europe: Second-Order Strong Identity Regions between Convergence and Divergence
COLE, Alistair (Cardiff University) P
PASQUIER, Romain (Institut d’Études Politiques de Rennes I)
HARGUINDÉGUY, Jean-Baptiste (Universidad Pablo de
Olavide)  
Territorial Mobilisation and Sub-State Welfare Governance in Italy, Spain and the UK  
VAMPA, Davide (European University Institute)

Panel 333, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

Subnational Actors in the EU: Formation, Expression and Adaptation
Chair  TATHAM, Michael (Universitetet i Bergen)  
Co-Chair  MBAYE, Heather (University of West Georgia)  
Discussant  DOTTI, Nicola Francesco (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Cross-Border Cooperation and Governance in the English Channel / Manche Region: A Unique Case?  
HUGGINS, Christopher (University of Keele)

Impact of Europe 2020 on Subnational Governance: Describing Variation Between Flanders, Scotland and Catalonia  
MAES, Frederic (University of Antwerp)  
BURSENS, Peter (University of Antwerp)

Moving Towards a New Imagery of Sub-National Mobilisation in Europe: Shifting from MLG I to MLG II  
ANTUNES, Sandrina (University of Minho)

Multi-Level Governance in Action: The Competence Allocation Preferences of Regional Elites  
TATHAM, Michael (Universitetet i Bergen)  
BAUER, Michael (German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer)

Partisan Pork Barrel in Multilevel Systems: The Constituency-Level Allocation of European Regional Development Funds in Italy and France  
DELLMUTH, Lisa Maria (Stockholm University)  
SCHRAFF, Dominik (Universität St Gallen)  
STOFFEL, Michael (Universität Konstanz)

Panel 349, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

The Dynamics of Federal Regimes in Comparative Perspective
Chair  PETERSOHN, Bettina (University of Edinburgh)  
Discussant  SWENDEN, Wilfried (University of Edinburgh)

Asymmetrical Federalism Revisited: A QCA Analysis of Reactions To Asymmetry  
HOMBRADO MARTOS, Angustias M (University of Kent)

Decentralisation in Africa: Sequences and Political Incentives  
DICKOVICK, James Tyler (Washington and Lee University)

Institutional Dynamics of Intergovernmental Relations under Centralisation: New Trends in Russia's Regional Policy  
ILCHENKO, Mikhail (Institute of Philosophy and Law – Russian Academy of Sciences, Ural Branch)

Territorial Dynamics in Comparative-Historical Perspective  
BROSCHEK, Joerg (Technische Universität Darmstadt)  
PETERSOHN, Bettina (University of Edinburgh)  
TOUBEAU, Simon (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

The Influence of Asymmetrical Mechanisms on Territorial Dynamics in Multinational Federal Agreements: The Case of Spain  
HOLESCH, Adam (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
Section 10

Contemporary Challenges to Political Representation

Keywords: Civil Society, Democracy, European Politics, Parliaments, Political Parties, Representation

Section Chairs
KRÖGER, Sandra (University of Exeter)
POLLAK, Johannes (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

Panel 012, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Assessing the Challenges for the Quality of Representation

Chair GATTERMANN, Katjana (University of Amsterdam)
Co-Chair KATSANIDOU, Alexia (Gesis)
Discussant KONSTANTINIDIS, Iannis (University of Macedonia)

Do Wages Affect Politician Performance? A Regression Discontinuity Approach for Municipalities
VAN DER LINDE, Daan (University of Utrecht) P
FALCKE, Swantje (University of Utrecht)
KOETSIER, Ian (University of Utrecht)

Economic Crisis and Quality of Representation: Comparing the 2009 and 2013 German Federal Elections
KATSANIDOU, Alexia (Gesis)

KONSTANTINIDIS, Iannis (University of Macedonia) P
LEFKOFRIDI, Zoe (European University Institute)

Panel 093, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Equal Representation in Electoral and Non-Electoral Settings

Chair MALKOPOULOU, Anthoula (Uppsala Universitet) P
Co-Chair NÄSSTRÖM, Sofia (Uppsala Universitet) P
Discussant URBINATI, Nadia (Columbia University) P

Does Democratic Theory Need Epistemic Standards? Grounds For a Purely Procedural Defence of Majority Rule
INVERNIZZI ACCETTI, Carlo (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

Equality, Democracy, and the Right to Vote
STONE, Peter (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin) P

Issues and Images – New Sources of Inequality in Current Representative Democracy
THAA, Winfried (University of Trier) P

Representation, Democratic Equality and Neo-Athenian Institutions
MALKOPOULOU, Anthoula (Uppsala Universitet) P

Unorthodox Representation and Democratic Equality
SAWARD, Michael (University of Warwick) P

Panel 209, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

National Parliaments in the EU

Chair KRÖGER, Sandra (University of Exeter)

Let’s Talk Europe – Parliamentary Communication in EU Affairs
AUEL, Katrin (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna) P

More Bureaucracy or More Democracy? The EU At an (Un-)Representative Turn?
NEUHOLD, Christine (Maastricht Universiteit) P

The Fiction of Europe? Reactions of Spanish MPs to Europe
COLLER, Xavier (Universidad Pablo de Olavide) P

The Neglected Role of National Parliaments in EU Policy-Making: Giving Representation its Due
KRÖGER, Sandra (University of Exeter) P

BELLAMY, Richard (European University Institute)
Panel 271, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Political Parties and the EU

Chair HERTNER, Isabelle (University of Birmingham)

Interest, Indifference, or Ignorance? How Centre-Left Parties Deal with the EU at Grassroots Level
HERTNER, Isabelle (University of Birmingham)

Programmatic European Union Opposition
LUETGERT, Brooke (Sabancı University)
HATIPOĞLU, Emre (Sabancı University)

Still Europeanists? A Careful Look at Mainstream Parties’ EU Positions
MAAG, Simon (University of Zurich)

The Influence of Decreasing Policy Congruence on the Politicisation of the EU and Rising Euroscepticism
NANOU, Kyriaki (University of Nottingham)
ZAPRYANOVA, Galina (Universität Mannheim)

Towards Convergence in Times of Crisis? Assessing Opinion Congruence between Voters and Parties in Seven EU Elections
VASILOPOULOU, Sofia (University of York)
GATTERMANN, Katjana (University of Amsterdam)

Panel 273, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Political Representation Beyond Elections

Chair POLLAK, Johannes (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

French MPs and Citizens: Political Resources and Diversity of Representative Logics
VIGOUR, Cecile (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

Normative Perspectives on Audience-Based Evaluation of Representation
WILKER, Nadja (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

KARLSSON, Martin (University of Örebro)

Panel 309, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Representation and Democracy – Still a Strong Link?

Chair/Disc POLLAK, Johannes (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)
Co-Chair PUNTSCHER RIEKMANN, Sonja (Universität Salzburg)

Representation of the Member States in EU Agencies: The Role and Accountability of National Representatives in EU Agencies’ Boards
BUSSS, Michael (University of Lucerne)

Sovereignty and Representation in the European Union: On Rousseau in the 21st Century
PUNTSCHER RIEKMANN, Sonja (Universität Salzburg)

The Crisis, Democracy and Differentiation
FOSSUM, John Erik (Universitetet i Oslo)

The European Parliament meets New Intergovernmentalism: A New Reality of Compounded Representation?
POLLAK, Johannes (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

SLOMINSKI, Peter (University of Vienna EiF)

Panel 311, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Representation in Global Governance

Chair DE WILDE, Pieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Discussant KUYPER, Jonathan (Stockholm University)

Communicating New Democratic Links? National Parliamentarians and Their Patterns of Representation in EU Affairs
KINSKI, Lucy (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

On the Dysfunctional Inter-Governmental Design of Interest Representation in Global Governance
PARIZEK, Michal (Charles University in Prague)

Representation in Supranational Strong Publics: Claims-Making in the UN General Assembly and European Parliament
PALMTAG, Tabea (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

DE WILDE, Pieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
PALMTAG, Tabea (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
JUNK, Wiebke (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
ZÜRN, Michael (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Section 11

Contemporary Local Self-Governance and Democracy – Challenges and Responses

Keywords Comparative Politics, Democracy, Local Government

Section Chairs
LIDSTRÖM, Anders (Umeå Universitet)
HLEPAS, Nikos (University of Athens)

Panel 078, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Effects of Non-Electoral Participation in Local Politics

Chair VETTER, Angelika (Universität Stuttgart)
Co-Chair FONT, Joan (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
Discussant DENTERS, Bas (Universiteit Twente)

Beyond the Participatory Process: Consequences in the Interaction Between Civil Society and Local Authorities
JIMENEZ SANCHEZ, Manuel (Carlos III-Juan March Institute of Social Sciences – IC3JM)
GARCÍA ESPIN, Patrícia (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC) P
BERER, Laurence (Université de Montréal)
Dialogue Oriented and Direct Forms of Citizen Participation – So What?
VETTER, Angelika (Universität Stuttgart) P

Panel 346, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

The 'Constructivist Turn' in Political Representation: Exchanges between Theoretical and Empirical Scholars
Chair SEVERS, Eline (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Discussant SAWARD, Michael (University of Warwick)
Back to the Future? Political Representation in the Online Age: Reflections on the 5Star Movement in Italy
CASTIGLIONE, Dario (University of Exeter)
Democratic Representation and the Constituency Paradox
DISCH, Lisa (University of Michigan)
Is Parliament’s Increased Focus on Public Engagement Changing the Nature of Parliamentary Representation?
LESTON-BANDEIRA, Cristina (University of Hull)

Panel 410, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Who gets Represented in EU Policy-Making?
Chair KRÖGER, Sandra (University of Exeter)
Explaining Interest Representation During the Euro Crisis in Elite Business Papers
HECHINGER, Anna (University of Zurich) P
Political Representation and the 29th Demos
LACEY, Joseph (European University Institute) P
Understanding Increasing Self-Perception: The Role of National Parliaments in Plenary Debates in the Assemblée Nationale and the Bundestag
THOMAS, Anja (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P
Who Influences EU Integration?
LESSCHAEVE, Christophe (University of Antwerp) P

Panel 571, Thursday, 10:45–12:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Uploading Democracy: The Domestic Sources of Openness in Global Governance
SOMMERER, Thomas (Stockholm University)
TALLBERG, Jonas (Stockholm University)
SQUATRITO, Theresa (Universitetet i Oslo)

The Tenacity of the Social Contract: Flemish MPs’ Self-Legitimation in an Age of Distrust
SEVERS, Eline (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P
Transnational Populism: Representing ‘The People’ beyond the Nation-State
MOFFITT, Benjamin (Stockholm University) P
Effects of Participatory Innovations on Representative Democracy – Preliminary Findings
GEISSEL, Brigitte (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt) P

What Makes for Successful Citizens’ Initiatives?
DENTERS, Bas (Universiteit Twente) P

Panel 132, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Governance, Networks and Leadership
Chair LIDSTRÖM, Anders (Umeå Universitet)
Discussant KJAER, Ulrik (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)

A New Theoretical Framework for the Study of Urban Political Leadership
NORN, Peter Andreas (Copenhagen Business School) P
Hierarchy and Compromise in English and German Municipal Development Projects
ECKERSLEY, Peter (University of Newcastle upon Tyne) P
Mayors in the Spotlight: Local Electoral Presidentialisation in Flanders (Belgium)
RODENBACH, Johannes (Ghent University) P
Strong versus Weak Collaboration: Strengthening Local Governance, Democracy and Accountability in Co-Governance
CHYNE, Christine (Massey University) P

Panel 156, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Institutional Reform in Local Government
Chair HLEPAS, Nikos (University of Athens)
Discussant ROSE, Lawrence (Universitetet i Oslo)

Changing Local Relations: Effects of Political and Administrative Reforms in Hungary
DOBOS, Gabor (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences) P
Explaining the Responsiveness to Citizens’ Demands in German Local Governments – Evidence from a Field Experiment
GROHS, Stephan (Universität Konstanz) P
ADAM, Christian (Universität Konstanz)
KNILL, Christoph (Universität Konstanz)
Modern Municipalities: The Changing Role of Local Government and Local Democracy in Sweden
GRANBERG, Mikael (Karlstad University) P
MONTIN, Stig (University of Gothenburg)

Modernising Traditional Land Rights in Namibia: Power Struggle or Fruitful Cooperation?
BEHR, Daniela (Universität Konstanz) P
VAN DER HAER, Roos (Universität Konstanz)
KROMREY, Daniela (Universität Konstanz)

Panel 194, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Local Elections, Representation and Participation
Chair ROSE, Lawrence (Universitetet i Oslo)
Discussant GEISSEL, Brigitte (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

Case Study: Can you 'Fight' City Hall on Climate Change? Tales from Manchester, UK
HUDSON, Marc (unaffiliated activist) P
Determinants of Turnout in a Compulsory Voting Setting: Local Elections in Belgium and Ecuador
DANDOY, Régis (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
JADOT, Anne (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P
How Equal is the Electoral Representation in Municipalities? A Study of Disproportionality in Polish Local Councils
GENDZWILL, Adam (University of Warsaw) P
ŻÓŁTAK, Tomasz (University of Warsaw)
RUTKOWSKI, Jakub (University of Warsaw)
Participation in Projects – An Overview of the EU-Funded Urban Projects in Finland
KAUKKANEN, Kanerva (University of Helsinki) P
Second Thoughts on Second Order Elections: On the Particularities of Local Elections
KJAER, Ulrik (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)
STEYVERS, Kristof (Ghent University) P

Panel 195, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Local Government Mergers and Territorial Reforms
Chair DENTERS, Bas (Universiteit Twente)
Discussant HLEPAS, Nikolaos-K (National and Capodistrian University of Athens)

Intermunicipal Cooperation and Regional Governance in Europe: An Institutional Collective Action Framework
TAVARES, Antonio (University of Minho) P
FEIOCK, Richard
Launching and Implementing Municipal Mergers: A Monadic and Dyadic Test of Key Determinants
STREBEL, Michael (University of Zurich)

Local Government Reforms in Italy and Spain: Towards Institutional Sustainability or Weaker Local Authorities?
BOLGHERINI, Silvia (Dipartimento di Scienze Sociali, Università di Napoli Federico II)

Territorial Reform Strategies, Size and Local Self-Governance: The Case of Norway
LESJØ, Jon Helge (Lillehammer University College)
P<br>
PEDERSEN, Tor Helge (Lillehammer University College)

Panel 196, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Local Policy and Public Services
Chair
LESJØ, Jon Helge (Lillehammer University College)
Discussant
LIDSTRÖM, Anders (Umeå Universitet)

Section 12
Contemporary Modes of Food Governance

Keywords
Civil Society, European Union, Global, Governance, Green Politics, Public Policy, WTO

Section Chairs
BREEMAN, Gerard (Wageningen University and Research Center)
BARLING, David (City University London)

Panel 059, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

De-Compartmentalising Agricultural Policy Making? The New Politics of Food and Agriculture
Chair/Disc
DAUGBJERG, Carsten (Australian National University)
Co-Chair
FEINDT, Peter H (Wageningen University and Research Center)

Explaining Reform and Reversal of the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy From 1992 to 2013
DAUGBJERG, Carsten (Australian National University)

Is the CAP still Compartmentalised? An Examination of the 2013 CAP Reform Under the Co-Decision Process
GREER, Alan (University of the West of England)

The New Politics of Food in the United States
SHEINGATE, Adam (Johns Hopkins University)

The Politics of Agricultural Patents in Germany – A Case of De-Compartmentalising Agricultural Policy Making?
FEINDT, Peter H (Wageningen University and Research Center)
Panel 118, Thursday, 11:00–12:40  
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Food Governance: From European and Global Goals to Local Governance

Chair BREEMAN, Gerard (Wageningen University and Research Center)
Discussant CANDEL, Jeroen (Wageningen University and Research Center)

Economic and Environmental Importance and Instruments to Support the Development of Organic Farming in the European Union and in the United States of America
PANCISZKO, Barbara (University of Wroclaw) P

Governance of Sustainable Livestock: Bridging the Gap Between Global Dialogues and Local Arrangements in the Livestock Sector
BREEMAN, Gerard (Wageningen University and Research Center) P
TERMEER, Katrien (Wageningen University and Research Center)

Local Governance of Agri-Food Crises: The Food Policy Council Movement in North America
MOONEY, Patrick (University of Kentucky) P

Should we Lobby Governments or Corporations? A Comparative Case Study of Old and New Tactics to Improve Factory Farming
LELIEVELDT, Herman (University of Utrecht) P

Which Path to Take? How European Commission Officials Deal with Controversy in Food Security Policy-Making Processes
CANDEL, Jeroen (Wageningen University and Research Center) P

Panel 128, Thursday, 14:00–15:40  
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Global Governance of Food and Food Security

Chair BARLING, David (City University London)
Co-Chair DUNCAN, Jessica (Wageningen University and Research Center)
Discussant BERNARD DE RAYMOND, Antoine (INRA)

Contested Framings of ‘Agricultural Research for Development’
SEGAL, Ruth (University of Sussex) P

Food Security as a Tool to Globally Reshape Agrifood Policies
BERNARD DE RAYMOND, Antoine (INRA) P

Investment in Agriculture as a Contested Terrain of Global Food Governance
McKEON, Nora (University of Rome 3) P

Rationalising from Below: Social Movements and the ‘New Food Policy’
BREM-WILSON, Joshua (University of Bradford) P

The Renewed Global Food Security Policy Agenda and the Environmental Policy Divide
BARLING, David (City University London) P
DUNCAN, Jessica (Wageningen University and Research Center)
**Section 14**

**Critical Policy Studies:**
Discourse, Argumentation and Interpretation

**Keywords** Critical theory, Democracy, Governance, Methods, Political Theory, Post-Structuralism, Public Policy, Qualitative

**Section Chairs**
DURNOVA, Anna (University of Vienna)
FISCHER, Frank (University of Kassel)
ZITTOUN, Philippe (Université Lyon II)

**Panel 055, Thursday, 11:00–12:40**
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Critical Policy Studies meeting
International Relations

Chair ZITTOUN, Philippe (Université Lyon II)

Arguementative Policy Analysis and Obama’s Grand Strategy
USMANOV, Sardor (University of Economics, Prague) 🎯

Experiencing Categorising and Peacebuilding
KOUASSI, Marie (Université catholique de Louvain) 🎯

Legitimisation Strategies and Japan’s Multilateralism Incentive
KOLMAS, Michal (Charles University in Prague) 🎯

Speaking Europe: How is the EU Constructed through Performatve Discourse
BÉLANGER, Marie-Eve (University of Ottawa) 🎯

The Rise of an Anti-Politics Machinery: Peacebuilding and the Focus on Results
BÄCHTOLD, Stefan (University of Basel) 🎯

**Panel 056, Thursday, 14:00–15:40**
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Critical Policy Studies Revisited:
Extensions and Critique

Chair DURNOVA, Anna (University of Vienna)

Governing Public Services in Europe by Discourse: The Formula Services of General (Economic) Interest Seen as a Discursive Instrument of European Governmentality
PUPAT, Yoann (Université Lyon II) 🎯

Problem Brokers and the Multiple Streams Framework
KNAGGÅRD, Åsa (Lunds Universitet) 🎯

Why do Policy Discourses Succeed? Policy Actors and Discursive Change
HASSENTEUFEL, Patrick (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) 🎯

ZITTOUN, Philippe (Université Lyon II)

**Panel 071, Thursday, 16:00–17:40**
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Discourses on Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups: Contributions from Critical Policy Studies

Chair DRAGOTESC, Andra-Mirona (Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara)

Framing Policy Designs Through Emotions: The Case of Lone Mothers
DURNOVA, Anna (University of Vienna) 🎯

HEJZLAROVA, Eva (Charles University in Prague) 🎯

MAXWELL, Tanita (University of Aberdeen) 🎯

What Do We Talk about When We Talk about Violence Against Women? The Institutionalisation of Depositing Violence Against Women into Social, Economical, Political and Cultural ‘Boxes’
DRAGOTESC, Andra-Mirona (Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara) 🎯
Section 15

Globalisation and the New Governance of National Security?

Keywords Business, Conflict, Globalisation, Governance, International Relations, Political Economy, Security

Section Chairs
WEISS, Moritz (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) 
DEVORE, Marc (University of St Andrews)

Panel 085, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Emerging Technologies and the Governance of National Security
Chair/Disc WEISS, Moritz (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

A Revolution in Warfare? Tactical Drone Use by the German Bundeswehr in Afghanistan
FRANKE, Ulrike Esther (University of Oxford) P

A Revolution of Democratic Warfare? A QCA-Based Study of the Driving Factors behind Military Transformations
HANSEL, Mischa (University of Cologne) P
RUHNKE, Simon (University of Cologne)

Who Is to Safeguard Trust in Cyberspace?
SALMINEN, Mirva (University of Lapland) P
LIMNELL, Jarno (private sector)

Panel 131, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Globalisation of Conflicts and the Privatisation of Security
Chair/Disc DEVORE, Marc (University of St Andrews)

Normative Power by Contract? The Privatisation of EU Crisis Management Operations
CUSUMANO, Eugenio (European University Institute) P
GIUMELLI, Francesco (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

Private Security Governance: Assessing the Conditions for Private Measures Fighting Somali Piracy
STAFF, Helge (Jacobs University Bremen) P

Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna
FEINDT, Peter H (Wageningen University and Research Center) P

Democracy and Learning in Reflexive Governance – Conceptual and Empirical Reflections for Critical Studies of Sustainable Development
FEINDT, Peter H (Wageningen University and Research Center) P
MEADOWCROFT, James (Carleton University)
LES RECIPROQUETEURS: POST-REGULATORY CORPORATISM
HUGOSON, Rolf (Umeå Universitet) P

Pigs in the City: Reflective Deliberations on the Boundary Concept of Agroparks in The Netherlands
METZE, Tamara (Universiteit van Tilburg) P

A Tale of ‘Fat Cats’ and ‘Stupid Activists’: Contested Values, Governance and Reflexivity in the Brno Railway Station Controversy
DURNOVA, Anna (University of Vienna) P

MEADOWCROFT, James (Carleton University)
STEURER, Reinhard (BOKU – University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna)

A Revolution in Warfare? Tactical Drone Use by the German Bundeswehr in Afghanistan
FRANKE, Ulrike Esther (University of Oxford) P

A Revolution of Democratic Warfare? A QCA-Based Study of the Driving Factors behind Military Transformations
HANSEL, Mischa (University of Cologne) P
RUHNKE, Simon (University of Cologne)
Restructuring Yemen’s Security Sector: Global Strategies of Containment, Local Power Dynamics
DU BOUCHET, Ludmila (University of Cambridge)

Sri Lanka’s Tamil Network Dynamics: How to Explain the Rise of the LTTE?
STÄHLI, Armin (Universität St Gallen)

The Linkage of International and Internal Security – Brazilian Contributions to United Nations Peacekeeping Operations and their Effect on the Domestic Security Sector
HARIG, Christoph (Kings College London)

Panel 133, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Governing Small Arms – National, Regional and International Dynamics in a Globalised World
Chair/Disc MARSH, Nicholas (International Peace Research Institute, Oslo)

Arms Flows to Fragile States: Reducing the Risks of Conflict and Instability
HOLTOM, Paul (University of Coventry)

Don’t Mention the War: Law, Politics and Small Arms Controls
JITTS, Amber (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

EU Strategy to Tackle Illicit Acquisition of Firearms
DUQUET, Nils (Flemish Peace Institute)
VAN ALSTEIN, Maarten (Flemish Peace Institute)

Governance of Small Arms in the Absence of a State Monopoly of Legitimate Violence
MARSH, Nicholas (International Peace Research Institute, Oslo)

Small Arms, Armed Violence and Governance in Fragile and ‘Seriously Affected’ States
GREENE, Owen

Panel 167, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

International Institutions and the Globalisation of Arms Production
Chair/Disc VLCEK, William (University of St Andrews)

And the Leopard Goes To… Explaining Changes in Germany’s Arms Export Policy
SIMMEL, Verena (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

Explaining the EDA’s Arrested Development
DEVORE, Marc (University of St Andrews)

Liberalisation Against all Odds? The Abolishment of Defence Offsets in the EU
WEISS, Moritz (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

The Politics of Fighter Jets in Western Europe
HOEFFLER, Catherine (Université catholique de Lille – ESPOI)
MERAND, Frederic (Université de Montréal)
Section 16

Governance and Policy Instruments

Keywords Gender, Globalisation, Governance, Institutions, Knowledge, Policy Analysis, Political Economy

Section Chairs
ERKKILA, Tero (University of Helsinki)
REPO, Jemima (University of Helsinki)

Panel 077, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

Economic Governance and the New Frontiers of EU Social and Employment Policy

Chair ZBYSZEWSKA, Ania (University of Warwick)
Acting with EU Instruments at The Subnational Level: Towards a Reappropriation of EU Tools by Local Actors?
A Case Study Around The European Social Funds and its Implementation in the Wallonia Region (Belgium)
SBARAGLIA, Fanny (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P
EU Policy-Making in the Field of Employment: Hybridisation or Harder Co-Ordination?
TSAKATIKA, Myrto (University of Glasgow) P
New ‘Social Europe’ After Crisis: How Much of it is Still Social?
ZUREK, Karolina (Stockholm University) P
Social Considerations in the Internal Market?
SARTER, Eva Katharina (University of Bielefeld) P

Panel 258, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

Policies, Practices and Rationalities of Population Governance

Chair REPO, Jemima (University of Helsinki)
Co-Chair HOPPANIA, Hanna-Kaisa (University of Helsinki)
Discussant ALT, Suvi (University of Lapland)
Gender as a Technology of Population Governance
REPO, Jemima (University of Helsinki) P
On the Margins: Immigration, Governance-Resistance, and the Production of the Population
ANSEMS DE VRIES, Leonie (Kings College London) P
Population Change and Global Security
SPIEKER, Jorg (Birkbeck, University of London) P
The Biopolitics of the Family
HAJEK, Katharina (University of Vienna) P

Panel 302, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

Regulatory Governance

Chair DE FRANCESCO, Fabrizio (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)
SECTION 17

Combatting Corruption the Soft Way: Under what Conditions do Peer Reviews Become Meaningful Instruments in the Fight Against Corruption?
JONGEN, Hortense (Maastricht Universiteit)
P

Governance and Institutional Power – Human Rights Promotion and Protection at the Domestic Level
LACATUS, Cora (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
P

North-South Dynamics in the Globalisation of Energy Regulation
VANTAGGIATO, Francesca Pia (University of East Anglia)
P

Uncertainty, Conflict, and Changes in Rulemaking: Regulating the European Energy Markets
RANGONI, Bernardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
P

Panel 356, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

The Impact of Open Data
Chair WORTHY, Benjamin (Birkbeck, University of London)
P

Global Governance Indices, Transparency and Right to Information
ERKKILA, Tero (University of Helsinki)
P

Open Data and the Politics of Transparency
GRAY, Jonathan (University of London, Royal Holloway College)
P

Open Data Policies and Practice: An International Comparison
DAVIES, Tim (University of Southampton)
P

The Complex Dynamics of Open Data
WORTHY, Benjamin (Birkbeck, University of London)
P

The Responsiveness of German MPs to Online Transparency Demands
BUZOGANY, Aron (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
P

The Paradox of Incentives: Scientific Impact and Societal Relevance of Academic Research in the Walloon Science System
FALLON, Catherine (Université de Liège)
P

Section 17

Governing by Numbers or Democratising Measurement: Do Performance Indicators Stand Participation?

Keywords Civil Society, Environmental Policy, Governance, Policy Analysis, Public Administration

Section Chairs
FALLON, Catherine (Université de Liège)
CLAISSSE, Frederic (Université de Liège)
P

Panel 373, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915

The Political Effects of Performance Indicators
Chair FALLON, Catherine (Université de Liège)
Co-Chair CLAISSSE, Frederic (Université de Liège)
P

Doing Things with Numbers: The Danish National Audit Office and the Governing of University Teaching
TRIANTAFILLOU, Peter (University of Roskilde)
P

New Public Management – New Democratic Accountability?
ZEINER, Hilde (Norwegian Institute for Urban and Region Research)
P

WINSVOLD, Marte (Norwegian Institute for Urban and Region Research)
P

The Paradox of Incentives: Scientific Impact and Societal Relevance of Academic Research in the Walloon Science System
FALLON, Catherine (Université de Liège)
P

MELON, Steve (Université de Liège)
Section 18

Governing Knowledge: Policy and the Politics of Knowledge Production and Use

Keywords European Politics, Globalisation, Governance, Institutions, Knowledge, Policy Analysis, Public Policy

Section Chairs
LITTOZ-MONNET, Annabelle  
(Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
BOSWELL, Christina
GREK, Sotiria (University of Edinburgh)

Panel 040, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203
Connecting Ideas and Interests: Expertise, Ideology and Think Tank Policy Entrepreneurs
Chair DINAN, William (University of the West of Scotland)
Co-Chair PLEHWE, Dieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Discussant MILLER, David (University of Bath)
Back to the Source? Neoliberal Think Tanks in Austria
SCHLÖGL, Matthias (University of Bath)
British Think-Tanks and Their Collaborative and Communicative Networks
PAUTZ, Hartwig (University of the West of Scotland)
DINAN, William (University of the West of Scotland)
Re-Connecting Interests and Ideas in the Austerity Debate: The Battle over Euro-Bonds
PLEHWE, Dieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Sent Homeward to Think Again? The Role of Think Tanks in the Scottish Independence Debate
DINAN, William (University of the West of Scotland)
The Sociology of Knowledge-Production in Eastern European Think-Tanks: Research Practices at the Crossroads
NATORSKI, Michal (College of Europe)

Panel 112, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203
Expertise as a Policy Instrument: Impact Assessment, Targets and Peer-Reviewing as Public Management Tools
Chair BOSWELL, Christina
Discussant GREK, Sotiria (University of Edinburgh)
Disciplining or Signalling? The Functioning of Targets and Performance Indicators in UK Climate Change and Immigration Policy
YEARLEY, Steven (University of Edinburgh)
BOSWELL, Christina
RODRIGUES, Eugenia (University of Edinburgh)
Discursive Construction of Global Governmentality: The Case of OECD
ELSHIHRY, Manal (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)
ALAWATTAGE, Chandana (University of Aberdeen)
Do Regulators Use Science in Policy Formulation? Evidence from the European Commission’s Impact Assessment
DUNLOP, Claire (University of Exeter)
RADAELLI, Claudio (University of Exeter)
FRITSCH, Oliver (University of Leeds)
Orienting a Controversy through Technical Expertise: The Struggle over Shale Gas in France and Quebec
CHAILLEUX, Sebastien (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
Panel 113, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

Expertise, Democracy and Accountability in Public Policy
Chair GREK, Sotiria (University of Edinburgh)

Getting Things Done: Political Advisors as Power Brokers in Wicked Problems
KEMPENEER, Shirley (University of Antwerp)

Holding EU Experts to Account: The Case of Economic Expertise
HOLST, Cathrine (Universitetet i Oslo)

Societal Actors’ Roles and the Expert-Executive Nexus in the EU: Patterns of Participation in the European Commission’s Expert Group System
GORNITZKA, Ase (Universitetet i Oslo)

The Entanglement of Values and Expertise in Hydraulic Fracturing Debates
WEIBLE, Chris

Panel 122, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

Functions and Uses of Expertise in Global Governance
Chair BOSWELL, Christina
Discussant GREK, Sotiria (University of Edinburgh)

Knowledge for Regulation and Regulation of Knowledge: The European Food Safety Authority as a Networked Agency
KOBUSCH, Alexander (Universität Tübingen)

Measuring the Global Social – Numerical Tools in Global Social Policy Making and Development
BERTEN, John (University of Bielefeld)

Resistant to Change? An Analysis of the European Commission’s Response to External Challenge and Criticism of its Expert Group System
MOODIE, John (Universitetet i Oslo)

The Politics Behind the Consultation of Expert Groups: A Strategy to Offset Salience or to Reduce Complexity?
VAN BALLAERT, Bart (Université catholique de Louvain)

Panel 383, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

The Role of Ideas and Indicators in Science Policies and Research Management
Chair SANZ-MENENDEZ, Luis (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
Co-Chair CRUZ-CASTRO, Laura (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)

From the Evaluated State to the Evaluative State: The Role of Measurement in the Neoliberal Restructuring of European States
GIANNONE, Diego (Second University of Naples)

How Does Science Go Wrong?
WOUTERS, Paul

DE RIJCKE, Sarah (Centre for Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University)

The Transformative Power of Research Evaluation: Effects on University Governance and Practices
REALE, Emanuela (National Research Council-Institute for Research on Firm and Growth CNR-CERIS)

Panel 391, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

The Uses of Knowledge in Environmental Disaster Management and Prevention
Chair GOGGIN, Malcolm (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
Discussant GERBER, Brian (University of Colorado Denver)
Discussant CAPARROS, Alejandro (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)

Expert Knowledge and New Forms of Deliberative Knowledge Production: Rivals or Good Companions in Knowledge-Intensive Policy-Making? Experiences With Xenotransplantation
LOEBER, Anne (University of Amsterdam)

GRIESLER, Erich (Institute for Advanced Studies)

BIEGELBAUER, Peter (Austrian Institute of Technology)

Experts, Biases and Learning
MONTPETIT, Eric (Université de Montréal)

LACHAPELLE, Erick (Université de Montréal)

Interests, Scale Framing and Knowledge in the Governance of Climate Change Adaptation: What is Their Mutual/Reciprocal Relation?
LIESHOUT, Maartje (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

TIMMERMANS, Arco (Universiteit Leiden)
Politics, Scientific Knowledge and the Case of Cattle TB
LODGE, Martin (The London School of Economics & Political Science)  P
MATUS, Kira (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

The Role of Theory in Understanding Climate Change as a Disaster Policy and Management Challenge
LARSON, Samantha (University of Colorado – Denver)  P
GERBER, Brian (University of Colorado Denver)

Section 19

Identity and Political Behaviour

Keywords Contentious Politics, Democracy, Identity, Political Participation, Political Psychology, Political Sociology, Qualitative, Quantitative

Section Chairs
KAINA, Viktoria (FernUniversität in Hagen)
IRENEUSZ, Karolewski (University of Wroclaw)

Panel 138, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Identity and Politics of Emotions
Chair/Disc GREENFELD, Liah (Boston University)
Emotional Conditions of Political Conversion: Rebecca West on the Allure of Communism to Western Intellectuals
BAEHRE, Peter (Lingnan University)  P
Malformed Identity and Its Political Implications
TAKEISHI, Chikako (Chuo University)  P
Neoliberalising Disabled Subjectivities: Gender, Emotion and Spaces of Social (in)Security
SOLDATIC, Karen  P
MORGAN, Hannah (Lancaster University)
Rational Calculation or Emotional Thrust? Scotland, Catalonia and the Debates over Independence
DALLE MULLE, Emmanuel (University of Geneva)  P

Panel 139, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Identity and Political Behaviour
Chair TODD, Jennifer (University College Dublin)
Intersecting Identities: Social Mobilisations and Transformations of Values
HOEWER, Melanie (University College Dublin)  P

Panel 140, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Identity Technologies, Group Definition and Beliefs of Legitimacy
Chair IRENEUSZ, Karolewski (University of Wroclaw)
Co-Chair VERHAEGEN, Soetkin (University of Leuven)
Defining Romanian Roma Identity: An Easy Task or a Difficult One?
SNITAR, Corina (University of Glasgow)  P
European Identity as a Social Identity: The Stability of European Identity Among Different Age Groups
VERHAEGEN, Soetkin (University of Leuven)  P
Identity Mobilisation and Elite Cues: A Survey Experiment on Public Support for International Fiscal Transfers in the EU
STOECKEL, Florian (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  P
Language Policy and Identity in Post-Soviet Tatarstan
WIGGLESWORTH-BAKER, Teresa (University of Sheffield)  P
National Identity and Mental Illness: The Double Helix of Modern Politics
GREENFELD, Liah (Boston University)  

Panel 141, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Identity, Political Action and the Changing Style of Citizen Politics in the Digital Age
Chair  KAINA, Viktoria (FernUniversität in Hagen)
Co-Chair  SCHUBERT, Sophia (Freie Universität Berlin)

KUBLER, Johanne (European University Institute)  
Moulded by the Regime Forever? The Effects of Soviet Identity on Electoral Behaviour in Post-Communist Lithuania
RAMONAITÉ, Aine (Vilnius University)  
Political Activism of Muslim Women in Turkey with Selective References to Muslim Women’s Activism in Egypt
KARACA, Aslı (Central European University)  
Political Actor or Ritualised Other? Mapping Ethnic Attitudes in the Russian Blogosphere of 2010
BODRUNOVA, Svetlana (St Petersburg State University)  
KOLTSOVA, Olessia (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)
NIKOLENKO, Sergey
ALEXEEVA, Svetlana (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)
KOLTCOV, Sergei (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)

Panel 142, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Identity, Politics and Democracy at the Local Level and Beyond
Chair  TAUSENDPFUND, Markus (FernUniversität in Hagen)
Discussant  VETTER, Angelika (Universität Stuttgart)

Local Identity in Times of Jurisdictional Consolidation: Decline of Community or Huddle Around the Local Flag?
KJAER, Ulrik (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)  
HANSEN, Sune (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)
National Thinking in the Turkish Cypriot Community: A Political Pendulum?
TEKIN, Caner (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

The Bridging and Bonding Character of Local Identities
REMER-BOLLOW, Uwe (Universität Stuttgart)  
The Origins of Local Identity
ODRAKIEWICZ, Sarah (Universität Mannheim)  

Panel 200, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Measuring Identity at the Micro-Level
Chair  ROOSE, Jochen (Freie Universität Berlin)
Co-Chair  KUHN, Sebastian (FernUniversität in Hagen)

A More-Dimensional Approach to Measuring European Identity
WEBER, Daniel (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)  
A Multidimensional Scale Measuring National Identification: Results from England, Germany, and Poland
VON SCHEVE, Christian (Freie Universität Berlin)  
ISMER, Sven (Freie Universität Berlin)
KOZŁOWSKA, Marta (Freie Universität Berlin)
How to Measure or not to Measure National and European Identity – Problems in Quantitative Approaches and Possible Directions of Solution
WESTLE, Bettina (Philipps-Universität Marburg)  
Measuring Collective Identities with Q-Methodology
SACKMANN, Rosemarie (Würzburg Julius-Maximilians University)  
What Matters More, Contents or Intensity, in Connecting National and European Identity?
SEGATTI, Paolo (Università degli Studi di Milano)  
GUGLIELMI, Simona (Università degli Studi di Milano)
Section 20

Institutions in Tension: Economic Crisis, Democratic Crisis and Institutional Change

Keywords Comparative Politics, Democracy, Elections, Government, Institutions, Political Parties

Section Chairs
PILET, Jean-Benoit (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
BIRCH, Sarah (University of Glasgow)
RUIZ-RUFINO, Ruben (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)

Panel 061, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Deliberative Experiments and Constitutional Changes: Theoretical and Empirical Approaches

Chair/Disc MISCOIU, Sergiu (Babeș-Bolyai University)
Co-Chair GIOVANNI, Allegretti (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)
Co-Chair GHERGHINA, Sergiu (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

CRACIUN, Claudiu (National School of Political and Administrative Studies) P
ANDREI, Vladucu (National School of Political and Administrative Studies)
The Paradoxes of Crowdsourcing
OLAFSSON, Jon (Bifröst University) P
NORDAL, Salvor (University of Iceland)

When Deliberation becomes Majority-Construction: Constitution-Making in Turkey and Hungary
FRUHSTORFER, Anna (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P
PETERSEN, Felix (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P

When Institutional Reform Provides New Avenues for Citizens’ Involvement: The Change of Constitutions through Participatory Processes
ALLEGRETTI, Umberto (Università degli Studi di Firenze) P
CORSI, Cecilia (Università degli Studi di Firenze) P

Panel 125, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Getting Elections Right? New Perspectives on Explaining Election Integrity

Chair VAN HAM, Carolien (European University Institute)
Co-Chair BIRCH, Sarah (University of Glasgow)
Discussant RUIZ-RUFINO, Ruben (Kings College London)

CRACIUN, Claudiu (National School of Political and Administrative Studies) P
ANDREI, Vladucu (National School of Political and Administrative Studies)
The Paradoxes of Crowdsourcing
OLAFSSON, Jon (Bifröst University) P
NORDAL, Salvor (University of Iceland)

When Deliberation becomes Majority-Construction: Constitution-Making in Turkey and Hungary
FRUHSTORFER, Anna (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P
PETERSEN, Felix (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P

When Institutional Reform Provides New Avenues for Citizens’ Involvement: The Change of Constitutions through Participatory Processes
ALLEGRETTI, Umberto (Università degli Studi di Firenze) P
CORSI, Cecilia (Università degli Studi di Firenze) P

Key B = Building, F = Floor, R = Room, P = Paper Presenter
Panel 274, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Political Representation in Time of Crisis

Chair RUIZ-RUFINO, Ruben (Kings College London)
Discussant SUITER, Jane (Dublin City University)

Decentralisation and the Centre-Right in the UK and Spain: Trade-Offs between Central Power and Regional Responsibility in the Conservative Party and the Partido Popular
LUNDBERG, Thomas (University of Glasgow)
CONVERY, Alan (University of Edinburgh)

Economic Crisis, New Parties and Electoral Reform
PILET, Jean-Benoit (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
NÚÑEZ, Lidia (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

FERRERI, Alba (Università degli Studi di Siena)

Panel 298, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Referendums in Times of Crisis: More but not Merrier?

Chair JACOBS, Kristof (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Co-Chair BEDOCK, Camille (European University Institute)

Internet Effects in Times of Political Crisis: Online News-Gathering and Attitudes Towards the European Union
WALL, Matthew (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam / Swansea University)

Referendums on the Reform of Political Institutions: A Comparison of France, Italy and Ireland Before and After the Start of the Crisis
BEDOCK, Camille (European University Institute)

Referring International Dispute to Referenda: Comparing the two Icelandic Referendums on Icesave
BERGMANN, Eirikur (University of Iceland)

Panel 299, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Reforming Election and Participation in Times of Crisis

Chair PILET, Jean-Benoit (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Explaining Reforms of Assembly Sizes: Reassessing the Cube Root Law Relationship Between Population and Assembly Size
JACOBS, Kristof (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
OTJES, Simon (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

Institutional Reforms and the Quality of Democracy: The Case of Poland
GWIAZDA, Anna (Kings College London)

People with Politicians: Innovations in Deliberative Democracy
SUITER, Jane (Dublin City University)
FARRELL, David (University College Dublin)
HARRIS, Clodagh (University College Cork)
O’MALLEY, Eoin (Dublin City University)

Seismic Wave or Tsunami? Assessing Party System Change in Times of Crisis
CASAL BERTOA, Fernando (University of Nottingham)

The Case of People’s Assembly in Estonia: A Systemic Approach to Crowdsourcing Initiatives
LEOSK, Nele (European University Institute)

Panel 341, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

The Analysis and Practice of International Assistance to Political Parties: Objectives, Approaches and Outcomes

Chair/Disc SVÅSAND, Lars (Universitetet i Bergen)

German Party Stiftungen and International Party Assistance
WEISSENBACH, Kristina (University of Duisburg-Essen)

Must the Dominant-Party System End by Corruption? A Comparative Analysis of the Italian Experience and the Turkish Case
COŞKUN, Gülçin (Istanbul Kemerburgaz University)

Satisfaction with Democracy, Economic Evaluations, and National Wealth: A Multi-Level Analysis of European Democracies
EHIN, Piret (University of Tartu)
Section 21

Interest Groups and Comparative Political Science: Empirical, Theoretical, Methodological and Normative Challenges

**Keywords** Citizenship, Civil Society, Comparative Politics, Democracy, Interest Groups, Political Participation, Representation, Social Movements

**Section Chairs**
MALONEY, William (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)
BEYERS, Jan (University of Antwerp)

**Panel 046, Thursday, 09:00–10:40**
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

**Contentious East Europeans**

**Chair** CISAR, Ondrej (Charles University in Prague)
**Co-Chair** NAVRATIL, Jiri (Masaryk University)

CISAR, Ondrej (Charles University in Prague)
NAVRATIL, Jiri (Masaryk University)

Europeanisation as a Factor of National Interest Group Political-Cultural Change: The Case of Interest Groups in Slovenia
NOVAK, Meta (University of Ljubljana)
FINK HAFNER, Danica (University of Ljubljana)

Radical Activism in Post-Socialist Space: Alliances Between the Squatting Movement and the Tenants’ Movement in Warsaw
POLANSKA, Dominika (Södertörn University)

Under Pressure of Reconstruction: The Czech Advocacy Activism Grows Bold
MAZÁK, Jaromír (Charles University in Prague)

**Panel 161, Thursday, 11:00–12:40**
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

**Interest Groups and Political Communication**

**Chair** BINDERKRANTZ, Anne (Aarhus Universitet)

Access and Social Media use by European Interest Organisations
SHOTTON, Paul (The Hague University of Applied Sciences)

CHALMERS, Adam (Universiteit Leiden)

Do They Get to Say Something? Muslim Organisations’ Role and Importance in the Public Media Discourse on Muslims and Islam in Europe
FEDDERSEN, Alexandra (University of Geneva)
BANFI, Elisa

Does Interest Community Density Predict Lobby Presence? Understanding the Supply-Demand Interaction in EU Legislative Lobbying
BEYERS, Jan (University of Antwerp)
BRAUN, Caelestia (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
BERKHOUT, Joost (University of Amsterdam)

How Interest Groups Develop Their Lobbying Strategies: The Logic of Endogeneity
DE BRUYCKE, Iskander (University of Antwerp)

**Panel 162, Thursday, 14:00–15:40**
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

**Interest Groups and Political Parties**

**Chair** ALLERN, Elin (Universitetet i Oslo)
**Discussant** KLUEVER, Heike (University of Bamberg)

Information Supply and Interest Group Success in the European Parliament
BARONI, Laura (Universität Salzburg)

Party-Trade Union Links and their Effect on Voting Behaviour: The Case of Germany
SPIER, Tim (University of Siegen)
The Distributive Game of School Closures: Are Decision-Makers more Responsive to Advocacy Groups Representing Loyal Voters or Swing Voters?  
LARSSON TAGHIZADEH, Jonas (Uppsala Universitet)

The Relationship between Left-Wing Parties and Trade Unions in Old Democracies  
ALLERN, Elin (Universitetet i Oslo)

The Role of Party Politics in Making and Breaking Iron Triangles: Lessons from French and German Government Positions on Reforming the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy  
TREIB, Oliver (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)

Panel 163, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Interest Groups and Social Movements
Chair/Disc RUZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Interest Groups, Policy Arguments and Frames in the EU Multilevel System  
ROZBICKA, Patrycja (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

EISING, Rainer (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

RASCH, Daniel (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

Mobilisation, Advocacy and Influence: Swedish Interest Groups and Social Movement Organisations Compared  
SCARAMUZZINO, Roberto (Lunds Universitet)

WENNERHAG, Magnus (Södertörn University)

JOHANSSON, Håkan (Lunds Universitet)

Movement Discourses in the Right2Water European Citizens’ Initiative  
PARKS, Louisa [University of Lincoln]

The Interaction of Social Movements, Industry Lobbies, and Public Opinion in the Public Policy Process  
LÜHISTE, Maarja (University of Leicester)

MORALES, Laura [University of Leicester]

Will the Real Feminists Stand Up? Tracking Conflict and Collaboration across the Irish Women’s Movement  
CULLEN, Pauline [National University of Ireland, Maynooth]

Panel 164, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Interest Groups in Comparative Perspective: How Different are Interest Groups in Young Democracies?  
Chair FINK HAFNER, Danica (University of Ljubljana)

Interest Groups’ Role in Policy-Making in China and the Conditions for their Lobbying Success  
POPOVIC, Emina (Beijing Normal University)

Interest Representation in the Context of State-Society Relations in New Democracies  
COX, Terry [University of Glasgow]

Learning to be Democratic: The Role of Interest Groups in Shaping State-Civil Society Relations in Southern Europe  
MAGONE, José M [Berlin School of Economics and Law]

Narratives of Support and Decline on Chambers of Commerce in Five European Countries  
SACK, Detlef [University of Bielefeld]

Non-Governmental Organisations and Policy Making in the New Democracies of Central and Eastern Europe: A Comparative Perspective on Bulgaria and Serbia  
FILIPOVA, Denitsa [University of Edinburgh]

Panel 165, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Interest Groups, Judicial and Regulatory Politics in Europe
Chair SAURUGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble)

EU Agencies as an Additional Venue For Interest Group Mobilisation  
ARRAS, Sarah [University of Antwerp]

Investigating the Emergence and the Robustness of Lobbying Legislations: The Austrian Case  
CREPAZ, Michele [Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin]

The EU’s Expanding Legal Aid Regime: Better ‘Access to Justice’ or Better Oversight?  
HOFMANN, Andreas [University of Cologne]

The European Court of Justice and Civil Society  
SAURUGGER, Sabine [Sciences Po Grenoble]

TERPAN, Fabien [Sciences Po Grenoble]

The State of the Discipline: Authorship, Research Designs and Citations in the Scholarship on EU Interest Groups and Lobbying  
BUNEA, Adriana [University College London]

BAUMGARTNER, Frank [University of Pittsburgh]
Panel 166, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Interest Groups: Measuring Influence
Chair MARSHALL, David (Universität Salzburg)
Discussants PEDERSEN, Helene Helboe (Aarhus Universitet)
Back to Business Bias or Towards a Pluralist Heaven?
A Literature Review on Business and Citizen Group Lobbying in the EU
HANEGRAAFF, Marcel (University of Antwerp)
Civil Society and the European Parliament: Natural Allies in EU Decision-Making
MARBURG, Deidre (University of Freiburg)
Back to Business Bias or Towards a Pluralist Heaven?
A Literature Review on Business and Citizen Group Lobbying in the EU
MARBURG, Deidre (University of Freiburg)

Panel 374, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

The Political Institutions of Interest Group Politics in a Comparative Perspective
Chair BEYERS, Jan (University of Antwerp)
Dense, Diverse but Unrepresented? Interest Group Communities in Neo-Corporatist Countries
FRAUSSEN, Bert (University of Antwerp)
BRAUN, Caestra (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Mixing Business with Politics: Does Corporate Social Responsibility End Where Lobbying Begins?
FAVOTTO, Alvise (University of Glasgow)
KOLLMAN, Kelly (University of Glasgow)
Profitability, Sustainability and Risk: Three Sides of the Same Coin
VAN BUITENEN, Arthur (University of Twente)
The Paradox of Decorporatisation: Why does Less Corporatism Increase Inequality in Interest Group Access?
CHRISTIANSEN, Peter Munk (Aarhus Universitet)

Panel 396, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Trade Unions from the EU Member States of Eastern Enlargement in EU Governance: Interest Representation, (dis)Empowerment and Europeanisation Effects
Chair PLEINES, Heiko (Universität Bremen)
Discussant RAKUSANOVA, Petra
Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Czech Trade Unions in Domestic and European Arenas
MANSFELDOVA, Zdenka (Institute Of Sociology, Academy Of Sciences Of The Czech Republic)
Empowering and Disempowering Elements of Participation in Multilevel Governance: The Impact of EU Membership on the Romanian TU Movement
SAFTA-ZECHERIA, Leyla (Central European University)
Not Dominant But Existent: Trade Unions from Central and Eastern Europe in the European Trade Union Federations
HENNING, Klaus (University of Potsdam)
Trade Unions from the New Member States in EU Governance – Lobbying Activity, Resources, and Access Points
LANDGRAF, Christin (University of Bremen)

Panel 401, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Two Faces of Corporate Citizenship: Lobbying and Social Responsibility
Chair BERNHAGEN, Patrick (Universität Stuttgart)
Co-Chair FAVOTTO, Alvise (University of Glasgow)
Discussant KOLLMAN, Kelly (University of Glasgow)
Corporations as Political Animals: Citizenship Traditions, CSR and Political Activity
WRIGHT, Karen (University of Glasgow)
How Do Corporations Balance Lobbying with Social Responsibility?
BERNHAGEN, Patrick (Universität Stuttgart)
Lobbying and the Responsible Firm: From Critical Review Towards a Constructive Research Agenda
ANASTASIADIS, Stephanos (University of London, Royal Holloway College)
Sustainable Responsible Lobbying
IRMISCH, Anna (Friedrich-Schiller Universität Jena)
Section 22

International Political Theory

Keywords Cyber Politics, Green Politics, Human Rights, Migration, Political Theory, Social Justice, War

Section Chairs
DOBSON, Lynn (University of Edinburgh)
FOLLESDAL, Andreas (Universitetet i Oslo)
LU, Catherine (McGill University)

Panel 134, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

How Can International Courts be Legitimate?
Chair SQUATRITO, Theresa (Universitetet i Oslo)
Discussant FOLLESDAL, Andreas (Universitetet i Oslo)

(De-)Legitimating International Courts and Tribunals: Strategies and Effects
VON STADEN, Andreas (Hamburg Universität)
Can the European Court of Justice be an Exemplary Institution of Public Reason?
WOLTHUIS, Bertjan (VU University Amsterdam)
Participation and International Courts: Legitimacy Enhancing?
SQUATRITO, Theresa (Universitetet i Oslo)
What does it Mean to Say that an International Court has a ‘Public Reason’?
LANGVATN, Silje (Universitetet i Oslo)

Panel 137, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

Rights, International Governance, and Law
Chair KARP, David J (University of Sussex)

Responsibility for Human Rights, Non-State Actors and Political Responsiveness
KARP, David J (University of Sussex)
The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism?
Privacy in Global Governance
ANDRESANI, Gianluca (University of Hull)
STAMILE, Natalina (University of York)

Panel 170, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

International Political Theory, Just War Theory, and the Moral Equality of Combatants
Chair MELLOR, Ewan (European University Institute)
Discussant VAHA, Milla (University of Turku)

A Tale of Two Moralities
GARNER, Renaud-Philippe (University of Toronto)
Death in War and the Moral Equality of Combatants
MELLOR, Ewan (European University Institute)
Normative Individualism: Cosmopolitanism and Constructivism in Contemporary Just War Theory
SUTCH, Peter (Cardiff University)
Tolerating Injustice in War
LONG, Graham (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)
Panel 180, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

Justice Across Borders
Chair DOBSON, Lynn (University of Edinburgh)
Freedom of International Movement as a Human Right?
BREZGER, Jan (Freie Universität Berlin) P
Is the State a Property Owner?
HAZENBERG, Haye (University of Leuven) P
What’s So Special about Forced Migration
KOVNER, Nimrod (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

Panel 206, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

Multi-Level Democracy
Chair GAUS, Daniel (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Is Demo-Cracy a Coherent Normative Ideal for a Democratic EU?
GAUS, Daniel (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt) P
Justifying Democracy
BLAABJERG CHRISTOFFERSEN, Signe (University of Copenhagen) P
Possibilities and Boundaries for Multiple Democratic Memberships
MEINE, Anna (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
Why Statehood (Still) Matters for Democracy
JACOB, Daniel (Freie Universität Berlin) P

Panel 263, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

Political Friendship
Chair SLOMP, Gabriella (University of St Andrews)
Discussant SMITH, Graham (University of Leeds)
Befriending the World: An Alternative Approach to Political Friendship
HAYDEN, Patrick (University of St Andrews) P
International Friendship and Ontological Security
BERENSKOETTER, Felix (School of Oriental and African Studies) P
Political Friendship and its Modes
SLOMP, Gabriella (University of St Andrews) P

Panel 317, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Humanities, F: 2, R: LT

Rethinking Sovereignty?
 Territories and Contracts
Chair ROZYNEK, Michal (University of Edinburgh)
Demos and Secession: A Normative Look at the Catalan Case
BELTRAN, Francisco (University of Toronto) P
Porous Sovereignties and the Political Geographies of Anarchism
PFENNINGER, Christian (University of Westminster) P
Rethinking the Scottish Independence Referendum: A Critique of Rights-Based Secession Theory
ROZYNEK, Michal (University of Edinburgh) P
The Unavoidability of Social Contractarianism
SACHS, Benjamin (University of St Andrews) P
Section 23

Kant and Kantian Constructivism in Moral and Political Philosophy

Keywords: Constructivism, Critical theory, Human Rights, Institutions, Knowledge, Methods, Political Theory, Realism

Section Chairs

BAIASU, Sorin (University of Keele)
PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice

Panel 042, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Constitutive Arguments and Kantian Constructivism

Chair: HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)
Co-Chair/Discussant: BAIASU, Sorin (University of Keele)

Constitutive Accounts of Agency: A New Foundation of Morality?
PAYER-STUDER, Herlinde (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and Inescapability
HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and The Self-Reflection Requirement
ARRUDA, Caroline (University of Texas at El Paso)

Obtaining Access for the Moral Law – On Why Kant Can Be Considered a Constitutivist and on Why He Would Not Care
BRATU, Christine

The Links Between Self-Constitution and Kant’s Ethical Community
CRONIN, Irena (University of California, Los Angeles)

Panel 182, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Kant and Contemporary Constructivisms

Chair: WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

Can Kantian Constructivism Avoid Metaphysical Commitments?
LYONS, Michael

Constructivism, Contractarianism and Basic Obligations: Kant Contra Gauthier
WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

The Morality Club and the Moral Sceptic: A Defence of ‘Dialogue Kantian Constructivism’
WERNER, Micha (Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald)

Panel 043, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Constructing Roles and Institutions in Kant’s Moral and Political Thought

Chair: PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice
Co-Chair: WILLIAMS, Garrath (University of Lancaster)

Civil Independence, Economic Inequality and Welfare Rights in Kant
TRENTANI, Federica (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Brazil)

Kant on Territorial Rights
PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice

Mine To Do: Roles and Organisations as Intelligible Realities
WILLIAMS, Garrath (University of Lancaster)

Rawls’s Law of Peoples: Coercion, Reciprocity and Peoples as Moral Agents
MÜLLER, Luise Katharina (Freie Universität Berlin)

The Applicability of Right: Kant on Necessity and Uncertainty
LORIAUX, Sylvie (Université Laval)

Panel 042, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Constitutive Arguments and Kantian Constructivism

Chair: HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)
Co-Chair/Discussant: BAIASU, Sorin (University of Keele)

Constitutive Accounts of Agency: A New Foundation of Morality?
PAYER-STUDER, Herlinde (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and Inescapability
HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and The Self-Reflection Requirement
ARRUDA, Caroline (University of Texas at El Paso)

Obtaining Access for the Moral Law – On Why Kant Can Be Considered a Constitutivist and on Why He Would Not Care
BRATU, Christine

The Links Between Self-Constitution and Kant’s Ethical Community
CRONIN, Irena (University of California, Los Angeles)

Panel 182, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Kant and Contemporary Constructivisms

Chair: WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

Can Kantian Constructivism Avoid Metaphysical Commitments?
LYONS, Michael

Constructivism, Contractarianism and Basic Obligations: Kant Contra Gauthier
WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

The Morality Club and the Moral Sceptic: A Defence of ‘Dialogue Kantian Constructivism’
WERNER, Micha (Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald)

Panel 043, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Constructing Roles and Institutions in Kant’s Moral and Political Thought

Chair: PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice
Co-Chair: WILLIAMS, Garrath (University of Lancaster)

Civil Independence, Economic Inequality and Welfare Rights in Kant
TRENTANI, Federica (Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Brazil)

Kant on Territorial Rights
PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice

Mine To Do: Roles and Organisations as Intelligible Realities
WILLIAMS, Garrath (University of Lancaster)

Rawls’s Law of Peoples: Coercion, Reciprocity and Peoples as Moral Agents
MÜLLER, Luise Katharina (Freie Universität Berlin)

The Applicability of Right: Kant on Necessity and Uncertainty
LORIAUX, Sylvie (Université Laval)

Panel 042, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Constitutive Arguments and Kantian Constructivism

Chair: HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)
Co-Chair/Discussant: BAIASU, Sorin (University of Keele)

Constitutive Accounts of Agency: A New Foundation of Morality?
PAYER-STUDER, Herlinde (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and Inescapability
HANISCH, Christoph (University of Vienna)

Constitutivism and The Self-Reflection Requirement
ARRUDA, Caroline (University of Texas at El Paso)

Obtaining Access for the Moral Law – On Why Kant Can Be Considered a Constitutivist and on Why He Would Not Care
BRATU, Christine

The Links Between Self-Constitution and Kant’s Ethical Community
CRONIN, Irena (University of California, Los Angeles)

Panel 182, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

Kant and Contemporary Constructivisms

Chair: WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

Can Kantian Constructivism Avoid Metaphysical Commitments?
LYONS, Michael

Constructivism, Contractarianism and Basic Obligations: Kant Contra Gauthier
WESTPHAL, Kenneth (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

The Morality Club and the Moral Sceptic: A Defence of ‘Dialogue Kantian Constructivism’
WERNER, Micha (Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald)
### Section 24

**Key Concepts in Political Science: Fields, Issues and Arenas of their Change**

**Keywords** Citizenship, Civil Society, Democracy, European Union, Freedom, International Relations, Political Methodology, Qualitative

**Section Chairs**

WIESNER, Claudia (Philipps-Universität Marburg)  
PALONEN, Kari (University of Jyväskylä)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 039, Thursday, 09:00–10:40</th>
<th>B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptual History in International Relations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>ROSCHCHIN, Evgeny (University of Jyväskylä)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual Change in International Relations: The Case of Territorial Integrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABRY, Mikulas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Freedom and International Order: The Co-Evolution of Ideas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, Patrick (European University Institute)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 184, Friday, 09:00–10:40</th>
<th>B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kantian Constructivism in Legal Philosophy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>DEMIRAY, Mehmet (University of Keele)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Critique of Kantian Constructivism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKKARACA KÖSE, Melike (Marmara University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Kantian Position on The Relation Between The Concept of Law and The Idea of Justice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMIRAY, Mehmet (University of Keele)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant on Juridical Obligation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUBER, Jakob (The London School of Economics &amp; Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kantian Constructivism and Normative Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGNOLI, Carla (University of Modena)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Individual in International Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMS, Howard (Cardiff University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Key B = Building, F = Floor, R = Room, P = Paper Presenter
Panel 058, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Debate, Political Documents and the Democratic Experience

Chair  HAAPALA, Taru (University of Jyväskylä)
Co-Chair  KUSTEC LIPICER, Simona (University of Ljubljana)
Discussant  PALONEN, Kari (University of Jyväskylä)

Conceptions of Democracy in Political Discourses
HAAPALA, Taru (University of Jyväskylä)
KUSTEC LIPICER, Simona (University of Ljubljana)
Congressional Debates as a Part of the Political Decision-Making Culture in the United States
KRONLUND, Anna (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs)

Image of Democracy Through Political Documents Lenses
KUSTEC LIPICER, Simona (University of Ljubljana)
KROPIVNIK, Samo (University of Ljubljana)
ZAJC, Drago (University of Ljubljana)

The Role of European Union in Changes of Political Debates and Discourse in Strategic Documents: The Case of Regional Development Policy in Slovenia
LAJH, Damjan (University of Ljubljana)
NOVAK, Meta (University of Ljubljana)

Panel 064, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Democracy: Historical and Semantic Transformations

Chair  JÖRKE, Dirk (Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University Greifswald)
Co-Chair  MALKOPOULOU, Anthoula (Uppsala Universitet)

Antidemocratic or Antiparliamentarian Rhetoric? Public Intellectuals in Favour of Metaxas’ Dictatorship
SOUVLIS, George (European University Institute)

Crisis of Democracy: Empty Signifier or Analytical Concept?
MERKEL, Wolfgang (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Democracy and Koselleck’s Semantic Models of Crisis
KURSAR, Tonci (University of Zagreb)

Democracy to Come: The Ideology of Reform and Transition in Central Eastern Europe
PAP, Milán (Thomas Molnar Institute for Advanced Studies, National University of Public Service, Budapest)

Panel 121, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Freedom: Historical and Systematic Approaches

Chair  DE DIJN, Annelien (University of Amsterdam)
Co-Chair  MALKOPOULOU, Anthoula (Uppsala Universitet)

Antidemocratic or Antiparliamentarian Rhetoric? Public Intellectuals in Favour of Metaxas’ Dictatorship
SOUVLIS, George (European University Institute)

Crisis of Democracy: Empty Signifier or Analytical Concept?
MERKEL, Wolfgang (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Democracy and Koselleck’s Semantic Models of Crisis
KURSAR, Tonci (University of Zagreb)

The Role of European Union in Changes of Political Debates and Discourse in Strategic Documents: The Case of Regional Development Policy in Slovenia
LAJH, Damjan (University of Ljubljana)
NOVAK, Meta (University of Ljubljana)

Panel 304, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Re-Interprations of Key Concepts in Times of EU Integration

Chair  WIESNER, Claudia (Philipps-Universität Marburg)
Co-Chair  PALONEN, Kari (University of Jyväskylä)
Discussant  POLLAK, Johannes (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

Federalism and Democracy: Conceptual Connections or Elective Affinities?
HAUSTEINER, Eva Marlene (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

How to Parliamentarise the European Parliament?
PALONEN, Kari (University of Jyväskylä)

Is there Such a Thing as Multilevel Democracy?
WIESNER, Claudia (Philipps-Universität Marburg)

The Emergence of the Concept of Politicisation in the Intellectual Discourses of European Integration
SZUCS, Zoltán Gábor (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Translating Republican Thinking into the European Context
THIEL, Thorsten (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Panel 342, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

The Citizenship Nexus: The Concept and the Collisions
Chair BJÖRK, Anna (University of Jyväskylä)  
Co-Chair KIVISTÖ, Hanna-Mari (University of Jyväskylä)  
Discussant MÄKINEN, Katja (University of Jyväskylä)

Abstaining Citizenship: On Some Deliberative and Epistocratic Understandings of The Act of Refraining From Voting
GIL MARTÍN, Francisco Javier (Universidad de Oviedo)

Participation in EU Programmes and Participants’ Conceptualisations of Citizenship
MÄKINEN, Katja (University of Jyväskylä) P

Participatory Governance and Professional Radicalism – Two Historical Variations of Community Organising
NOUSIAINEN, Marko (University of Jyväskylä) P

Revisiting the Notion of ‘Good-Enough’ Citizens: An Exploration of Current Discourses on Political Participation
GARCÍA-GUITIÁN, Elena (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) P

Section 25
Democratic Theory: Mediation, Power and Contemporary Governance

Keywords Citizenship, Democracy, Democratisation, Governance, Government, Media

Section Chairs
GAGNON, Jean-Paul (University of Sydney)  
NAVARRIA, Giovanni (University of Sydney)

Panel 030, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

Coercive Measures in Democracy
Chair MOFFITT, Benjamin (Stockholm University)

Democracy after the Digital Revolution: Re-Authoritarian State and the Militarisation of Police Forces
EKEN, Evren [University of London, Royal Holloway College] P

SUTCU, Guliz (University of Sussex)

Ideological Coercion in Liberal Democracies
CAPINSKA, Barbora (Charles University in Prague) P

Lest We Forget (Matter): Post-Human Memory and Responsibility
HOWARD, Matthew (University of Kent) P

Setting an Ethics of Responsibility? Democratic Forms of Exceptions in the Normative Framework of the Self-Reflexive Subject
RAIMONDI, Sara (University of Westminster) P

Panel 202, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

Mediation and Democracy
Chair CAPINSKA, Barbora (Charles University in Prague)

Articulations of How OECD States Mediate Citizenship: A Comparative Account
GAGNON, Jean-Paul (University of Sydney) P

Populism in the Age of Communicative Abundance
MOFFITT, Benjamin (Stockholm University) P

What Makes for a Critical Media in Turkey?
YAVCAN, Basak (TOBB University of Economics and Technology) P
Section 26

Elites and Citizens:
Leadership, Responsiveness, or Distance?

Keywords Democracy, Elites, European Union, Party Manifestos, Political Leadership, Political Sociology, Representation

Section Chairs
BEST, Heinrich (Friedrich-Schiller Universität Jena)
THOMASSEN, Jacques (Universiteit Twente)

Panel 084, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Elite Policies and Mass Responses in Multilevel Systems

Chair BEST, Heinrich (Friedrich-Schiller Universität Jena)

Leading the Fight for CFP Reform: #FishFight and the Dialogue between Policy Elites and EU Citizens
BAIN, Jessica (University of Leicester) P

Patterns of Representation in EU Foreign Policy
ROSEN, Guri (Universitetet i Oslo) P

Panel 157, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Institutions as Challenges for Political Elites in Democratic Systems

Chair THOMASSEN, Jacques (Universiteit Twente)

Conceptualisation of Intraparty Democracy: The Case of Candidate Selection in Belgium in 2014
VANDELEENE, Audrey (Université catholique de Louvain) P
On the Psychological Effects of Mixed-Member Systems: The Constituency Focus of Legislators in Mexico and Bolivia
KERNER, Theresa (University of Vienna) P
JENNY, Marcelo (University of Vienna)
The Role of Local Elites in the Distribution of Pork-Barrel Politics: Evidence from Romania
COMAN, Emanuel (University of Oxford) P

Panel 259, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Policy Congruence: Causes and Consequences
Chair VOGEL, Lars (Friedrich-Schiller Universität Jena)
Discussant HAKHERVARDIAN, Armen (University of Amsterdam)
Does Congruence Matter? How Ideological Agreement Impacts on Citizens’ Individual Representational Judgments
DAGEFÖRDE, Mirjam (Universität Stuttgart) P
Styles of Representation, Policy Congruence and Expectations about Democracy: Parties and Party Voters
ONNUDOTTIR, Eva Heida (Universität Mannheim) P
When do Governments Respond to the Pressures of the Public between Elections? An Analytical Framework
MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester) P
When Low Turnout Matters: Policy Congruence of Voters and Non-Voters in Europe
LUTZ, Georg (Université de Lausanne) P

Panel 270, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Political Parties and Mandate Politics
Chair LOUWERSE, Tom (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin)
Electoral and Financial Bookkeeping: A Comparison of Pre-Electoral Pledges on Public Spending and the Outcome of Post-Electoral Budget Debates
ERNE, Michael (Universität Bern) P
FIVAZ, Jan (Universität Bern)
SCHWARZ, Daniel (Universität Bern)
Minority Governments and Pledge Fulfilment: Solving the Puzzle of their High Performance
LISI, Marco (Universidade Nova de Lisboa) P
MOURY, Catherine (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
NÔBREGA, Cláudio (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)

Panel 305, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Relationships Between MPs and Citizens and Social Groups
Chair ONATE, Pablo (University of Valencia)
Discussant RODRÍGUEZ TERUEL, Juan
Looking at the Link Between Represented and Representatives: An Investigation of French MPs’ Constituency Work
POYET, Corentin (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux) P
MP-Society Relationships in Spain: A Responsive and Accountable Legislator?
CAMACHO, Beatriz (University of Valencia) P
ONATE, Pablo (University of Valencia)
Representation in Times of Crisis: MP-Voter Congruence over Two Visions of Representation in Portugal
TSATSANIS, Emmanouil (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES) P
PEQUITO, Conceição
BELCHIOR, Ana (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
The Case Against (or For?) Casework: MPs’ Service Responsiveness in their District Work with Citizens
SIEFKEN, Sven (Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg) P

Panel 323, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Social and Political Foundations of Political Leadership
Chair MATONYTE, Irmina (Vilnius University)
Irresponsible Elites in Government and in Opposition
ILONSZKI, Gabriella (Corvinus University of Budapest) P
LENGYEL, Gyorgy (Corvinus University of Budapest)
Section 27

Energy Policy Dilemmas: National, European and Global Challenges

Keywords Environmental Policy, European Union, Foreign Policy, Human Rights, Public Policy, Regulation, Security, Trade

Section Chairs
SCHMIDT-FELZMANN, Anke (Dalarna University College)
JUDGE, Andrew (University of Strathclyde)

Panel 047, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Controversial and Risky Energy Choices
Chair HERRANZ, Anna (Maastricht Universiteit)
Discussant McGOWAN, Francis (University of Sussex)
Shale Gas Revolution and the EU’s Energy Security: The Case of the Eastern Baltic Region
SHADURSKY, Andrey (St Petersburg State University) 
The Energy Transition in Germany – Fields in Motion
FUCHS, Gerhard (Universität Stuttgart) 
Why Frack in Britain?
PETERSEN, Hannah (City University London)

Panel 069, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Different Perspectives on Renewable Energy Policy
Chair ACKRILL, Rob (Nottingham Trent University)
Discussant REISCHL, Gunilla (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Balancing the Energy Dilemma in Emerging Economies? Indonesia and the Philippines between Energy Security and Climate Change
MARPURDIT, Jens (Freie Universität Berlin)

Panel 087, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Energy Diplomacy and International Cooperation
Chair SCHMIDT-FELZMANN, Anke (Dalarna University College)
Discussant JUDGE, Andrew (University of Strathclyde)
Normative Challenges of External Energy Governance: The Example of EU-Emerging Powers Relations
MUELLER, Franziska (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
KNODT, Michele (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
PIEFER, Nadine (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
Super-Grid or Grid-Lock? Politics and Economics of Cross-Border Electricity Infrastructure
SZULECKI, Kacper (Universitetet i Oslo) P
PUKA, Lidia (Polish Institute for International Affairs – PISM)
The EU and the Crisis of the Energy Charter Treaty: Accommodation or Entrenchment?
HERRANZ, Anna (Maastricht Universiteit) P
Turkey as an Energy Transit Country: Prospects and Challenges
DEMIRYOL, Tolga (Istanbul Kemerburgaz University) P

Panel 088, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Energy Market Dilemmas
Chair PIEFER, Nadine (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
Discussant SCHMIDT-FELZMANN, Anke (Dalarna University College)
Secure and also Lawful? A Trade-Off between Security of Supply and Compliance with Union Energy Law
BATZELLA, Francesca (University of Edinburgh) P
Strategic and Market-Oriented Approaches to Energy Policy in Policy Documents of the European Union
JIRUŠEK, Martin (Masaryk University) P
ČERNOCH, Filip (Masaryk University) P

Panel 089, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Energy Security Challenges
Chair JUDGE, Andrew (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant HERRANZ, Anna (Maastricht Universiteit)
Policy Dilemmas of Energy Securitisation in the Eastern Mediterranean
ADAMIDES, Constantinos (University of Nicosia) P
CHRISTOU, Odysseas (University of Nicosia)
P ARDO SAUVAGEOT, Eric [Universidad Complutense de Madrid] P
Small EU Member States and Energy Security Integration: Three Dilemmas
MISIK, Matus (Department of Political Science, Comenius University Faculty of Arts) P
The Impact of Increased Iranian Naval Activity on Caspian Energy Diplomacy
TANCHUM, Micha’el (Tel Aviv University) P

The New Politics of Energy Security in the EU MS: Evidences from the Italian Gas Sector
PRONTERA, Andrea (University of Macerata) P

Panel 336, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 5, R: A504

Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Policies: Discourses, Challenges and Dilemmas
Chair REISCHL, Gunilla (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Discussant ACKRILL, Rob (Nottingham Trent University)
Biofuels Policy and Climate Change Perception in the Context of American Political Polarisation
MANDUCA, PAULO (University of Campinas) P
FINGUERUT, Ariel (University of Campinas)
BERNI, Mauro
Exploring the Unintended Consequences of EU Biofuel Policy
ANDERTON, Karen (University of Oxford) P
PALMER, James (University of Oxford)
Resetting Europe’s Energy and Climate Policies – Who is Winning the Framing Contest?
McGOWAN, Francis (University of Sussex) P
The Governance of Sustainable Energy in Europe between Coercion, Coordination and Competition
ECKERT, Sandra (Osnabrück University) P
Section 28

Environmental Politics

Keywords Comparative Politics, Environmental Policy, Governance, Green Politics, International Relations, Political Sociology, Social Movements, Women

Section Chairs
DOHERTY, Brian (University of Keele)
STEPHAN, Hannes (University of Stirling)

Panel 021, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Challenging the System: The Environment at the Crossroads between the Westphalian and the Globalised World

Chair DUVIC-PAOLI, Leslie-Anne (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Co-Chair MAERTENS, Lucile (University of Geneva)
Discussant GEMENNE, Francois (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

MAERTENS, Lucile (University of Geneva)

From Words to Deeds: Considerations Regarding the Political Implications of Discourses Related to Climate-Induced Migration – The Case of Bangladesh
BAILLAT, Alice (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

Sovereignty over Natural Resources vs Prevention of Environmental Harm? Examining the Application of the Prevention Principle within Domestic Borders

The Dual Spatiality of Environmental Politics: Negotiations on Forests and Genetic Resources
WALLBOTT, Linda (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)

When Village Commons Become Global: The Role of Transnational Community-Based Networks in the Transformation of Global Norms for the Commons
PFLIEGER, Geraldine
DUPUITS, Emilie (University of Geneva)

Panel 032, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Comparative Environmental Politics

Chair McCAULEY, Darren (University of St Andrews)

Do Veto Players Constrain Environmental Policy Change? Studying National Environmental Policy Change in 24 Countries Between 1970 and 2005
HEICHEL, Stephan (Universität Konstanz)

SCHULZE, Kai (Universität Potsdam)

Party Competition and Environmental Issues in Belgium and Denmark
DANDOY, Régis (Université Libre de Bruxelles / Université catholique de Louvain)

Political Parties’ Climate Policies in the UK, Italy and Denmark
LITTLE, Conor (University of Keele)
CARTER, Neil (University of York)
LADECH, Robert (University of Keele)

Sustaining Climate Policy Reforms: A Tale of Two Reforms
TICHE, Fitsum G (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

Panel 049, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Coordinating the New Environmental Governance (1): Whether and How does all Innovation in Governance Result in Cohesive Systems of Environmental Governance?

Chair VAN DER HEIJDEN, Jeroen (Australian National University)

Discussant SCHAFFRIN, André (University of Cologne)
Corporate Social Responsibility as Societal Governance: A Synoptic View on the Regulation of Businesses
STEURER, Reinhard (BOKU – University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna) P

Crafting Environmental Governance Systems: Collaboration and Law
HOLLEY, Cameron (University of New South Wales) P

Self-Co-ordination of Environmental Governance: Positioning and Meta-Regulation as Mechanisms to Achieve Cohesion in Private Regulation – What Role does the Public Sector Play?
SORSA, Kaisa (Turku University of Applied Sciences) P

The Experimental / Collaborative / Localised / New / Heterarchical Governance: Localism in Overdrive?
VAN DER HEIJDEN, Jeroen (Australian National University) P

Panel 092, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Environmental Governance and Public Participation

Chair STEPHAN, Hannes (University of Stirling)

Beyond NIMBY? The Emergence of Public Participation in Provincial China: A New Mode of Environmental Governance?
WONG, Natalie (University of York) P

KOHCHSKÄMPER, Elisa (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg) P
CHALLIES, Edward (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)
JAGER, Nicolas (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)
NEWIG, Jens (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)

Mapping Participation in Public Environmental Decision-Making Processes: An International Database on Published Case Studies
NEWIG, Jens (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)
CHALLIES, Edward (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)
JAGER, Nicolas (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg)

Panel 098, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

EU Environmental Policy Ten Years after Eastern Enlargement

Chair BUZOGANY, Aron (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

Co-Chair BRAUN, Mats (Metropolitan University Prague)

Beyond Conditionality: Europeanisation of Environmental Policy in the New Europe
BRAUN, Mats (Metropolitan University Prague) P

Compliance in the New EU Member States: The Role of Socialisation for EIA Implementation Processes
CHODOROWSKA, Daniela (Freie Universität Berlin) P

How Effective are Externally Supported Policy Transfers? A Comparative Study of the Process and Outcomes of Three Dutch-Romanian Water Projects
VINKE-DE KRUIJF, Joanne (Osnabrück University) P

Implementing EU Climate and Energy Policy: The Case of Poland
SKJÆRSETH, Jon Birger (The Fridtjof Nansen Institute) P

Panel 174, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Is there Anything New under the Sun? The Governance Challenges and Social Risks of Climate Engineering

Chair REYNOLDS, Jesse (Universiteit van Tilburg)

A Just Decision Making Framework on Climate Engineering
KRAUSE, Inken (University of Zurich) P

HONEGGER, Matthias (University of Zurich)

Is Ignorance Bliss? A Multidisciplinary Critique of the Moral Hazard/Risk Compensation Argument Against Climate Engineering Research
REYNOLDS, Jesse (Universiteit van Tilburg) P

Is there Anything Special about the Challenges of Climate Engineering Governance?
HEYWARD, Clare (University of Oxford) P

On the Governability of Climate Engineering
SZERSZYNSKI, Bronislaw (University of Lancaster) P
Section 29

Europe of Knowledge

Keywords European Politics, European Union, Globalisation, Governance, Institutions, Integration, Knowledge, Regionalism

Section Chairs
YOUNG, Mitchell (Charles University in Prague)
CHOU, Meng-Hsuan (Nanyang Technological University – NTU)

Panel 033, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Comparative Higher Education Regionalism

Chair YOUNG, Mitchell (Charles University in Prague)
Discussant RAVINET, Pauline (Institut d’Études Politiques de Lille)

Analyzing the Relations Between the Council of Europe and the Bologna Process Through New Regionalism Theory
MELO, Susana (University of Nottingham) P

Comparing the Constituting of Higher Education Regionalisms: Insights into European, Latin American, South East Asian and the Gulf Cooperation Council Regionalisms
ROBERTSON, Susan (University of Bristol) P

EU and Comparative Regionalism: How and Why Higher Education is an Interesting Case
CHOU, Meng-Hsuan (Nanyang Technological University) P

The Role of Europeanisation, Policy Transfer and Legitimation of Domestic Preferences in National Higher Education Policy Processes
VUKASOVIC, Martina (Ghent University) P

HUISMAN, Jeroen (Ghent University)
Panel 048, Thursday, 11:00–12:40

B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Converging Modes of Governance: Academic-Oriented Science

Chair SIMON, Dagmar (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Discussant FLINK, Tim (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Grand Challenges: A New Big Idea in Global Research and Higher Education Policy?
ULNICANE-OZOLINA, Inga (University of Vienna EIF) P

Hype and Anticipatory Governance in the Case of Graphene
ALVIAL PALAVICINO, Carla (Universiteit Twente) P
KONRAD, Kornelia (Universiteit Twente)

Knowledge Regulation via Evaluations?
On Negotiation Processes and Standardisation of Quality Assurance in Science
SIMON, Dagmar (WZB Berlin Social Science Center) P

Research Managers at German Universities: Role Perception and Enactment within Heterogeneous Institutional Contexts
BLUEMEL, Albrecht (University of Kassel) P

Strategies of Legitimisation in Synthetic Biology: Recent Findings of Publication Practices
BLUEMEL, Clemens (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P

Panel 226, Thursday, 14:00–15:40

B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Opening the ‘Black-Box’ of Political Actors in the Europe of Knowledge

Chair MIHAJLOVIC, Dragan (Universität Bremen)

Brussels in the European Research Geography: A Competitive System for the EU Research Capital
DOTTI, Nicola Francesco (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P

Does Political Orientation Make a Difference For Higher Education Policy? Party Positions on Higher Education Policy in Four European Countries
JUNGBLUT, Jens (Universitetet i Oslo) P

The Europe of Knowledge as a Political Driver – How are European Level Actors Configuring European Governance Architecture?
VEIGA, Amelia P

Comparing the Construction of Expert Authority of the British Food Standards Agency and the German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR)
KORINEK, Rebecca-Lea (WZB Berlin Social Science Center) P

Regulatory Science in EU Food Risk Governance
RIMKUTE, Dovile (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) P

The Politics of Global Environmental Expertise: The Case of the IPCC and IPBES
BECK, Silke (University of Vienna) P
ESGUERRA, Alejandro (Freie Universität Berlin)

Panel 303, Thursday, 16:00–17:40

B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Regulatory Science – Transformations at the Science-Policy-Public Nexus

Chair KORINEK, Rebecca-Lea (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Co-Chair/Discussant STRAßHEIM, Holger (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Challenges for Knowledge Governance: The Regulative Capacity of Knowledge Objects
BÖSCHEN, Stefan (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology) P

HAHN, Julia (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
LOŚCH, Andreas
SCHERZ, Constanze

The Implications of Rising Euroscepticism for the European Higher Education Area and the Internationalisation of Higher Education
WULK, Sophie (University of Cologne) P

The Top Talent Mobility within Europe: Evidence from ERC Starting Grant Holders
BEERKENS, Maarja P

Panel 340, Friday, 09:00–10:40

B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

The ‘Big’ Ideas in the Europe of Knowledge

Chair/Disc CHOU, Meng-Hsuan (Nanyang Technological University – NTU)

Excellence as a Policy Concept: A Comparative Study
SØRENSEN, Mads P (Aarhus Universitet) P

BLOCH, Carter (Aarhus Universitet)
YOUNG, Mitchell (Charles University in Prague)
Knowledge-Based Economy Paradigm in European Higher Education Initiatives
MIHAJLOVIC, Dragan (Universität Bremen)

Lack of Grand Ideas for Higher Education in the Europe of Knowledge?
ELKEN, Mari (Nordic Institute for Studies in Innovation, Research and Education)
MAASSEN, Peter
OLSON, Jennifer (Universitetet i Oslo)

Mobility Discourse in the Europe of Knowledge
SANTOS PEREIRA, Tiago (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)
CARROZZA, Chiara (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)

Raising the Summit or Flattening the Agora?
The Elitist Turn in Science and Higher Education Policy in Northern Europe
GESCHWIND, Lars (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
PINHEIRO, Romulo (University of Agder)

Section 30

European Neighbourhood Policy – Ten Years After

Section Chairs
ZAJĄC, Justyna (University of Warsaw)
SZEPTYCKI, Andrzej (University of Warsaw)

Panel 090, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

ENP and the Eastern Neighbourhood
Chair SZEPTYCKI, Andrzej (University of Warsaw)

Identity and Perceptions on the ‘Wrong’ Side of the EU Border
DANERO, Julien (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Making a European Country in the Caucasus: The Georgian Experience
CAPPUCCI, Marianna (Università degli Studi Gabriele d’Annunzio di Chieti-Pescara)
ZARRILLI, Luca (Università degli Studi Gabriele d’Annunzio di Chieti-Pescara)

Mesmerised by Enlargement: The New Member States and EU’s ‘Transformative Power’ in the Eastern Neighbourhood
WOLCZUK, Kataryna (University of Birmingham)
LIGHTFOOT, Simon (University of Leeds)
SZENT-IVANYI, Balazs (University of Leeds)

Shaping the EU’s Strategic Culture: The Role of the CEECs in Eastern Neighbourhood Politics
KRASNODEBSKA, Maria (University of Cambridge)
The European Union and the ‘Euromaidan’ in Ukraine
SZEPTYCKI, Andrzej (University of Warsaw)

Panel 091, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

ENP and the Southern Neighbourhood
Chair FIEDLER, Radostaw (Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan)

Europeisation in Israel: Good Neighbours?
PSEJA, Pavel (Masaryk University)

From Shore to Shore: The Troubled Journey of the New ENP in Arab Spring’s Waves
MIGNONE, Andrea (Università degli Studi di Genova)

Revitalising the ENP towards the Southern Mediterranean: Could Turkey be seen as a ‘High Porte’ of Cooperation between EU and its Southern Partners?
IONITA, Liana (University of Bucharest)
NEGOITA, Ciprian (University of Bucharest)

Panel 096, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

EU and the Arab Spring
Chair/Disc ATTINA, Fulvio (Università di Catania)

EU and Egypt: Challenges and Obstacles Ten Years After ENP
FIEDLER, Radostaw (Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan)

EU Foreign Policy as an Issue of Europeisation: The Case of Morocco
CATALANO, Serida Lucrezia (Bocconi University)
How Great Expectations in Brussels are Dashed in Tunis? The Implementation of the EU Post-Arab Spring Approach in Tunisia
FONTANA, Iole (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
Transformation Process in the Arab World and Turkey-EU Relations
AKDEMIR, Erhan (Anadolu University EU Research Centre) P

Panel 104, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT
European Neighbourhood Policy: Instruments and Challenges
Chair WOLCZUK, Kataryna (University of Birmingham)

Section 31
Executive Politics and Agenda Dynamics
Keywords Executives, Governance, Government, Public Administration, Public Policy

Section Chairs
YESILKAGIT, Kutsal (University of Utrecht)
MORTENSEN, Peter (Aarhus Universitet)
LODGE, Martin (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
TIMMERMANS, Arco (Universiteit Leiden)

Panel 017, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355
Bureaucratic Responsiveness
Chair LODGE, Martin (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Electoral Mandates and Responsiveness: Comparing Government Reactions to Public Opinion in ‘Normal’ and ‘Unexpected’ Policy Junctures
MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester) P
LÜHISTE, Maarja (University of Leicester)
BISCHOF, Daniel (University of Leicester)
BERNARDI, Luca (University of Leicester)

Civil Society Networks in the Eastern Partnership: Bringing Non-State Actors In?
BUZOGANY, Aron (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) P
Functions, Objectives and Practice of Parliamentary Networks in EU External Governance: The Case of Interparliamentary Cooperation in ‘Euronest’
PETROVA, Irina (University of Leuven) P
RAUBE, Kolja (University of Leuven)
The Eastern Partnership – Which Way Forward after the Vilnius Summit?
COJOCARU, Florentina-Cristina (Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara) P

Non-Governmental Organisations and Policy Making in the New Democracies of Central and Eastern Europe: A Comparative Perspective on Bulgaria and Serbia
FILIPOVA, Denitsa (University of Edinburgh) P
Regulatory Responses and Blame Management: The Public Transport Crisis in Berlin
BACH, Tobias (Hertie School of Governance) P
WEGRICH, Kai (Hertie School of Governance)
Selective Performance Response: The Effect of Salient Reputational Threat on Public Agency Outputs
SULITZEU-N-KENAN, Raanan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) P
**Panel 151, Friday, 17:40–19:20**

B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

**Information Processing, Cognitive Biases and Bureaucracy**

*Chair* MORTENSEN, Peter (Aarhus Universitet)

An Experimental Analysis of Proportionality Judgments: The Case of Anti-Terrorism Targeted Killing

SULITZEANU-KENAN, Raanan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Congressional Bureaucracy and the Administrative Presidency: Policy Analysis as a Product of Institutional Conflict

WORKMAN, Samuel (University of Oklahoma)

The Intertemporal Dimension of Political Decision-Making

BARR, Matthew (University of Southampton)


MORTENSEN, Peter (Aarhus Universitet)

---

**Panel 260, Saturday, 09:00–10:40**

B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

**Policy Coordination and Politicisation within the Core Executive**

*Chair* KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)

Discussant YESILKAGIT, Kutsal (University of Utrecht)

Executive Policy Coordination in Substate Ministers’ Conferences

BEHNKE, Nathalie (Universität Konstanz)

Political One Way or Another: The Organisation of Policy Advice and Civil Servants in Denmark and Sweden

CHRISTIANSEN, Peter Munk (Aarhus Universitet)

NIKLASSON, Birgitta (University of Gothenburg)

Unpacking Portfolio Allocation: Policy Priorities, Coalition Bargaining and Government Organisation in Germany

SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg)

SCHAMBUREK, Daniel (University of Bamberg)

---

**Panel 291, Saturday, 11:00–12:40**

B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

**Protest, Agenda-Setting and Organisational Reputation**

*Chair* GILAD, Sharon (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Protest in Context: Grievances, Social Movements and Agenda-Setting in Western Europe

WALGRAVE, Stefaan (University of Antwerp)

GAVA, Roy (University of Geneva)

GIUGNI, Marco (University of Geneva)

VARONE, Frederic (University of Geneva)

WOUTERS, Ruud (University of Antwerp)

HUTTER, Swen (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

VLIEGENTHART, Rens (University of Amsterdam)

GILAD, Sharon (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

---

**Panel 381, Saturday, 16:00–17:40**

B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J355

**The Relationship Between the Structure and Organisation of Bureaucracy and the Political Salience of Issues**

*Chair* YESILKAGIT, Kutsal (University of Utrecht)

Co-Chair TIMMERMANS, Arco (Universiteit Leiden)

Discussant JENNINGS, Will (University of Southampton)

Agency Duration under Political Pressure: Politics of Agency Termination and the Issue Cycle

YESILKAGIT, Kutsal (University of Utrecht)

TIMMERMANS, Arco (Universiteit Leiden)

How are Arm’s Length Relationships Instrumentalised in Europe? A Three-Country Comparison

TONKISS, Katherine (University of Birmingham)

VAN THIEL, Sandra (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

VERHOEST, Koen (University of Antwerp)

The Chicken-and-Egg Problem in Executives: Policy Agendas and Portfolio Reorganisation in Germany

FLEISCHER, Julia (University of Amsterdam)

The Dynamics of Independence and Accountability of Regulatory Agencies

KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)

The Politics of Bureaucracy Revisited: Agencies and Political Salience in Ireland

MACCARTHAIGH, Muiris (Queen’s University Belfast)

---
Section 32

Exploring European Diplomatic Practices in Times of Crisis and Transition

Keywords European Politics, European Union, Foreign Policy, International Relations

Section Chairs
BICCHI, Federica (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
BREMBERG, Niklas (Stockholm University)

Panel 070, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: G466, R: LT

Diplomatic Practices of European Foreign Policy Making

Chair BREMBERG, Niklas (Stockholm University)

Experts, Expertise and the European External Action Service
VANHOONACKER, Sophie (Maastricht Universiteit)
Explaining Change in EU Foreign Policy: Interests, Rhetorical Entrapment or Practice?
BICCHI, Federica (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Going Back to the Individual Level: Explaining Variation in CFSP/CSDP Negotiation Practices
CHELOTTI, Nicola (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Panel 103, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: G466, R: LT

European Foreign Policy: Fields, Practices and Actors

Chair CHABAN, Natalia (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

Discussant VANHOONACKER, Sophie (Maastricht Universiteit)

Panel 228, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: G466, R: LT

Organisational Practices of European Foreign Policy

Chair MEYER, Christoph (Kings College London)

Discussant BREMBERG, Niklas (Stockholm University)

Constructive Ambiguity in the EU’s Diplomatic Relations With Third Countries: The Case of Negotiations with Morocco
EL QADIIM, Nora (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)
Evolving Within an Evolving System: The EEAS in the Changing Diplomatic Landscape
CARTA, Caterina (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
The EEAS and Crisis Management: The Organisational Challenges of a Comprehensive Approach
MERAND, Frederic (Université de Montréal)
The 'Legalisation' of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict in EU Foreign Policy

VOLTOLINI, Benedetta (Maastricht Universiteit)

Panel 285, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: G466, R: LT

Practices of Diffusion and Representation in EU Foreign Policy

Chair HERRANZ, Anna (Maastricht Universiteit)
Discussant CHELOTTI, Nicola (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Does the EU Care About What Others Think? European Diplomatic Practices and the EU’s Understanding of its Image in the Arab World

FREYBURG, Tina (University of Warwick)
WEILANDT, Ragnar (University of Warwick)

EU Diplomacy at the UN Human Rights Council

TUOMINEN, Hanna (University of Helsinki)

Europe’s Response to Libya 2011 – Explaining Inconsistencies in EU Diplomatic Practices

FREIIN VON WEITERSHAUSEN, Inez (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Logic of Practicality: The (Un)Changing Nature of the EU’s Practice of International Peace Mediation

CUPAC, Jelena (European University Institute)
RUZIC, Maja (University of Belgrade)

Panel 286, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: G466, R: LT

Practices of National Representation and Accountability in European Foreign Policy

Chair BICCHI, Federica (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Discussant MERAND, Frederic (Université de Montréal)

Elite Versus Democratic Accountability in the Area of EU Security and Defence

ROSEN, Guri (Universitetet i Oslo)
STIE, Anne Elizabeth (University of Agder)

Lithuanian Foreign Policy after Ten Years in the EU: Between Adaptation and Resilience

JAKNIUNAITE, Dovile (Vilnius University)

The Role of Policy Memos in the Construction of a Diplomatic Position at the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs

BAYLON, Donosti (ESSEC Business School – Institute for Research and Education on Negotiation)

What Impact has the British EU In/Out Debate had on British Diplomacy in Brussels?

RASMUSSEN, Maja Kluger (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
HERZOG, Alexander (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Panel 287, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: G466, R: LT

Practices of the EEAS

Chair NORMAN, Ludvig (Uppsala Universitet)
Discussant CARTA, Caterina (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Building EU Diplomacy Abroad: An Exercise in Reputation Management

RAYROUX, Antoine (Université de Montréal)

Constituting Community at the Border: The Case of EU Diplomacy

HOFIUS, Maren (Hamburg Universität)

Energy Diplomacy in the Context of Multistakeholder Diplomacy: The EU and BRICS

CHABAN, Natalia (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

KNODT, Michele (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

European Diplomatic Practices: Lessons learned from EU Delegation before Russian Federation

FERNÁNDEZ SOLA, Natividad (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)

Which Role for EU Delegations? A Closer Look at EU-Tunisia Negotiations

ZARDO, Federica (Università degli Studi di Torino)
Section 33

Forms of Political Violence

Keywords Conflict Resolution, Contentious Politics, Extremism, International Relations, Political Violence, Social Movements, Terrorism, War

Section Chairs
BOSI, Lorenzo (European University Institute)
MALTHANER, Stefan (European University Institute)

Panel 279, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Political Violence and Legitimacy: Concepts and Methodologies
Chair DEMETRIOU, Chares (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)
Legitimising Insurgency: Social Norms and Social Networks as Instruments in Recruitment by Organisations of Political Violence
CHRISTOU, Odysseas (University of Nicosia) P
Making Sense of the PKK’s Violence Against Civilians
MASULLO, Juan (European University Institute) P
O CONNOR, Francis (European University Institute)
Organisational Foundations of Military Power: Irish Republican Army and the Army of the Serbian Republic in Bosnia Compared
MALESEVIC, Sinisa (University College Dublin) P
O DOCHARTAIGH, Niall (National University of Ireland, Galway)
Same or Different? Comparing the Incidence, Significance and Nature of Non-State and State-Based Internal Armed Conflict
BENZ, Sophia (Universität Tübingen) P
Understanding the Evolution of Violent Political Repertoires: A Genealogy of Far-Right Religious Nationalist Violence in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories
MARSDEN, Sarah (University of St Andrews) P

Panel 397, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Trajectories of Political Violence
Chair MALTHANER, Stefan (European University Institute)
Evolving Trajectories: Actor Transformation and Phases of Political Violence in the South Caucasus
VORONKOVA, Anastasia (University College London) P
Genesis of Clandestine Violence – How and Why Contemporary Terrorist Structures Emerge
PISOIU, Daniela (Hamburg Universität) P
PELZER, Robert (Hamburg Universität)
Organisationally Mediated Dynamics of Armed Violence in Egypt
DREVON, Jerome (University of Durham) P
Strategies of Disengagement: A Strategic-Relational Analysis of the Termination of the IRA Campaign
O DOCHARTAIGH, Niall (National University of Ireland, Galway) P
Trajectories of Violence in the Irish Independence Struggle, 1916 – 1923
DAVIS, Donagh (European University Institute) P

Panel 398, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: C LT

Transforming Forms of Political Violence during Disengagement Processes
Chair O DOCHARTAIGH, Niall (National University of Ireland, Galway)
Co-Chair HAYWARD, Katy (Queen’s University Belfast)
Losing Ground: The Transformation of Violence During the Decline of Violent Insurgencies in Egypt, Algeria, and Peru
MALTHANER, Stefan (European University Institute) P
Love and Betrayal: The Political Economy of Party Youth Violence in Post-War Sierra Leone
ENRIA, Luisa (University of Oxford) P
The Puzzle of Anonymous Political Violence
PIZZINI, Valeria (European University Institute) P
Section 34

Gender in Times of Crisis

Keywords Candidate, Comparative Politics, Elections, European Union, Feminism, Gender, Governance, Immigration

Section Chairs
ENGELE, Isabelle (University of Ottawa)
MUGGE, Liza (University of Amsterdam)
EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)

Panel 045, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Contemporary Resistances to LGBT Rights in Europe

Chair KUHAR, Roman (University of Ljubljana)
Co-Chair PATERNOTTE, David (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Discussant VERLOO, Mieke (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Croatia, the EU, and the Marriage Referendum: The Symbolic Case of LGBT Rights
SLOOTMAECKERS, Koen (Queen Mary, University of London)
SIRCAR, Indraneel (Queen Mary, University of London)
Europeanisation and Transnational Sexual Citizenship: Insights From Russia and the Post-Socialist Region
STELLA, Francesca (University of Glasgow)

Panel 076, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Doing Intersectionality in Gender Based Violence: The Dynamics of Inclusion, Opposition, Coalition and Power
Chair STRID, Sofia (University of Örebro)
Panel 100, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

EU Policy Response to the Economic Crisis and its Gender and Intersectional Consequences

Chair CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Co-Chair LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
Discussant WALBY, Sylvia (University of Lancaster)

Caring in Austerity Time in the EU
MASSELOT, Annick (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

EU Institutional Responses to Mainstreaming in Time of Crisis: Gendered Narrative of Austerity
GUERRINA, Roberta (University of Surrey)

Europeanisation of the Economic Crisis: The Impact of the EU Discourse and Policies on Political Parties’ Constructions of Gender Equality
KANTOLA, Johanna (University of Helsinki)

Gendering EU Narratives of Neoliberalism and (Un)Employment in the Czech Republic: Single Mothers Claiming Welfare in Brno
WATSON, Amy (University of Glasgow)

Market vs Gender Equality in the EU: The EU Financial Crisis and its Consequences for Gender Equality Policies
CAVAGHAN, Rosalind (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Panel 124, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Gendering Political Parties in Times of Crisis

Chair KANTOLA, Johanna (University of Helsinki)
Discussant LOVENDUSKI, Joni (Birkbeck, University of London)

Feminist Allies and Strategic Partners: Exploring the (Messy) Relationship Between the Women’s Movement and Political Parties
EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)

Europeanisation of the Economic Crisis: The Impact of the EU Discourse and Policies on Political Parties’ Constructions of Gender Equality
KANTOLA, Johanna (University of Helsinki)

Panel 173, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Intersectionality as a Method in Political Science

Chair MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)
Discussant EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)

Bringing Conservative Sexualities Back In: Doing Intersectional Analysis on Pro-Life Women in Italy
AVANZA, Martina (Université de Lausanne)

Defining Intersectionality: From Below or From Above?
LEPINARD, Eleonore (Université de Montréal)

De-Institutionalising Inter-Sectional Equality Policy Indicators: Policies Towards Roma Women in Central and Eastern Europe as a Test Case
D’AGOSTINO, Serena (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Individual Representation and Intersectionality
RUEDIN, Didier (University of Neuchâtel)

Intersectionalising Representation in Times of Change
FREIDENVALL, Lena (Stockholm University)
Panel 227, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Oppositional Dynamics to Gender Equality Change

Chair/Disc VERLOO, Mieke (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Government Submissions to the European Court of Justice in Gender Equality Cases: A Taxonomy of Arguments in Opposition to Gender Equality
HOLZLEITHNER, Elisabeth (University of Vienna)

Opposing the ‘Ideology of Gender’: The French Laboratory
PATERNOTTE, David (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Popular Opposition to Gender Equality and LGB-Rights: Does Opposition Mirror Support?
SPIERINGS, Niels (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Religion versus Gender? Investigating Conflict Lines and Decision-Making Patterns for Morality Policies
EUCHNER, Eva-Maria (Universität Konstanz)

Understanding the Dynamics of Opposition to Gender Equality: Lessons from Social Movement Theory
PREIDEL, Caroline (Universität Konstanz)

Panel 310, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

Representation and Party Dynamics

Chair EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)

Discussant ENGELI, Isabelle (University of Ottawa)

Favoured in Times of Trouble? Women’s Breakthrough to Party Leadership in Finland, 1987 – 2010
NIEMI, Mari K (University of Strathclyde)

Formulation, Adoption and Implementation of Gender Quotas in Croatia
SIROCIC, Zorica (University of Graz)

Limited Effects of Gender Quota in Politics in Slovenia
ANTIĆ GABER, Milica (University of Ljubljana)

Mirror go Strategy? Contagion of Women’s Representation in PR Systems
SIMON, Pablo (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

The Effectiveness of Gender Quotas in Politics in the New EU Member States and Accession Countries – The Case of Macedonia
NACEVSKA, Elena (University of Ljubljana)

Panel 389, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

The Study of Women’s Political Representation: Power, Privilege and Disadvantage

Chair SEVERS, Eline (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Does Poverty Have a Female Face? A Critical Frame Analysis of Representative Claims About Poverty?
SCHOUTEDEN, Anke (Ghent University)

From Bothersome Obstacles to Powerful Actors: The Role of Men in the Substantive Representation of Women
ERZEEL, Silvia (Université catholique de Louvain)

Symbolic Representation at Work: On Privilege, and Subordination
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp)

Twitter – Only a Highway for the Already Privileged? Exploring the Gendered Consequences of Social Media for Claims Making in the New Public Spheres
HOLM, Malin (Uppsala Universitet)

OJEDA CASTRO, Jorge (Uppsala Universitet)
Section 35

Latin American Politics

Keywords Comparative Politics, Institutions, International Relations, Latin America, Political Economy

Section Chairs
DOYLE, David (University of Oxford)
MALAMUD, Andrés (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)

Panel 016, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214

Brazil’s Apparent Heyday in South America: The Various Perspectives Regarding Security

Chair PFRIMER, Matheus (Universidade de São Paulo / Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás)
Co-Chair WOOD, Danyelle (Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás)
Discussant ARAUJO, Maria (Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)

Panel 028, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214

Civil Society, Democracy and Political Parties in Latin America

Chair DOYLE, David (University of Oxford)

Panel 111, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214

Executive Politics and Populism in Latin America

Chair DOYLE, David (University of Oxford)
Fragmentation of Presidential Elections and Governability Crises in Latin America
KOUBA, Karel (University of Hradec Kralove) ▪
DOSEK, Tomas (Universidad de Salamanca)
How Participative are Latin American Populists in Public Office?
WELP, Yanina (University of Zurich) ▪
RUTH, Saskia (University of Zurich)
It is not the Earthquake, it is the Reconstruction: Presidential Approval and Economic Outlook in Chile before and after the 2010 Earthquake
NAVIA, Patricio (New York University)
Populism and Organicist Hegemony: Kirchnerists’ Representations about Politics
BOOS, Tobias (University of Vienna)
The Presidential Candidacy of Michelle Bachelet and the Political Culture of the Chilean Socialist Party
URBINA, Maria-Loreto (University of Nottingham) ▪

Panel 172, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214
International Relations and Security in Latin America
Chair MALAMUD, Andres (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
How to Manage Ethno-Social Conflicts in Latin America? Assessing the Effects of Multi-Level-Conditions with QCA
CASELITZ, Frederik (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
STOIBER, Michael (FernUniversität in Hagen)
KNODT, Michele (Technische Universität Darmstadt) ▪
HEINELT, Marie-Sophie (FernUniversität in Hagen)
Ideas, Power and Agency in the Construction of South American Regionalism: An Analysis of the Genesis and Institutional Change of UNASUR
AGOSTINIS, Giovanni (IMT Institute for Advanced Studies, Lucca) ▪
The Political Power of Latin American Foreign Ministries: A Study of Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, 1946 – 2008
MALAMUD, Andres (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais) ▪
AMORIM NETO, Octavio (Getulio Vargas Foundation)

Panel 178, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214
Judicial Politics in Latin America
Chair TIBI WEBER, Cordula (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
Being Violent: The Origins of Insecurity and the Victim-Accomplice Logic
MORICONI BEZERRA, Marcelo Adrin (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES) ▪
History, Crimes and Judicial Politics: Argentina and Colombia
DAVIAUD, Sophie (Institut d’Études Politiques Aix-en-Provence) ▪
Judicial Reform and the Restructuring of Ecuador’s Political Field: The Judicial Revolution Under Rafael Correa’s Presidency
HERRERA, Miguel (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne) ▪
Right Defenders, Arbiters of Political Conflicts or Simply Puppets of Political Powers? Comparing the Roles of Supreme and Constitutional Courts in Latin America
TIBI WEBER, Cordula (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) ▪

Panel 261, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214
Political Economy of Responses to Economic Crises: Comparative Lessons from Latin America
Chair BONVECCHI, Alejandro (Universidad Torcuato di Tella)
Discussant DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)
Governing the Crisis: The Politics of Economic Policy in Argentina
CHERNY, Nicolas (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) ▪
Ideology and Taxation
DOYLE, David (University of Oxford) ▪
CASTANEDA, Nestor (University of Southampton)
International Determinants of Latin America’s Responses to Economic Crises: The 1980s Debt Crisis and the Great Recession in Comparative Perspective
CAMPELLO, Daniela (Princeton University) ▪
Learning from Experience? Lessons from the Management of Economic Crises in Argentina and Brazil
BONVECCHI, Alejandro (Universidad Torcuato di Tella) ▪
The Price of Institutional Design: Biased Territorial Representation and Responses to Economic Crises in Latin America
GORDIN, Jorge (Universidad Diego Portales) ▪
Section 36

Law, Courts and Judicial Politics

**Keywords** Comparative Politics, Constitutions, Courts, Democracy, Institutions, Jurisprudence

**Section Chairs**

HOENNIGE, Christoph (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)

BROUARD, Sylvain (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

---

**Panel 041, Thursday, 11:00–12:40**

B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

**Constitutional Politics in Times of Uncertainty**

**Chair** FRUHSTORFER, Anna (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

**Co-Chair** PETERSEN, Felix (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

A Constitution by the People? Deliberative and Direct Democracy in the Romanian 2013 Reform

GERGHINA, Sergiu (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)

MISCOIU, Sergiu (Babeș-Bolyai University) P

Constitutional Reform in Europe and Recourse to the People

BLOKKER, Paul (Università degli Studi di Trento) P

When Does Conditionality Increase Support for Redistributive Transfers?

ZUCCO, Cesar (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) P

---

**Panel 052, Thursday, 09:00–10:40**

B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

**Courts in Democratic Systems**

**Chair** BROUARD, Sylvain (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

**Co-Chair** HOENNIGE, Christoph (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)

Constitutional Reform in Semipresidential Systems: Armenia, Croatia, Russia and Ukraine Compared

SEHA, Esther (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg) P

Short-Term and Long-Term Effects of Constitution-Making Patterns

LORENZ, Astrid (Universität Leipzig) P

---

---

---

---
Court-O-Meter: Measuring Public Opinion About Courts Using Twitter
CLARK, Tom (Emory University) P
STATON, Jeffrey (Emory University)

Public Opinion and Judicial Systems: The Effects Media and the Public have on Brazilian Judicial Outcomes concerning Homicide Crimes on Public Roads
LOPES TITO, Caio Victor (Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás) P

The Belgian Constitutional Court Caught between its Role as Guardian of Consensus Democracy and Deliberative Expectations
DE JAEGERE, Josephine (University of Antwerp) P
BEYERS, Jan (University of Antwerp)
POPELIER, Patricia (University of Antwerp)

The German Constitutional Court as Veto Player – Composition, Decisions and the Absorption Hypothesis
HOENNIGE, Christoph (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen) P
GSCHWEND, Thomas (Universität Mannheim)
ENGST, Benjamin G (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)
WITTIG, Caroline (Universität Mannheim)

BASABE SERRANO, Santiago (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) P

Panel 053, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

Courts, Democratisation and Transitional Justice

Chair HOENNIGE, Christoph (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)
Co-Chair WITTIG, Caroline (Universität Mannheim)

History, Crimes and Judicial Politics: Argentina and Colombia
DAVIAUD, Sophie (Institut d'Études Politiques Aix-en-Provence) P

Picking Popes? The Selection of High Court Justices in Transitional Democracies
GRAZIADEI, Stefan (University of Antwerp) P

Post Authoritarianism and the Judiciary in Africa – The Case of Nigeria
YUSUF, Hakeem (University of Strathclyde) P

The Issue of Basic Rights and Freedoms in Turkey-EU Relations from the 1980s to 2013
GÖKÇENAY, Berivan (Yıldız Technical University) P
BALI KURTARIR, Elif (Yıldız Technical University)

The Political Role of the Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt: Case Study on an Established Constitutional Court in Times of Transition
HAIMERL, Maria (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P

Panel 054, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

Courts: Actors, Rules and Incentives

Chair HANRETTY, Chris (University of East Anglia)
Co-Chair GSCHWEND, Thomas (Universität Mannheim)

Constitutional Review as a Tool of the Opposition? A Diachronic Comparison of the Czech Case
KOPECEK, Lubomir (Masaryk University) P

Reappointment Incentives and Judicial Voting
BRICKER, Benjamin (Washington University in St Louis) P

The Influence of Informal Rules on the Practice of Termination with Criminal Proceedings in Germany
STERN, Konstantin (Universität Potsdam) P

Understanding State Cooperation with the International Criminal Courts and Tribunals: A Qualitative Comparative Analysis
JAKUSOVA, Eva (University of Strathclyde) P

Panel 099, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

EU Law, Courts and Litigants: Litigation and Governance in a Supranational Polity

Chair HUEBNER, Denise (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin)
Co-Chair/Historian HILSON, Chris (University of Reading)

European Engagement of National Courts: A View From Central Europe Ten Years After Enlargement
BENVENUTI, Simone (Central European University) P

MAYORAL, Juan Antonio (University of Copenhagen) P

On the Decentralised Enforcement of EU Law: Variation in Litigation of EU Directives
HUEBNER, Denise (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin) P

The Constitutional Governance of Judges in the EU
LERON, Nicolas (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P
Panel 176, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

Judicial Empowerment and Political Regimes
Chair/Disc FLETCHER, Jamie
Co-Chair CLAYTON, Cornell (Washington State University)

After the Revolution: How Regime Politics Constrain Judicial Independence in Australia
PIERCE, Jason
GILL, Rebecca (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
WEIDEN, David (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Electoral Politics and The Canadian Supreme Court
MACFARLANE, Emmett (University of Waterloo)

Judicial Power and Regime Politics in France
BROUARD, Sylvain (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

The Roberts Court and Regime Politics in the US
CLAYTON, Cornell (Washington State University)
PICKERILL, Mitch (Northern Illinois University)

Transnational Elite Networks and the Dormancy of Parliaments: The Causes of Judiciary Empowerment in Central and Eastern Europe
PARAU, Cristina (University of Oxford)

Panel 177, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

Judicial Institutions in Authoritarian Regimes and their Implications for Transitional Justice
Chair AGUILAR FERNÁNDEZ, Paloma (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia)
Co-Chair/Discussant MAYORAL, Juan Antonio (University of Copenhagen)

Confronting State Repression in Two Moments: Courts, Dictatorship, and Transitional Justice in Chile, 1973 – 2010
BARROS, Robert (Universidad de San Andrés)

Interference and Off-Bench Resistance: Judicial Autonomy in Post-Communist Countries
TROCHEV, Alexei (Nazarbayev University)

Judicial Institutions and the Problems of Control and Power-Sharing in Authoritarian Regimes
AGUILAR FERNÁNDEZ, Paloma (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia)
RIOS-FIGUEROA, Julio (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas)

Panel 179, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

Judicial Reforms and Public Administration: A Street-Level Bureaucrat Perspective
Chair VIGOUR, Cecile (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
Co-Chair HERSANT, Jeanne (Universidad de Playa Ancha, Valparaíso, Chile)

A Sociology of the Chilean Public Administration: The Court Clerks and the Criminal Procedure Reform
HERSANT, Jeanne (Universidad de Playa Ancha, Valparaíso, Chile)

My Function is to Change Behaviour: An Ethnographic Examination of Mental Health Court Judges
CASTELLANO, Ursula (Ohio University)

The Judiciary and the Boundaries of Street Level Bureaucracy: Family Judges in France and Canada
BILAND, Emilie (Department of Political Science, Université Laval)
STEINMETZ, Helene (École Normale Supérieure, Paris)
Section 37

Legislatures in a Changing World: Rules, Agendas, Representation and Aggregation

Keywords Elites, Government, Institutions, Parliaments, Representation, Voting

Section Chairs
SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg)
WIBERG, Matti (University of Turku)

Panel 148, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Individual Legislative Behaviour

Chair SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg)
Co-Chair OSNAT, Akirav (Western Galilee College)

Balancing Power Interests and Moral Beliefs: Conscience Voting in the German Bundestag
PREIDEL, Caroline (Universität Konstanz) P

Do Minority MPs Ask Parliamentary Questions About Minorities? Examining Jewish and Muslim Representation in the UK House of Commons, 1997 – 2012
KOLPINSKAYA, Ekaterina (University of Nottingham) P

Legislators in a Changing Digital World
OSNAT, Akirav (Western Galilee College) P

OHMURA, Tamaki (University of Zurich) P

Panel 159, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Inter-Cameral Relations in Bicameral and Multi-Level Systems

Chair OHMURA, Tamaki (University of Zurich)
Co-Chair SOZZI, Fabio (Università degli Studi di Genova)

From Council of Ministers to Council of the European Union – the Evolution of the EU’s Second Chamber
KREPPEL, Amnie (University of Florida) P

Heterotemporal Parliamentarism: Does Staggered Membership Renewal Matter?
WILLUMSEN, David (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) P

GOETZ, Klaus (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) P

STECKER, Christian (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) P

Inter-Parliamentarism in Ireland: From Co-Operation to Co-Ordination
MACCARTHAIGH, Muiris (Queen’s University Belfast) P

MURPHY, Mary C

National Parliaments in the European Affairs: Policy Makers or Rubber Stampers?
PUKELIS, Lukas (University of Tartu) P

Panel 187, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Legislative Organisation 1: Legislative Parties – Internal Organisation, Cohesion, Discipline

Chair HAZAN, Reuven (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Party Discipline and Ideological Outliers in The Belgian Chamber From 2007 to 2010
TEUBER, Ferdinand (Université catholique de Louvain) P

The Constructive Vote of No-Confidence: An Analytical Framework and Legislative Consequences
HAZAN, Reuven (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) P

The Impact of Party-Switching on Legislative Behaviour in the European Parliament
SOZZI, Fabio (Università degli Studi di Genova) P
Panel 188, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Legislative Parties as Strategic Actors
Chair WIBERG, Matti (University of Turku)
Co-Chair SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg)

Buying Favours or Being Generous: Distributing Committee Chairs under Minority Governments
HANSEN, Martin Ejnar (Brunel University) P

The Impact of Coalition Government on Committee Work
THOMPSON, Louise (University of Surrey) P

The Supply of Recorded Votes in the German Bundestag, 1949 – 2013
SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg) P
BERGMANN, Henning (University of Bamberg)

What have we Learnt about Prime Ministerial Accountability from Liaison Committee Sessions?
BENNISTER, Mark (Canterbury Christ Church University) P
LARKIN, Phil (University of Canberra)
KELSO, Alix (University of Southampton)

Panel 190, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Legislatures and Representation
Chair SAALFELD, Thomas (University of Bamberg)
Co-Chair WIBERG, Matti (University of Turku)

Discussant BINDERKRANTZ, Anne (Aarhus Universitet)

Individuals, Party Members or National Representatives: Patterns in Co-Sponsorship of Amendments in the European Parliament
BALLER, Inger (University of Antwerp) P

Interest Intermediation in the Parliamentary Committees of the German Bundestag
SPOHR, Florian (Ruhr-Universität Bochum) P
EISING, Rainer (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

Persistent Organisations, Weakening Ties: Trade Unions and Left-Wing Political Parties in the Netherlands
OTJES, Simon (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) P

Political Resources and Diverse Representative Logics at the French National Assembly
VIGOUR, Cecile (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux) P

Which Types of Interests Approach the Parliament?
PEDERSEN, Helene Helboe (Aarhus Universitet) P
HALPIN, Darren (Australian National University)

Section 38

LGBT Activism: Strategies, Actions and Discourses in Comparative Perspective

Keywords Civil Society, Comparative Politics, Gender

Section Chairs
SGIER, Lea (Central European University)
BAGLIONI, Simone (Glasgow Caledonian University)

Panel 019, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915

Campaigning and Rights
Chair SGIER, Lea (Central European University)
Chair/Disc BAGLIONI, Simone (Glasgow Caledonian University)

Contextual Factors that Lead to the Varying Normalisation of Pride Parade Participation in Six European Countries
WAHLSTRÖM, Mattias (University of Gothenburg) P
PETERSON, Abby (University of Gothenburg)
WENNERHAG, Magnus (University of Gothenburg)

The Impact of the EU on LGBT Rights Development: Reframing the Political Field in Lithuania
GUDZINSKAS, Liutauras (Vilnius University) P

Key B = Building, F = Floor, R = Room, P = Paper Presenter
Section 39

New Approaches to Political Science and Public Policy

Keywords Comparative Politics, Governance, Institutions, Interest Groups, Policy Analysis, Public Policy, Regulation, Social Policy

Section Chairs
STUDLAR, Donley (University of Strathclyde)
CAIRNEY, Paul (University of Stirling)

Panel 035, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 915

Comparative Perspectives on Gay and Lesbian Activism

Chair/Disc TAKACS, Judit (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
From Vulnerability to Activism: The Hard Life of LGBT Movements in Africa
FEDERICO, Veronica (Università degli Studi di Firenze)
Gay and Lesbian Activism East and West: A Theoretical Framework
SGIER, Lea (Central European University)
BAGLIONI, Simone (Glasgow Caledonian University)
Homosexual Activism and the State in Late State-Socialist Hungary
TAKACS, Judit (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Stigmatisation of Homosexual People in Armenia
SAGHUMYAN, Lusine (Caucasus Research Recourse Centers-Armenia)

Panel 050, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

Corruption as a Global Challenge

Chair ROSE, Richard (University of Strathclyde)
Change of Systems as a Double Transformation: Formal and Informal Rules – A New Approach to Transformation Theories
LAUTH, Hans Joachim (Würzburg Julius-Maximilians University)
Civil Society and Corruption in Weak States: Opposites or Bedfellows?
LORCH, Jasmin (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
Clarifying the Concept of Corruption
ROSE, Richard (University of Strathclyde)
Corruption in 29 Asian Societies: Responses to Government Agency's Instruction to Wait after Requesting a Permit
INOGUCHI, Takashi (University of Niigata Prefecture)

Panel 136, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

How Institutions Make Policy – Domestic and International

Chair CAIRNEY, Paul (University of Stirling)
From Selectivity to Universalism: How Macro-Level Policy Narratives Shape Meso-Level Policy Outcomes
VESELKOVÁ, Marcela (Slovak Governance Institute)
BEBLAVY, Miroslav
On the Concept of Multi-Level Governance
TORTOLA, Pier Domenico (Centro Studi sul Federalismo)
Policy Subsystems and Policy Fields: Why Should Policy Analysis Take Field Theories into Account?
HÖSL, Maximilian (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
KRUEGER, Julia (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Panel 214, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

New Conceptual Tools in Policy Analysis?

Chair CAIRNEY, Paul (University of Stirling)
Churches as Firms: The Regulatory Perspective
PATRIKIOS, Stratos (University of Strathclyde) P
DE FRANCESCO, Fabrizio (University of Strathclyde)
Measuring Policy Controversy with Discourse
MULLER, Allan (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P
Understanding Policy Vacuums: Public Policy as Inaction
McCONNELL, Allan (University of Sydney) P
'T HART, Paul (University of Utrecht)

Panel 330, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

Stable Institutions and Policy Change
Chair HOGAN, John (Dublin Institution of Technology)
Explaining Judicial Impact on Policy Change Using Critical Framing Analysis
McINTOSH, Ewen (University of Edinburgh) P
Harmonising Europe’s Education Policy
FEENEY, Sharon (Dublin Institute of Technology) P
Institutions and Morality Policy Change
STUDLAR, Donley (University of Strathclyde) P
The Fragile Wings of Concord: The Role of Ambiguity in Redefining Contemporary French Prostitution Policy
HOGAN, John (Dublin Institution of Technology)
St DENNY, Emily (University of Stirling) P

Panel 339, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

Temporality in Public Policy Studies
Chair/Disc DAUGBJERG, Carsten (Australian National University)
Co-Chair SKOGSTAD, Grace (University of Toronto)
A Path to a Critical Juncture – Global Institutionalisation of Intellectual Property Rights
VEGGELAND, Frode (Universitetet i Oslo) P
Environmental Policy and Governance: Sequencing Decisions About Policy Steering Over Time
ZITO, Anthony (University of Newcastle upon Tyne) P
WILDER, Matt (University of Toronto) P
SKOGSTAD, Grace (University of Toronto) P

Panel 343, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

The Comparative Macro Polity: Policy Agendas and Policy Moods
Chair DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)
Co-Chair BEVAN, Shaun (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant McGANN, Anthony (University of Strathclyde)
Dynamic Agenda Representation in Comparative Perspective
JENNINGS, Will (University of Southampton) P
BEVAN, Shaun (Universität Mannheim)
Independence and Policy Mood: Does Scottish Public Opinion Track British?
DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde) P
McGANN, Anthony (University of Strathclyde)
BARTLE, John (University of Essex)
LANGER, Ana Ines (University of Glasgow) P
SAGARZAZU, Iñaki (University of Glasgow)
The Spanish Policy Mood, 1978 – 2012
BARTLE, John (University of Essex) P
ORRIOLS, Lluis (Carlos III-Juan March Institute of Social Sciences – IC3JM)
BOSCH, Agusti (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
The Long-Term Achievements of European Cohesion Policy: Did Institutional Settings and Implementation Approaches Make a Difference?
POLVERARI, Laura (University of Strathclyde)
CHARLES, David (University of Strathclyde)
BACHTLER, John (University of Strathclyde)
Will the New Rules Result in a Better Fulfilment of the Objectives of Cohesion Policy? The Relationship between Programme Management and Socio-Economic Results in Italy
LEONARDI, Robert

Panel 415, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416
Policy Design, Policy Stages and Policy Instruments
Chair CAPANO, Giliberto (Scuola Normale Superiore)
Co-Chair HOWLETT, Michael (Simon Fraser University)
Agenda-Setting Tools
HOWLETT, Michael (Simon Fraser University)
Ex-Post Evaluation Tools
CAPANO, Giliberto (Scuola Normale Superiore)
Increase of Impact of Research Based Knowledge (RBK) in Front of Interest Based Knowledge (IBK): Participation-Based Policy Decision-Making Model and Supportive Tools
MIKULSKIE, Birute (Mykolas Romeris University)
The Tools of Policy Formulation
TURNPENNY, John (University of East Anglia)

Section 40
New Developments in Democratic Innovation Research
Keywords Civil Society, Democracy, Institutions, Political Theory, Public Policy

Section Chairs
BÄCHTIGER, André (University of Lucerne)
MICHELS, Ank (University of Utrecht)

Panel 007, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417
Agonism and Democratic Innovation
Chair JAMIESON MALIK, Gemma (University of Westminster)
Co-Chair SMITH, Graham (University of Westminster)
Agonism, Deliberation and the Democratic Dialectic: Towards Participatory Democracy
CORBETT, Steven (University of Sheffield)
Applying Principles of Agonistic Politics to Institutional Design
WESTPHAL, Manon (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)

Beyond Innovations: The Relationship Between Democratic Innovations and the Context of Their Operation
JAMIESON MALIK, Gemma (University of Westminster)
Gentlemanly Conversation or Vigorous Contestation?
An Exploratory Analysis of Communication Modes in a Transnational Deliberative Poll (Europolit)
BÄCHTIGER, André (University of Lucerne)
GERBER, Marlène (Universität Bern)
The Agony of Bodies: Incorporating Passions and Identifications into Democratic Politics
MACHIN, Amanda (University of Westminster)
Panel 066, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Democratic Institutions and Long-Term Decision-Making: The Design Challenge

Chair SMITH, Graham (University of Westminster)
Co-Chair MACKENZIE, Michael (Harvard University)

Democracy, Deliberation, and Future-Oriented Collective Action
MACKENZIE, Michael (Harvard University)
Future-Proofing Democratic Institutions
SMITH, Graham (University of Westminster)
Institutional Design and the Future
CANEY, Simon (University of Oxford)
The Myth of Democratic Myopia
STOKER, Gerry (University of Southampton)
Thinking about the Future? A Study of Three Citizens’ Juries on Onshore Wind Farms in Scotland
ELSTUB, Stephen (University of the West of Scotland)
ESCOBAR, Oliver (University of Edinburgh)
THOMPSON, Andrew (University of Edinburgh)

Panel 074, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Do Democratic Innovations Improve the Quality of Democracy?

Chair GEISSEL, Brigitte (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Discussant MICHELS, Ank (University of Utrecht)

Can Democratic Innovations Improve the Quality of Democracy? Sketching a Response
POGREBINSCHI, Thamy (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Democratic Innovations and Increase in the Quality of Democracy in Brazil: The Experience of the Digital Participatory Budgets in Belo Horizonte and Recife
SOARES FERREIRA, Dimas (Universidade Federal do Paraná)
SOARES BRAGA, Sergio (UFPR – Universidade Federal do Paraná)
Generating Democratic Legitimacy Through Citizen Deliberation
CALUWAERTS, Didier (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
REUCHAMPS, Min (Université catholique de Louvain)
Participatory Democracy Against Corruption?
BHERER, Laurence (Université de Montréal)
MONTAMBEAULT, Francoise (Université de Montréal)

Panel 075, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Do Democratic Innovations Matter for Citizens?

Chair GANUZA, Ernesto (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)
Co-Chair ESCOBAR, Oliver (University of Edinburgh)

Do Citizens Want to Participate? The Technocratic Challenge
DE MARCO, Stefano (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
How Involved do Citizens Wish to be in Health Service Policy and Planning in Catalonia?
THOMPSON, Andrew (University of Edinburgh)
It’s Neither Young Citizens Nor the Economy, Stupid: Exposing the Dynamics of Political Alienation in Australia
STOKER, Gerry (University of Southampton)
The Dimensionality of Process Preferences: The Stealth Democracy Model Supporters
FONT, Joan (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas – CSIC)

Panel 160, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Interconnecting the Deliberative System

Chair ELSTUB, Stephen (University of the West of Scotland)
Discussant BÄCHTIGER, André (University of Lucerne)

Counterpublics as ‘Interconnectors’ of a Deliberative System
ERCAN, Selen A (University of Canberra)
Deliberating at a Meso Level: The Role of Public Hearings in a Deliberative System
LIGHTBODY, Ruth
Deliberative Democracy: Bringing the System Back in
JENSEN, Michael (University of Canberra)
Deliberative Systems: A Network Approach
KNOPS, Andrew (University of Birmingham)
Methods and Measures for Assessing Democratic Innovations

**Chair** HIMMELROOS, Staffan (Åbo Akademi)
**Co-Chair** GERBER, Marlène (Universität Bern)

- **Cognitive Complexity in a Deliberative Experiment**
  WYSS, Dominik (University of Lucerne)
  BESTE, Simon (University of Lucerne)

- **Discursive Deliberation, Meta-Consensus and Agonism: A Communicative Experiment in Ireland**
  LISTON, Vanessa (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin)

- **Hearing and Understanding the Other Side – Experimental Evidence on the Role of Empathy in Citizen Deliberation**
  GRÖNLUND, Kimmo (Åbo Akademi)
  HERNE, Kaisa (University of Turku)
  SETÄLÄ, Maija (University of Turku)

- **Promises and Pitfalls for Citizen Deliberation – Using a Mixed Methods Design to Explain Different Effects and Outcomes**
  LINDELL, Marina (Åbo Akademi)

- **The Relationship between Democratic Innovations and Trust: An Empirical Assessment of Participants’ Perceptions**
  ASTROEM, Joachim (University of Örebro)
  JONSSON, Magnus (University of Örebro)
  KARLSSON, Martin (University of Örebro)

Recognising and Reforming the Global Democratic System

**Chair** TENOVE, Chris (University of British Columbia)
**Co-Chair** SAWARD, Michael (University of Warwick)
**Discussant** NIEMEYER, Simon (Australian National University)

- **How Do We Tell Whether a System is Democratic?**
  NÄSTSTRÖM, Sofia (Uppsala Universitet)

- **Mass Publics in Transnational Deliberative Systems**
  BOHMAN, James (Saint Louis University)

- **On the Two-Level Structure of Inclusive Transnational Democratic Publics**
  WILLIAMS, Melissa (University of Toronto)

- **Regime Complexity and Deliberative Systems**
  KUYPER, Jonathan (Stockholm University)

- **Representing Transnational Constituencies in the Global Democratic System**
  TENOVE, Chris (University of British Columbia)

The Relationship Between Representative and Deliberative Democracy

**Chair** McLAVERTY, Peter (Robert Gordon University)
**Co-Chair** HALPIN, Darren (Australian National University)

- **Citizens or Politicians: Who is Better at Deliberation and Does it Matter? A Qualitative Assessment of Speeches at the Landsgemeinde in Glarus**
  GERBER, Marlène (Universität Bern)
  MUELLER, Sean (Universität Bern)

- **Deliberative Democracy and Democratic Reform: Entry Points for the Public Voice**
  FISHKIN, James (Stanford University)

- **Extending Representative Democracy**
  McLAVERTY, Peter (Robert Gordon University)
  HALPIN, Darren (Australian National University)

- **Promoting Impartiality in Representative Democracy: Why, When and How?**
  SETÄLÄ, Maija (University of Turku)

- **The Impact of Electoral Outcomes on Public Participation in Policy-Making**
  MACLEOD, Iain (Robert Gordon University)
Section 41

Open Section

Section Chairs
TALLBERG, Jonas (Stockholm University)

Panel 027, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

Civil Resistance: Emergence, Dynamics and Impact
Chair/Disc BARTKOWSKI, Maciej (Johns Hopkins University)
Co-Chair CHENOWETH, Erica (University of Denver)
A Force Multiplier Effect in Civil Resistance
BARRELL, Howard (Cardiff University)
BARTKOWSKI, Maciej (Johns Hopkins University)
Civil Resistance and Conflict Termination in Latin America
BRETT, Roddy (University of St Andrews)
Civil Resistance to Non-State Violence in the Basque Country
ARGOMANIZ, Javier (University of St Andrews)
Gender and Civil Resistance: The Case of Kosovo
MUJICA, Itziar (University of the Basque Country)
Nonviolent Action and Civil War Termination
CHENOWETH, Erica (University of Denver)

Panel 062, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

Democracy Prevention: The International Repertoire of Authoritarian Regimes
Chair VON SOEST, Christian (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
Discussant WHITEHEAD, Laurence (University of Oxford)
A Matter of Perception: Non-Democracy Promotion During the Arab Spring
KUNTZ, Philipp (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)
ODINJUS, Daniel (University of Bamberg)
Anti-Democracy Promotion: Strategic Options
WHITEHEAD, Laurence (University of Oxford)
Conceptualising Democracy Prevention: The International Repertoire of Authoritarian Regimes
VON SOEST, Christian (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
International Cooperation of Authoritarian Regimes: Toward a Conceptual Framework
ERDMANN, Gero (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
International Threats and Authoritarian Resilience
BUNCE, Valerie (Cornell University)
KOESEL, Karrie (University of Oregon)

Panel 036, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

Comparative Public Policy
Chair/Disc BORZ, Gabriela (University of Strathclyde)
Conflicting Norms – How Great Britain Deals with Human Rights Protection and State Sovereignty
PELTNER, Anne (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Firm Size and its Impact on Political Activities: A Comparative Analysis of Firms in United Kingdom, USA and Germany
PATSJUKKO, Natalia (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)
BORZ, Gabriela (University of Strathclyde)
FAVOTTO, Alvise (University of Glasgow)
The Impact of the Economic Adjustment Programmes on Greece: The Case of the 2010 Pension Reform
XIARCHOGIANNOPOULOU, Eleni
AGANIDIS, Paschalis (University of Athens)

Panel 081, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 9, R: 916

Electoral Participation
Chair/Disc PICCOLINO, Giulia (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)
Democracy by IDs and Fingerprints? The Politics of Voter Registration and Voter Registration Reform in West Africa
PICCOLINO, Giulia (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) P

Electoral Participation in Less Democratic Countries
CHANG, Alex (Institute of European and American Studies, Academia Sinica) P
TANG, Yen-Chen (National Taiwan University)

Exploring the Meaning of Party Identification – A Qualitative Approach
MAYER, Sabrina (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)
FITZPATRICK, Jasmin (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz) P

Panel 095, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

EU and External Relations
Chair XIARCHOGIANNOPOULOU, Eleni (University of Exeter)
The EU’s Governance Conditionality: The Construction of a Contested Norm for International Development
STEINGASS, Sebastian (University of Cambridge) P
The Impact of Europeanisation on Developing Countries: Social Conditionality in EU’s GSP
XIARCHOGIANNOPOULOU, Eleni (University of Exeter) P

Panel 101, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Alexander Stone, F: 2, R: 204

European Arms Exports: Under Control?
Chair HOLTOM, Paul (University of Coventry)
Co-Chair HANSEN, Susanne Therese (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim)
Does Legalisation Matter? An Assessment of Legalisation and Implementation in EU Arms Export Control
HANSEN, Susanne Therese (Norwegian University of Science & Technology, Trondheim) P
BAUER, Sibylle (Stockholm International Peace Research Institute)
Promising Much but Delivering Little? Recent Trends and Developments in EU Arms Export Controls
BROMLEY, Mark (Stockholm International Peace Research Institute) P
Putting Arms Export Promotion Under Control in France and Sweden
BÉRAUD-SUDREAU, Lucie (Université Panthéon-Assas – Paris II) P

The Europeanisation of Arms Export Policies in the EU: Reduced or Increased Transparency and Parliamentary Scrutiny?
BAUER, Sibylle (SIPRI) P

The UK and the Post-Cold War Triple Transition in Arms Trade Regulation
COOPER, Robert Neil (University of Bradford) P

Panel 105, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: A LT

European Parliament Elections and the Future of Europe
Chair TOYGUR, Ilke (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid)
Discussant SCHMITT, Hermann (Universität Mannheim)
DE ANGELIS, Andrea (European University Institute) P
PALOP, Pau (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies)

European Elections in Times of Crisis – A Challenge for European Identity?
SCHAEFER, Constantin (Universität Mannheim) P
European Parliament Elections, Results and Predictions for the Future
TOYGUR, Ilke (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid) P

Panel 123, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Gender in Political Science Education
Chair EVANS, Elizabeth (University of Bristol)
Co-Chair CARMAN, Christopher
Discussant KOLLMAN, Kelly (University of Glasgow)
Austrian Exceptionalism? Insights From a Huge Department in a Small Country
SAUER, Birgit (University of Vienna) P
Ending the Ghettoisation? Mainstreaming Gender in Spanish Political Science Education
ALONSO, Alba (Universidad Santiago de Compostela) P
LOMBARDO, Emanuela (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
The Lack of Gender Political Science Education in Germany
ABELS, Gabriele (Universität Tübingen) P

What Do You Get When You Have (Near To) Nothing?
MEIER, Petra (University of Antwerp) P

Panel 146, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 4, R: B LT

Inclusion and Exclusion: Migrant Experiences of Changing Employment
Chair STEWART, Paul (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant FEDYUK, Olena (University of Strathclyde)

Coping with Discrimination: Voices of BAME Women Working in the Care Sector
SAHRAOUI, Nina (London Metropolitan University) P

Female Migrants’ Agency: The Case of Female Polish Migrant Workers in the UK
AZIZ, Karima (London Metropolitan University) P

Pathways to Citizenship (Inclusion) and Conflict (Exclusion): Employment Relations in Migrant Workers’ Workplaces in Belfast, Edinburgh and Wrocław
POLKOWSKI, Radoslaw (University of Strathclyde) P

Return Labour Migrants: The Case of Return Migration from the UK to Poland
KAROLAK, Mateusz (University of Wrocław) P

Workplace Diversity in Multinational Companies and Trade Union Inclusion Strategies: The Role of Migrant Labour in Expanding Service Multinationals
EGAN, Ben (University of Leuven) P

Panel 168, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

International Organisations and Public Administration
Chair WIEDEMANN, Anke (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
Discussant PANKE, Diana (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

Corruption and Good Governance: Brazil and Spain in a Comparative Perspective
BIASON, Rita de Cassia (São Paulo State University) P

YUAN, Hang (Ghent University) P

Regional Organisations the United Nations – Coordinated Influence?
PANKE, Diana (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
LANG, Stefan (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
WIEDEMANN, Anke (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

When and Why do Regional Organisations Mingle? Arrangements and Determinants of Interregional Cooperation
WIEDEMANN, Anke (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P

Panel 192, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Legitimation from the Top – Analysing International Institutions’ Self-Legitimations
Chair GRONAU, Jennifer (Universität Bremen)
Co-Chair BIEGON, Dominika (Universität Bremen)
Discussant ZAUM, Dominik (University of Reading)

Between Citizens and Survival: Legitimating the African Union
WITT, Antonia (Universität Bremen) P

Strategies of Self-Legitimation – The Cases of UNDP and the World Bank
FREISTEIN, Katja (University of Bielefeld) P

The Quest for Legitimacy in World Politics – International Institutions’ Legitimation Strategies
SCHMIDTKE, Henning (Universität Bremen) P
GRONAU, Jennifer (Universität Bremen)
BIEGON, Dominika (Universität Bremen)

This is Who We Are: The Role of Institutional Identity in International Institutions’ Legitimation
OELSNER, Andrea (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities) P

We Are Each Unique: Legitimation Practices of the G8 and G20
GRONAU, Jennifer (Universität Bremen) P

Panel 193, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Local and Subnational Government
Chair SPÁČ, Peter (Masaryk University)
Discussant STANTON, John (City University London)

Civic Patriotism as a Basis For Autonomous Regions Legitimation in a Time of Crisis
ESCAMEZ, Sebastian (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid) P
Information Transparency in Spanish Local Governments in Times of Crisis
TEJEDO ROMERO, Francisca (Universidad Castilla-la Mancha) 
FERRAZ ESTEVES ARAUJO, Joaquim Filipe (University of Minho)

Local Government and the Big Society: Is it Really Working?
STANTON, John (City University London)

Slovak Extreme Right and its Support based on Local Roma Incidence
SPÁČ, Peter (Masaryk University) 
VODA, Petr (Masaryk University)

Panel 218, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

New Methodological Frontiers
Chair SCHMITT, Carina (Universität Bremen)
Discussant ANCKAR, Carsten (Åbo Akademi)

Colonial Past, Regime Choice and Regime Stability: A Global Comparison
ANCKAR, Carsten (Åbo Akademi) 

Combining Forecasts: Evidence on the Relative Accuracy of the Simple Average and Bayesian Model Averaging for Predicting Social Science Problems
GRAEFE, Andreas (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

Understanding Ideological Semantics in Changing Contexts: A Longitudinal Analysis
JOU, Willy (Waseda University) 
ENDO, Masahisa (Waseda University)

Panel 241, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

Parties and Elections
Chair/Disc VON NOSTITZ, Felix-Christopher (University of Exeter)

All For One: The Effect of Primaries on the Concept of Party Membership
VON NOSTITZ, Felix-Christopher (University of Exeter) 

Government Coalitional Agreements and Political Stability
DELGADO FERNÁNDEZ, Santiago (Universidad de Granada) 
ROBLES-EGEA, Antonio (Universidad de Granada)

How Turkish Parties Organise: Political Socialisation of Young Members in the JDP and the RPP
KÖMÜRÇÜ, Derya (Yıldız Technical University) 
ATACAN, Fulya (Yıldız Technical University)

Intra-Party Conflict, Party Organisation and Performance: Three German Parties in Comparative Perspective
BOLLEYER, Nicole (University of Exeter) 
VON NOSTITZ, Felix-Christopher (University of Exeter) 

Panel 252, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 3, R: 356

Patriotism, Identity and Autonomy
Chair MENDEZ, Fernando (University of Zurich)
Discussant JACK, Eileen (Queen’s University Belfast)

Contested Sovereignty: Mapping Referendums on the Reallocation of Sovereign Authority over Time and Space
GERMANN, Micha (University of Zurich) 
MENDEZ, Fernando (University of Zurich) 

Critical Patriotism: a Form of Constitutional Patriotism, à la Polonaise?
SZELIGOWSKA, Dorota (Central European University) 

From Belfast to Bilbao: Assessing the Influence of the Good Friday Agreement in the Basque Country
JACK, Eileen (Queen’s University Belfast) 

Organisational Foundations of Military Power: The Irish Republican Army and the Army of the Serbian Republic in Bosnia Compared
MALESEVIC, Sinisa (University College Dublin) 
O DOCHARTAIGH, Niall (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Panel 319, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 204

SAARC at 30 – New Perspectives on Regional Cooperation in South Asia
Chair LU, Yang (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg)

Critical Geopolitics Applied: The Competing Indian and Pakistani Perceptions of SAARC
BEITELMAIR, Bernhard M (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg) 

Extra-Regional Power: China’s Role in South Asian Regional Cooperation
LU, Yang (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg) 

Multilateralism Revisited: Current State and Future Prospects of SAARC-EU Relations
ISENSEE, Andreas (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg) 

Panel 320, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J361

Shared Services in Government: Game-Changer or Gaming the System?
Chair MACCARTHAIGH, Muiris (Queen's University Belfast)
Co-Chair ELSTON, Thomas (University of Oxford)

All Things to All Governments? Using Cultural Theory to Explain the Shared Services 'Mega-Trend'
ELSTON, Thomas (University of Oxford)
How Can We Explain SSC-Adoption? The Flemish Case
BOON, Jan (University of Antwerp)
VERHOEST, Koen (University of Antwerp)
Introduction of Shared Service Centres for the Public Sector: The Case of Estonia
TAMMEL, Kaide (Tallinn University of Technology)
Shared Services in Australian Local Government: Theory and Evidence
DOLLERY, Brian (University of New England)
KORTT, Michael (Southern Cross University)
Short-Term Solutions or Durable Horizontal Management?
HALLIGAN, John (University of Canberra)

Panel 334, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 326

Subnational Constitutional Politics: Contesting or Complementing, Replicating or Innovating Traditional Constitutionalism?
Chair BLOKKER, Paul (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Co-Chair REUTTER, Werner (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
Discussant TIERNEY, Stephen (University of Edinburgh)

Austrian Länder and Sub-National Constitutions
KARLHOFER, Ferdinand (University of Innsbruck)
Explaining Constitutional Politics in the German Länder
LORENZ, Astrid (Universität Leipzig)
Scottish Nationalist Constitutional Thought: A Very British Radicalism?
BULMER, William Elliot (International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance)
Trajectories in and of Italian Regions
ALBER, Elisabeth (University of Innsbruck)

Panel 368, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

The Political Economy of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions: Institutional Diagnostics
Chair OBERLACK, Christoph (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

How Institutions Shape Land Deals
BUJKO, Matthias (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
KRIEGER, Tim (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
MEIERRIEKS, Daniel (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
Land Acquisitions, Common Pool Resources and Common Property Institutions: Theoretical Reflections from an Anthropological Perspective
HALLER, Tobias (Universität Bern)

Panel 369, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 3, R: 325

The Political Economy of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions: Water Security and Food Sovereignty
Chair HALLER, Tobias

Effects of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions (LSLA) on Local Food Production: Evidence From Peru
TEJADA, Laura (Universität Bern)
Large-Scale Land Acquisitions as Appropriations of Local Food Systems: A Case Study from Ghana
LANZ, Kristina (Universität Bern)
Local Perceptions of the Biofuel Implementation Process in Jhadol Tehsil, a rural subdistrict of Udaipur, Rajasthan
SCHIEDEGGER, Romy (Universität Bern) P
POCK, Leonie (Universität Bern)
The Impact of Large-Scale Land Acquisition (LSLA) on Food Sovereignty
GERBER, Jean-David (Universität Bern) P
The Political Economy of Land Grabbing: India’s ‘Pan-African’ Strategy
BAUMANN, Marcel (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P

Panel 376, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

The Politics of Emotions and Empathy
Chair HEAD, Naomi (University of Glasgow)
Discussant SOLOMON, Ty (University of Glasgow)
Affective Relations: The Transnational Politics of Empathy
PEDWELL, Carolyn (Newcastle University) P
Empathy and Compassion Across Cultures and the Implications for Conflict Resolution
FIERKE, Karin (University of St Andrews) P
Empathy and the Security Dilemma: Existing Perspectives and New Directions
BAKER, Joshua (University of Birmingham) P
Encounters with Empathy in IR? Mapping the Dynamics of Empathy in Conflict
HEAD, Naomi (University of Glasgow) P
In the Mood for Law – The Role of Emotions in the Politics of International Criminal Justice
HOEHN, Sabine (University of Glasgow) P

Panel 382, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

The Return of Street Politics: Local Demands and Transnational Frames
Chair BUZOGANY, Aron (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Co-Chair/Discussant KORKUT, Umut (Glasgow Caledonian University)
Can Popular Assemblies Contribute to a Genuine Social Change? Insights From Park Forums in Istanbul
AKCALI, Emel (Central European University) P
Gendering the Public Sphere: The Female Presence at the Gezi Protests
ZIYA-ESLEN, Hande (Glasgow Caledonian University) P

Territoriality and Governance in Contemporary Protest Movements
McGARRY, Aidan (University of Brighton) P
The Greek Indignados Movement and Anti-Austerity Protest in 2011
RÜDIG, Wolfgang (University of Strathclyde) P
KARYOTIS, Georgios (University of Glasgow)

Panel 408, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, R: 709 A/B

What’s Left? Ten Years after the Third Way
Chair GIUGNI, Lilia (University of Cambridge)
Co-Chair DRIVER, Stephen (University of Roehampton)
Democracy Without Parties? Italy After Berlusconi
INVERNIZZI ACCETTI, Carlo (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P
The British and the Italian Left in the 2010s: In Search of a New Identity
GIUGNI, Lilia (University of Cambridge) P
The Moral Economy of Ed Miliband
BARKER, Thomas (University of Cambridge) P
Where Left for Labour? Politics, the State and Social Democracy Post-New Labour
DRIVER, Stephen (University of Roehampton) P

Panel 416, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: B406

The Europeanisation of Aid: Member States and EU Development Policy
Chair CARBONE, Maurizio (University of Glasgow)
Co-Chair ORBIE, Jan (Ghent University)
Discussant BICCHI, Federica (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
An End to Nordic Exceptionalism? Europeanisation of Nordic Development Policies
ELGSTRÖM, Oie (Lunds Universitet) P
Bullying the European Commission? EU Member States and the Case of EU Budget Support
KOC, Svea (German Development Institute) P
MOLENAERS, Nadia (University of Antwerp)
Europeanisation or Internationalisation? A Statistical Analysis of EU Member States’ Commitment to Increase Aid
DELPUTTE, Sarah (Ghent University)
ORBIE, Jan (Ghent University) P
VERSCHAEVE, Joren (Ghent University)
Section 42

Political (Dis)Engagement: Inequality as a Challenge to Democracy

Keywords Media, Political Economy, Political Participation, Political Sociology, Social Capital, Social Justice, Voting, Welfare State

Section Chairs
ZMERLI, Sonja (Technische Universität Darmstadt)  LOVELESS, Matthew (University of Kent)

Panel 094, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Equality Lost? The Democratisation of Democracy and the Perils of Unequal Participation

Chair SCHÄFER, Armin (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)

Are Turnout Differences Small?
ROßTEUTSCHER, Sigrid

Health, Economic Inequality and Turnout
SÖDERLUND, Peter (Åbo Akademi)
WASS, Hanna (University of Helsinki)

Spheres of Democracy: Pluralism against Equality?
TALSHIR, Gayil (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

The Means and Ends of Democracy: Democratic Innovations and the Quest for Equality in Latin America
POGREBINSCHI, Thamy (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Panel 150, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Inequality and Political Participation

Chair ZMERLI, Sonja (Technische Universität Darmstadt)
Discussant SCHÄFER, Armin (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies – MPIfG)

Beliefs about Inequality: A Micro-Model of Inequality and Political Participation
LOVELESS, Matthew (University of Kent)
Empowered Citizens or Dissatisfied Democrats?
Examining the Effects of Austerity Measures on Political Equality
SHORE, Jennifer (Universität Mannheim)
Inequality, Polarisation, and Protest
KIEWIET DE JONGE, Chad (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas)
GRIFFIN, John (University of Colorado, Boulder)

Panel 257, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Pluralism, Inclusion, Redistribution

Chair LOVELESS, Matthew (University of Kent)

How do Values Shape Preferences Concerning Distribution Policies?
BEHNKE, Joachim
Inequality in Political Inclusion: The Case of Serbia
DREIACK, Stefanie (University of Leipzig)

Social Equality and Democracy in Times of Economic Crisis: How European Economic Governance Affects Perceptions of Social Cohesion and Political Support
ZMERLI, Sonja (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

The Decline of Self-Interest as Determinant of Redistributive Preferences: Reality or Illusion?
FILETTI, Andrea (Università degli Studi di Firenze)

Panel 413, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: James Watt South, F: 3, R: J375

Youth Inequality
Chair ZMERLI, Sonja (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

The Effect of Ethnic and Civic Nationalism and Anti-Immigrant Prejudice on Adolescents’ Support for Welfare Redistribution
MEEUSEN, Cecil (University of Leuven)

The Effect of Political Discussion on the Political Attitudes of Young People: A Focus on Inequality
QUINTELIER, Ellen (University of Leuven)

To Vote or to Protest? Young Citizens’ Unequal Participation and Descriptive Representation
BOUSBAH, Karima Seraina (University of Zurich)

Section 43
Political Communication

Keywords Campaign, European Politics, Internet, Political Participation, Political Sociology, Social Media, Voting

Section Chairs
LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)
VAN AELST, Peter (Universiteit Leiden)

Panel 014, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Attack Politics in Europe
Chair WALTER, Annemarie (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Co-Chair MAIER, Jürgen (Universität Koblenz-Landau)

Making Friends or Foes? A Comparative Study of Attack Behaviour
WALTER, Annemarie (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Negative Campaigning and Voting Behaviour in Turkey: Establishing Causality Through a Web-Experiment
TOROS, Emre (Atilim University)

Negative Economic Campaigning? A Principal Agent Approach to the Study of Strategic Election Campaign Behaviour
RAUH, Christina (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

The Impact of Personality on Viewers’ Reactions to Negative Candidate Statements in Televised Debates
MAIER, Jürgen (Universität Koblenz-Landau)

Panel 233, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Participation and Political Communication
Chair/Disc LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)

Four Russias in Communication: Fragmentation of the Russian Public Sphere in the 2010s
LITVINENKO, Anna (St Petersburg State University)

I Like, I Share, I Donate! Exploring Practices of Civic Participation through Convergent Technologies
SCHUMANN, Sandy (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

KAVADA, Anastasia (University of Westminster)
The Political is Personal: Movement Frames in Contemporary Protest Politics
JENSEN, Michael (University of Canberra)
ERCAN, Selen A (University of Canberra)
BANG, Henrik Paul (University of Canberra)
What should Digital Technology do for Democracy? A Normative Approach to Evidence and Potential
O’FLYNN, Ian (University of Newcastle)
RYAN, Matthew (University of Southampton)

Panel 265, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Political Journalism in Comparative Perspective
Chair VAN AELST, Peter (University of Antwerp)

A Game of Tones – Analysing Media Contents and their Effects on the European Parliament’s Legitimacy in Public Opinion
EISELE, Olga (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna)

Framing Public Policies in a European Context: The Italian Case From a Comparative View
FRANCA, Roncarolo (Università degli Studi di Torino)

Personalisation Compared: The Coverage of the Westminster and the Scottish Governments
LANGER, Ana Ines (University of Glasgow)

The Media’s Say over What Politicians Do: A Comparative Experiment of the Media Influence on Politicians’ Behaviour
HELTER, Luzia (Universiteit Leiden)

Panel 272, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Political Parties’ Campaign Professionalism Compared
Chair TENSCHEH, Jens (University of Trier)

Co-Chair/Discussant LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)

Adding or Weighting? Alternatives to Measure Parties’ Campaign Professionalism
MYKKÄNEN, Juri (University of Helsinki)
TENSCHER, Jens (University of Trier)

First- and Second-Order Professionalism
TENSCHER, Jens (University of Trier)
WALTER, Annemarie (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)

Professional Campaigning Online: The Role of New Media as Campaign Platforms
STEKA, Vaclav (Charles University in Prague)
LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)
TENSCHER, Jens (University of Trier)
JALALI, Carlos (Universidade de Aveiro)

Professionals’ Understanding of Professional Campaigning in Europe
KOC MICHALSKA, Karolina (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)
LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)
TENSCHER, Jens (University of Trier)
The Role of the Internet in Political Campaigns in Germany: The Federal Election 2013
JUNGHERR, Andreas (University of Bamberg)

Panel 324, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Social Media and Alternative Political Communication
Chair KAVADA, Anastasia (University of Westminster)

Co-Chair LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)
Discussant SEGERBERG, Alexandra (Stockholm University)

Facebook, Flag Protests, and Zero-Sum Politics: Online Dissent in Post-Conflict Northern Ireland
REILLY, Paul (University of Leicester)

Mapping Symbols During a Large Scale Online Campaign: The Italian Referendum against Water Privatisation
CERNISON, Matteo (European University Institute)

Serial Activists: The Global Network of Political Activism
MERCEA, Dan (City University London)
TOLEDO BASTOS, Marco (Duke University)

Social Media and Decentralised Protest Movements: The Case of Occupy London
KAVADA, Anastasia (University of Westminster)

Panel 332, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Strategic Political Communication
Chair/Disc LILLEKER, Darren (Bournemouth University)

Online/Offline Nation Branding in Quebec and Scotland
SOTIRIU, Sabrina (University of Ottawa)

Political Elites and the Mass Media: Why Politicians Follow the Media
VAN AELST, Peter (University of Antwerp)

MAIER, Michaela (Universität Koblenz-Landau) P
ADAM, Silke (Universität Bern)
LEIDECKER, Melanie (Universität Koblenz-Landau)
EUGSTER, Beatrice (Universität Bern)
SCHMIDT, Franziska (Universität Bern)
ARLT, Dorothee (Universität Bern)
The Media’s Role in Legislative Processes: A Case Study Approach
MELENHORST, Lotte (Universiteit Leiden) P
The Persuasive Potential of Government Communication In a Digitised Age
BORUCKI, Isabelle (University of Trier) P

Panel 386, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

The Scottish Independence Referendum: Media, the Campaigns and the Public

Chair LANGER, Ana Ines (University of Glasgow)
Managing the Media and Politicians’ Relationship in the Context of the Independence Referendums in Scotland and Catalonia
TARREGA, Mariola (Queen Margaret University) P
The Scottish Independence Referendum: Clusters, Dynamics and Evolutions of the Political Debate on Twitter
COMERFORD, Michael (University of Glasgow) P
TIRIPELLI, Giuliana (University of Glasgow)
The Scottish Political Commentariat, the Independence Debate and Elite Narratives
HASSAN, Gerry (University of the West of Scotland) P
The Scottish Press Account of the Referendum: Framing the Independence Debate
DEKAVALLA, Marina (University of Stirling) P
Twits on Twitter? An Exploration of the Content of #indyref Tweets on the Scottish Independence Referendum Campaign and a Comparison with a more Moderated Social Media Forum
QUINLAN, Stephen (University of Strathclyde)
SHEPHARD, Mark (University of Strathclyde) P

Panel 400, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 515

Twitter, Social Networking and Political Representation and Remediation

Chair JACKSON, Daniel (Bournemouth University)
Campaigning with Twitter in Post-Revolutionary Egypt
MAHLOULY, Dounia (University of Glasgow) P
How and to What Extent Societal, Political and Media Events Create a Twitter Awareness System for Political Campaigning
VERGEER, Maurice (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P
The Personal in the Political: The Use of Twitter during the 2010 British and Dutch General Election Campaigns
GRAHAM, Todd (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) P
JACKSON, Daniel (Bournemouth University)
CARDO, Valentina (University of Auckland) P
Who is Leading the Campaign Charts? Comparing Individual Popularity on Old and New Media
VAN AELST, Peter (University of Antwerp)
VAN ERKEL, Patrick (University of Antwerp)
HARDER, Raymond (University of Antwerp) P
Section 44

Political Economy

Keywords Comparative Politics, Development, Globalisation, Latin America, Political Economy, Political Parties, Political Psychology

Section Chairs
KEMMERLING, Achim (Central European University)
REHM, Philipp (Ohio State University)

Panel 051, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

Corruption, State-Building and Development in the Western Balkans: Beyond the Post-Washington Consensus?
Chair UBERTI, Luca Jacopo (University of Otago)
Co-Chair JACKSON, David (Freie Universität Berlin)
Discussant ZAUM, Dominik (University of Reading)

Is Anticorruption a Neoliberal Plot? Assessing the Anticorruption Project in Southeast Europe
SAMPSON, Steven (Lunds Universitet)

Practice Beyond the State-Builders: Clientelism and State-Society Relations in Kosovo
JACKSON, David (Freie Universität Berlin)

The ‘Sejdic-Finci’ Deadlock and its Impact on the Politics of Corruption in Bosnia-Herzegovina
PARRAMORE, Sean (Queen Mary, University of London)

Panel 051, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

Europeanisation and European Peripheries
Chair HARDIMAN, Niamh (University College Dublin)
Co-Chair BOHLE, Dorothee (Central European University)
Discussant AFONSO, Alexandre (Kings College London)

Appeasing the Market: The Effect of National Reforms on European Bond Markets during the Crisis
ELHARDT, Christoph (University of Zurich)

Europe’s Other Periphery: East Central Europe in the Crisis
BOHLE, Dorothee (Central European University)
GRESKOVITS, Bela (Central European University)

One Size Does Not Fit All: The European Periphery and the Limits of Europeanisation
BLAVUKOS, Spyros
HARDIMAN, Niamh (University College Dublin)

The Rediscovery of the European Periphery
DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)

Europe’s Other Periphery: East Central Europe in the Crisis
BOHLE, Dorothee (Central European University)
GRESKOVITS, Bela (Central European University)

One Size Does Not Fit All: The European Periphery and the Limits of Europeanisation
BLAVUKOS, Spyros
HARDIMAN, Niamh (University College Dublin)

The Rediscovery of the European Periphery
DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)

Varieties of Backyard Management in Europe
BRUSZT, Laszlo (European University Institute)

One Size Does Not Fit All: The European Periphery and the Limits of Europeanisation
BLAVUKOS, Spyros
HARDIMAN, Niamh (University College Dublin)

The Rediscovery of the European Periphery
DELLEPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian (University of Strathclyde)

Panel 108, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

Preferences for Redistribution and Protection
Chair DALLINGER, Ursula (University of Trier)

Can Voters Correct Inequality? On the Relation between Voter Demand and Government Redistribution
DALLINGER, Ursula (University of Trier)

Economic Insecurity and Support for the Welfare State: Individual Experiences and Perceptions
PEKARI, Nicolas (Université de Lausanne)

Individual and Contextual Determinants of Tax-Policy Preferences in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe
DOMONKOS, Stefan (Universität Mannheim)

BERENS, Sarah (University of Cologne)
Panel 301, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

**Regulation, Finance and the Crisis**

**Chair**

UYAR, Emrah (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

**Liberalising Credit? The Political Economy of Retail Banking and Household Debt in Germany**

MERTENS, Daniel (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)

**Post-Crisis Changes in Financial Regulation: Lessons Learned from Global Financial Crisis?**

BAKIR, Caner (Koç University)

**Stock Markets’ Power to Explain Electoral Outcomes: Evidence from Four Countries**

UYAR, Emrah (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

**The Political Economy of Consumer Debt Relief: Consumer Bankruptcy in Comparative Perspective**

HEUER, Jan-Ocko (Universität Bremen)

Panel 337, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

**Taxation and Federalism**

**Chair**

ALEXIADOU, Despina (University of Pittsburgh)

**Fiscal Decentralisation and the Survival of Subnational Governments**

LEON ALFONSO, Sandra (University of York)

**Ideas, Interests and the Making of Tax Policy in the French Parliament, 1924 – 1928**

LOESER, Annie (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne)

**Regressive Taxation as Political Necessity: Adversarial Politics and Hidden Taxes in the OECD**

ALEXIADOU, Despina (University of Pittsburgh)

Panel 365, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

**The Political Economy of International Aid: A Domestic Perspective**

**Chair/Disc**

BODENSTEIN, Thilo (Central European University)

**Budget Support as a Sanctioning Device: An Overview of all Budget Support Suspensions in the Period 2000 – 2012**

MOLENAERS, Nadia (University of Antwerp)

**European Trade and Aid in African Public Opinion**

KEMMERLING, Achim (Central European University)

BODENSTEIN, Thilo (Central European University)

**Graduating Strategies for the Ultra-Poor: Evidence from Northern Bangladesh**

RUDOLPH, Lukas (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)

**Is EU Aid More Earmarked Than Other Donor Contributions? An Empirical Investigation**

MICHAELOWA, Katharina (University of Zurich)

**Who Cares? European Public Opinion on Political Conditionality in Foreign Aid**

BODENSTEIN, Thilo (Central European University)

FAUST, Joerg

Panel 385, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Maths, F: 5, R: 516

**The Role of International Institutions in Intellectual Property Politics**

**Chair**

HAUNSS, Sebastian (Universität Bremen)

**Intellectual Property Politics in International Trade Negotiations**

KRÜGER, Tilman (Universität Bremen)

**The Production of the IP Agenda of the TTIP by DG Trade: Between the Interest of the EU and the Wish-List of the Industry**

KRIKORIAN, Gaëlle (IRIS Institut de recherche, Université Paris 13)

**What New IP Policies are Obtainable in International Organisations?**

NEW, William (Yale University)
Section 45

Political Networks

Keywords International Relations, Policy Analysis, Political Leadership, Political Sociology, Social Media, Social Movements

Section Chairs
DIANI, Mario (Università degli Studi di Trento)
CHRISTOPOULOS, Dimitrios (Modul University – Vienna)

Panel 211, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Network Dynamics and Coalition Formation

Chair KITTEL, Bernhard (University of Vienna)
Co-Chair CHRISTOPOULOS, Dimitrios (Modul University – Vienna)

A Sketch of a Network Theory of Winning Coalition Formation in Authoritarian Regimes
KELLER, Franziska (New York University) P

Exploring Strategies to Influence the Policy Process Using Network Analysis
OLIVER, Kathryn (University of Manchester) P

Game Theory and Modelling of Coordinating Interactions in Public Policy
BELSKOVA, Anastasia (St Petersburg State University) P

Networks of Conflict in the German Parliament – Analysing the Opposition’s Coauthor Network of Written Inquiries Directed Towards Government
METZ, Thomas (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P

JÄCKLE, Sebastian (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

Structural Power, Endowments, and Social Preferences in Networks: An Experiment in Coalition Formation
KITTEL, Bernhard (University of Vienna) P

Panel 213, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Networks in the Policy Process

Chair CHRISTOPOULOS, Dimitrios (Modul University – Vienna)
Co-Chair PAYNE, Diane (University College Dublin)

Exploring the Irish Climate Change Policy Network Structure using Exponential Random Graph Models
PAYNE, Diane (University College Dublin) P

WAGNER, Paul (University College Dublin)

Policy Networks and Performance: The Effect on Performance of Implementation Agencies’ Location in Policy Networks
BOUMANS, Dorine (University of Strathclyde) P

Political Entrepreneurs and Brokers in Policy Making
CHRISTOPOULOS, Dimitrios (Modul University – Vienna) P

INGOLD, Karin (Universität Bern)

FISCHER, Manuel (Universität Bern)

The Changing Legitimacy of Economic Orders: A Discourse Network Analysis of Evaluation of the Economy Before and After the Financial Crisis
HAUNSS, Sebastian (Universität Bremen) P

The Emergence of Territorial Politics – A Learnable Process? Lessons from Saxony-Anhalt for Romanian Regions
SALAGEANU, Romana (Babeş-Bolyai University) P

Panel 267, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

Political Networks and Environmental Governance

Chair FISCHER, Manuel (Universität Bern)

Comparing Climate Policy Networks in Germany and the UK
SCHNEIDER, Volker (Universität Konstanz) P

SAUNDERS, Clare (University of Exeter)

Effects of Neighbourhood or Transport-Networks? Diffusion of Land Use Policies among Municipalities of the Canton of Zurich
SCHULZ, Tobias (Swiss Federal Research Institute for Forest, Snow, and Landscape)

BERLI, Jan (University of Zurich) P
**Networks of Information Exchange Under Uncertainty: The Case of Unconventional Gas Development in the United Kingdom**

FISCHER, Manuel (Universität Bern) 

INGOLD, Karin (Universität Bern) 

SMOs as Organisation Fields

VAN WIJK, Jakomijn

The Politics of Market-Based Instruments: A Case Study of Swiss Climate Change Policy

HIRSCHI, Christian

---

**Panel 325, Friday, 09:00–10:40**

B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

**Social Media and Political Networks**

*Chair* PAVAN, Elena (Università degli Studi di Trento)

*Co-Chair* DIANI, Mario (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Campaigning Online on the Nexus Between ICTs and Violence Against Women: The Take Back the Tech! Case

PAVAN, Elena (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Social Media and Civic Participation: Study of Political Networks in Saint Petersburg, Russia

SHERSTOBITOV, Aleksandr (St Petersburg State University)

---

**Panel 327, Friday, 11:00–12:40**

B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 718

**Social Movements and Networks**

*Chair/Disc* DIANI, Mario (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Beyond the Activist Ghetto: A Deductive Blockmodelling Approach to Understanding the Relationship Between Contact with Environmental Organisations and Public Attitudes and Behaviour

SAUNDERS, Clare (University of Exeter)

Civic Networks in Cape Town

DIANI, Mario (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Contentious Coalitions: Dynamics of Protest Cooperation of Czech Left CSOs

NAVRATIL, Jiri (Masaryk University)

Organisational Networks in the Field of Immigration

EGGERT, Nina (University of Antwerp)

PILATI, Katia (Università degli Studi di Trento)

The Evolution of Contentious Networks

VAN HAPEREN, Sander (University of Amsterdam)

---

**Section 46**

**Political Psychology in Europe: Advances, Theoretical Debates and Empirical Applications**

**Keywords** Islam, Media, National Identity, Nationalism, Political Leadership, Political Methodology, Political Psychology

**Section Chairs**

CAPELOS, Tereza (University of Surrey)

DEKKER, Henk (Universiteit Leiden)

---

**Panel 143, Thursday, 09:00–10:40**

B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

**Ideology, Identification, Political Attitudes**

*Chair* STEINBRECHER, Markus (Universität Mannheim)

*Co-Chair* THORISDOTTIR, Hulda (University of Iceland)

An Integrative Model of Ideological Distance

SULITZEANU-KENAN, Raanan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Pessimistic Protectionism or European Espousal? The Effect of Societal Pessimism on European Identification Internationally Compared

STEENVOORDEN, Eefje (University of Amsterdam)

The Left-Right Dimension in the Minds of Icelandic Voters

THORISDOTTIR, Hulda (University of Iceland)
Vote Choice and Choice Sets in a Multi-Party Setting – Evidence from Germany
STEINBRECHER, Markus (Universität Mannheim) P
SCHOEN, Harald (University of Bamberg)

Panel 186, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Leadership, Personality Characteristics, and Decision Making
Chair KAVALIAUSKAITE, Jurate (Vilnius University)
Co-Chair KOK, H N (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
The Secret of Political Leaders' Personal Appeal: (How) Do Personality Traits Matter?
KAVALIAUSKAITE, Jurate (Vilnius University) P

Panel 201, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Media Effects and Political Attitudes
Chair REDLAWSK, David (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
Co-Chair DEKKER, Henk (Universiteit Leiden)
Attitudes Towards the EU, the USA, Japan and Russia Among Chinese Urban Citizens, and Their Origins
DEKKER, Henk (Universiteit Leiden) P
VAN DER NOLL, Jolanda (Université catholique de Louvain)
Hearing the Other Side? Opinion Polarisation and Debiasing Mechanisms in the Context of the Scottish Independence Referendum
MORISI, Davide (European University Institute) P
COLOMBO, Céline (European University Institute)
How Social Media Cues Influence Political Information Processing Strategies
REDLAWSK, David (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) P
Media Use, Fear of Crime and Ethnocentrism: A Multilevel Analysis of Belgian Local Communities
JACOBS, Laura (University of Leuven) P
DE VROOME, Thomas (University of Leuven)
HOOGHE, Marc (University of Leuven)

Panel 266, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Political Knowledge, Socialisation and Early Adulthood
Chair NIEUWELINK, Hessel (University of Amsterdam)
Co-Chair CHRONA, Stavroula (University of Surrey)
Adolescents’ Views on Democracy and Decision Making
NIEUWELINK, Hessel (University of Amsterdam) P
DEKKER, Paul (The Netherlands Institute for Social Research – SCP)
The Differentiated Effects of the Measurement of Political Sophistication: Evidence from the Case of Turkey
CHRONA, Stavroula (University of Surrey) P
CAPELOS, Tereza (University of Surrey)
The Dynamics of Left-Right Identification and Policy Preferences in Adolescence and Early Adulthood
REKKER, Roderik (University of Utrecht) P
KEISERS, Loes (University of Utrecht)
BRANJE, Susan (University of Utrecht)
MEEUS, Wim (University of Utrecht)

Panel 278, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 107

Political Trust, Protest, Collective Action
Chair VAN STEKELENBURG, Jacquelien (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Co-Chair BÄCK, Emma A (Lunds Universitet)
Contemporary Protest Participation: From Trust to Disgust
VAN STEKELENBURG, Jacquelien (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) P
KLANDERMANS, Bert (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
How Individuals Evaluate Other Nations: The Role of Cultural Values, Corruption, and Economic Performance in Generating Transnational Trust
KLEINER, Tuuli-Marja (Philipps-Universität Marburg) P
On Trust Across Political Divides: Evidence from a Survey-Experiment in a Conflicting Society
MARTINI, Sergio (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) P
TORCAL, Mariano (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
The Social Incentives of Collective Action: Rejection and Social Support as Predictors of Protest Activity
BÄCK, Emma A (Lunds Universitet) P
BÄCK, Hanna (Lunds Universitet)
Section 47

**Political Radicalism in Times of Crisis**

**Keywords** Comparative Politics, Contentious Politics, Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, Extremism, Political Parties, Populism

**Section Chairs**
- VAN KESSEL, Stijn (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
- PIRRO, Andrea L P (Università degli Studi di Siena)
- CARTER, Elisabeth (University of Keele)

**Panel 015, Thursday, 09:00–10:40**
- B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

*Beyond Class? The Radical Left and the Nation(al) Question*

**Chair** MARCH, Luke (University of Edinburgh)
**Discussant** TSAKATIKA, Myrto (University of Glasgow)

*Syriza’s Stance vis-à-vis Europe following the Financial Crisis: The Persistence of Left Europeanism and the Role of the European Left Party*

NIKOLAKAKIS, Nikolaos (University of Dundee)  
KUBAT, Michal (Charles University in Prague)  
The Communist Party Of Bohemia and Moravia: A Successful Engagement of the Social and the Nationalist Protest

KEITH, Dan (University of Exeter)  
McGOWAN, Francis (University of Sussex)  
*The Radical Left, Nationalism and Contagion from the Radical Right*

RAMIRO, Luis (University of Leicester)  
MORALES, Laura (University of Leicester)  
GOMEZ, Raul (University of Liverpool)  
*Varieties of Radicalism: The Ideological and Social Make-Up of Radical Left Voters in Western Europe*
Panel 109, Thursday, 11:00–12:40

B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

Euroscepticism Revisited: The Impact of the Crisis on Public Opinion and Civil Society’s Visions for Europe

Chair/Disc GUERRA, Simona (University of Leicester)
Co-Chair FITZGIBBON, John (Canterbury Christ Church University)

Another Europe is Possible and the End of Euroscepticism? Addressing the Fine Line Between Opposing Europe and Offering a Euro-Alternative
FITZGIBBON, John (Canterbury Christ Church University)

Eastern and/or European? A Re-Assessment of Political Identities as Determinants of Attitudes Towards the EU in Central Eastern Europe
SOJKA, Aleksandra (Universidad de Granada)

Panel 296, Thursday, 14:00–15:40

B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

Rallying the Radicals: What do the Radical Left and the Radical Right have in Common?

Chair ROODUIJN, Matthijs (University of Amsterdam)

Euroscepticism Among Left and Right-Leaning Voters: The Issue Basis of Voter Attitudes Towards European Integration
VAN ELSAS, Erika (University of Amsterdam)

Fishing in the Same Pond? Analysing the Support Base of Radical Left and Radical Right Parties in the Netherlands
VAN KESSEL, Stijn (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

The Mechanisms of Nationalist Resistance: Radical Left- and Right-Wing Parties in Greece at Times of Crisis
HALIKIOPOULOU, Daphne (University of Reading)

Panel 357, Thursday, 16:00–17:40

B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

The Impact of Radical Parties in East and West European Political Processes

Chair PIRRO, Andrea L P (Università degli Studi di Siena)
Co-Chair VAN KESSEL, Stijn (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

Dealing with Populists-In-Government: A Framework for Analysis
ROVIRA KALTWASSER, Cristobal (Universidad Diego Portales)

Eating the Starters: The Mainstreaming of Populism in Post-Communist Poland, 2001 – 2011
STANLEY, Ben (University of Sussex)

Forget About the People? The Impact of Populist Parties on Democratic Reform
JACOBS, Kristof (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Panel 388, Friday, 09:00–10:40

B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

The Study of Populism Through Experiments

Chair HAWKINS, Kirk (Brigham Young University)

Discussant WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)

Exploring the Relationship Between Conspiracy Theories and Populism
LITTVAY, Levente (Central European University)
Section 48

Political Theory: Issues and Challenges

Keywords Democracy, Freedom, Political Theory, Social Justice

Section Chairs
SHORTEN, Andrew (University of Limerick)
PREDA, Adina (University of Limerick)

Panel 065, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Democratic Emotions
Chair MIHAI, Mihaela (University of York)
Co-Chair TAMBAKAKI, Paulina (University of Westminster)

Aggression and Play in the Face of Adversity: A Psychoanalytic Reading of Democratic Resilience
ROSENTHAL, Irena (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Panel 072, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Distributive Justice: Perspectives on (Luck) Egalitarianism

Chair ALBERTSEN, Andreas (Aarhus Universitet)

Cultural Diversity and Human Capabilities: Evaluating the Pluralism of Sen’s Capability Space
MOOKHERJEE, Monica P

Global Luck Egalitarianism
KNIGHT, Carl (University of Glasgow) P

Luck Egalitarianism in Health: Equal Opportunity and Personal Responsibility
ALBERTSEN, Andreas (Aarhus Universitet) P

Panel 144, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Imperfect Duties and Political Theory

Chair MECKLED-GARCIA, Saladin (University College London)

Co-Chair CORDELLI, Chiara (University of Exeter)

Discussant PREDA, Adina (University of Limerick)

An Analysis of The Nature of The Duties Imposed by Systemic Human Rights Violations
ASHFORD, Elizabeth (University of St Andrews) P

In Need of Conceptual Clarification – Imperfect Duties, Perfect Duties and Rights
SCHNUERIGER, Hubert (University of Basel) P

No Consolidation: Why Imperfect Duties Cannot be Converted into Perfect Ones
MECKLED-GARCIA, Saladin (University College London) P

The Impossibility of Converting Imperfect to Perfect Duties
HOPE, Simon (University of Stirling) P

Panel 181, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Justice and Democracy in Multilingual Societies

Chair SHORTEN, Andrew (University of Limerick)

Discussant BONOTTI, Matteo (Queen’s University Belfast)

Cosmopolitan Ownership of English
DE SCHUTTER, Helder (University of Leuven) P

Democratic Legitimacy and Multilingual Societies
LACEY, Joseph (European University Institute) P

Electoral Discrimination and Language Diversity
STOJANOVIĆ, Nenad (University of Zurich) P

Measuring Linguistic Disadvantage
SHORTEN, Andrew (University of Limerick) P

Realising Linguistic Justice: Resources Versus Capabilities
LEWIS, Huw (Aberystwyth University) P

Panel 277, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Political Theory in Society: Comparative and Historical Perspectives

Chair KOIKKALAINEN, Petri (University of Lapland)

Co-Chair WALLENIUS-KORKALO, Sandra (University of Lapland)

Discussant SKODO, Admir (University of California, Berkeley)

Society as Joint Will: Political Theory, Political Practice, and the Curse of Ideology
FEAR, Christopher (University of Exeter) P

The Last Public Intellectuals? The Challenge of Professionalisation for British and Swedish Political Scientists and Philosophers 1945 – 1965
KOIKKALAINEN, Petri (University of Lapland) P

SKODO, Admir (University of California, Berkeley)

STRANG, Johan (University of Helsinki)

Panel 288, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

Pragmatist Approaches in Contemporary Political Theory

Chair THALER, Mathias (University of Edinburgh)

Co-Chair FOSSEN, Thomas

A Pragmatist Defence of the Ban on Torture: Rethinking the Role of Absolutes in Politics
THALER, Mathias (University of Edinburgh) P

Can Democracy be Grounded in Epistemic Principles?
ERMAN, Eva (Uppsala Universitet) P

MÖLLER, Niklas (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm)

Judgment in the Face of Authority: Representations of Power and the Dynamics of Disputing Legitimacy
FOSSEN, Thomas P
Panel 354, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

The Family: Ethics and Policy (1)
Chair CALDER, Gideon (University of South Wales)
Co-Chair GHEAUS, Anca (Umeå Universitet)
Discussant SWIFT, Adam (University of Warwick)

Pro-Natalist Demographic Policies and Political Legitimacy in Europe and Beyond
COOPER, Erin (Stanford University)

The Early Childhood Educare and Care Policy (ECEC) Debate in the EU
CASALINI, Brunella (Università degli Studi di Firenze)

The Ethics of Solo Reproduction
CUTAS, Daniela (Umeå Universitet)

The Family, Inter-Generational Inequality and Contributive Injustice
CALDER, Gideon (University of South Wales)

Panel 355, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Hugh Fraser

The Family: Ethics and Policy (2)
Chair CALDER, Gideon (University of South Wales)
Co-Chair/Disc GHEAUS, Anca (Umeå Universitet)

Family Values in Straightened Times
CORLYON, Judy (Tavistock Institute of Human Relations)

Migration as Negligence: Parents who Move and Children who Suffer
GERVER, Mollie (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Surrogate Motherhood, Trust, and the Family
BEIER, Katharina (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen)

What Are the Legitimate Boundaries for State Interference with Childrearing in a Liberal Regime?
LEVITAN, Danielle (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Section 49
Politics and Governance in the Anthropocene

Keywords Environmental Policy, Governance, Green Politics, International Relations, Public Policy

Section Chairs
PATTBERG, Philipp (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
ZELLI, Fariborz (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 003, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Accountability in the Anthropocene
Chair GUPTA, Aarti (Wageningen University and Research Center)
Discussant BIERMANN, Frank (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Assessing the Relationship Between Transparency and Accountability in Global Climate Governance: A Preliminary Exploration
GUPTA, Aarti (Wageningen University and Research Center)

Information and Communications Technology in Civil Society Consultations: A Critical Assessment of its Contribution to Accountability in the Anthropocene
SÉNIT, Carole-Anne (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Monitoring the Commitments Made under the UNFCCC – an Effective Tool to Hold States Accountable for their Actions?
KÜHNER, Martina (Maastricht Universiteit)

Democratic Accountability in the Anthropocene: Toward a Non-Legislative Model
BABER, Walter (California State University Long Beach)
BARTLETT, Robert (University of Vermont)

Governing the Arctic in an Era of the Anthropocene: The Role for Pluralistic Accountability of Corporate Environmental Performance
VAN LEEUWEN, Judith (Wageningen University and Research Center)

Information and Communications Technology in Civil Society Consultations: A Critical Assessment of its Contribution to Accountability in the Anthropocene
SÉNIT, Carole-Anne (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Monitoring the Commitments Made under the UNFCCC – an Effective Tool to Hold States Accountable for their Actions?
KÜHNER, Martina (Maastricht Universiteit)
Panel 006, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Agency in the Anthropocene

Chair KALFAGIANNI, Agni (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Business Models Are Not Just For Businesses – Towards an Understanding of Agency of Certification Systems For Sustainable Biofuels

MOSER, Christine (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg) P

Corporate Water Stewardship in South Africa – Exploring Corporate Agency in Water Politics and Governance

SOJAMO, Suvi (Aalto University) P

Designing Knowledge-Based Management Systems for Domestic Environmental Governance

KALFAGIANNI, Agni (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

ANDRESEN, Steinar E P

Policy Objectives in Search of Policy Instruments: What can Administrative Architectures and Cultures Tell about Climate Policy Integration in Denmark and Germany?

EHNERT, Franziska (Universität Potsdam) P

Private Organisations as Agents of Change: The Case of Fisheries and Aquaculture Governance

KALFAGIANNI, Agni (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

ANDRESEN, Steinar E P

Panel 008, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Allocation and Access in the Anthropocene

Chair BÄCKSTRAND, Karin (Lunds Universitet)

Discussant ZELLI, Fariborz (Lunds Universitet)

A Fair Distribution Within The Anthropocene: A Normative Conception of Sustainable Development

MEISCH, Simon (Universität Tübingen) P

Domestic Determinants of Environmental Regulatory Expansion, 1975 – 2005

DUIT, Andreas (Stockholm University) P

Exploring Opportunities for Greater Participation of Southern Actors in Transnational Climate Governance Arrangements: The Role of India

ISAILOVIC, Marija (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) P

The Dual Spatiality of Global Environmental Governance: Negotiations on Forests and Genetic Resources

WALLBOTT, Linda (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster) P

Panel 158, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Institutions for the Anthropocene

Chair SZULECKI, Kacper (Universitetet i Oslo)

Discussant ANDRESEN, Steinar E

Institutionalism Revisited: Institutional Fragmentation as a Governance Challenge in the Anthropocene

ZELLI, Fariborz (Lunds Universitet) P

Institutions for the Anthropocene: Governance in a Changing Earth System

DYZEK, Jahn (Australian National University) P

International River Governance: Extreme Events as Triggers for Institutional Change and Forerunners for Climate Change Adaptation

PROKOPF, Christine [Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster] P

Measuring the Degree of Fragmentation in Global Climate Governance: A Network Perspective

WIDERBERG, Oscar (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) P

The Role of Private Authority in Fragmented Biofuel Governance – A Polycentric Perspective

MOSER, Christine (Leuphana Universität Lüneburg) P

Panel 198, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Making Sense of the Anthropocene

Chair ARIAS-MALDONADO, Manuel (Universidad de Granada)

Discussant TANASESCU, Mihnea (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Anthropocene: Delusion, Celebration and Concern

HAILWOOD, Simon (University of Liverpool) P

Nature and the Anthropocene: The Sense of an Ending?

ARIAS-MALDONADO, Manuel (Universidad de Granada) P

Taking the Human (Sciences) Seriously: Realising the Critical Potential of the Anthropocene

LOVBRAND, Eva (Linköping Universitet) P

BECK, Silke (University of Vienna)

The Anthropocene: Megalomania or a Megalomaniac Construct?

WISSENBURG, Marcel (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P
Section 50

Power, Politics, and Popular Culture

Keywords: Critical theory, Gender, Media, Methods, Political Sociology, Political Theory, Representation

Section Chairs
GRAYSON, Kyle (The University of Newcastle)
DAVIES, Matt (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

Panel 023, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Cites of Neoliberalism?
Popular Culture and Hegemony
Chair GRAYSON, Kyle (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

28 Days Later: The Dystopia of Our Time?
LUQUE-CASTILLO, Francisco-Javier (Universidad de Granada)
ORTEGA-RUIZ, Manuela (Universidad de Granada)
Money for Flesh: 'Django' and American Contractualism
PITSEYS, John (Université catholique de Louvain)
The Role of Language in the Creation of Neoliberal Economic Subjects: Socialisation and Resistance in Contemporary Novels
PFORR, Tobias (University of Warwick)

Panel 205, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Movie Wars, Virtual Security and the Militarised Imagination:
The Role of Popular Culture in the Post-Heroic Society
Chair LÖFFLMANN, Georg (University of Warwick)

Exceptionalism and Technology in Film and Politics from 9/11 to Iraq
O’DOHERTY, Cahir (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)
Hollywood, Superheroes and IR – The Crisis of Security Concepts and why Metropolis and Gotham are not Lost Yet
SCHMID, Julian (University of Vienna)
Like and Share Forces: The British Army, Images and the Clean War Narrative on Facebook
CRILLEY, Rhys (University of Birmingham)

Panel 321, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 250

Sites of Power? Using Popular Culture to Produce the International
Chair GRAYSON, Kyle (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

Flirtation and Fear: Gendered Tourism, International Terrorism
WYNNE-HUGHES, Elisa (Cardiff University)
Gender, Heroism and Militarisation of the Everyday
ÅHÄLL, Linda (University of Keele)
Negotiations of Canon in International Relations Textbooks: Fleeing Metatheoretical Conversations
STARNES, Kathryn (University of Manchester)
Section 51

Religions in Conflict, Religions in Peace

Keywords Conflict, Conflict Resolution, Religion

Section Chairs
HAYNES, Jeffrey (London Metropolitan University)
BEN PORAT, Guy (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)

Panel 057, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Culture Wars in the Contemporary World?
Chair GIORGI, Alberto (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)
Co-Chair OZZANO, Luca (Università degli Studi di Torino)

Destabilising the Battlefield: Secular-Religious Controversies Reassessed
GUZZO FALCI, Paula (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Sunni-Shia Struggle in Lebanon? Upgrading the Concept of ‘Culture Wars’
DI PERI, Rosita (Università degli Studi di Torino)
The Role of State-Sponsored Female Preachers (Vaizes) in the Conflictual Definition of Womanhood in Turkey
MARITATO, Chiara (Università degli Studi di Torino)
Which Side are You On? Controversial ‘Religious’ Issues in Italy
OZZANO, Luca (Università degli Studi di Torino)
GIORGI, Alberto (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)

Panel 306, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Religion and Political Theory
Chair BEN PORAT, Guy (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)

Challenging the Topos of ‘Religion and Violence’ in Liberal Political Theory
SPÖHN, Ulrike (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster)
The Critique of Religion... and Beyond
FRETTINGHAM, Edmund (Leiden University College)

Panel 307, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

Religious Differences and Political Change
Chair HAYNES, Jeffrey (London Metropolitan University)

Approaching Religious Difference Differently in Contemporary Pakistan
MUKHTAR, Najia (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Commemorating the Fallen Soldiers – The Particular Case of a Civil Religious Ceremony
HAMMER, Stefanie (University of Erfurt)
Religious Discourse and Radical Right Politics in Contemporary Greece
PAPASTATHIS, Konstantinos (University of Luxembourg)

United Progressive Alliance Government in India, Muslims, and Public Sector Employment: An Unrealisable Promise?
KIM, Heewon (School of Oriental and African Studies)

Panel 331, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 3, R: C305

State and Religion: Interactions
Chair HAYNES, Jeffrey (London Metropolitan University)

Section 52
Reshaping State and Society in Southern Europe

Keywords Civil Society, Comparative Politics, Democracy, European Politics, Governance, Immigration, Political Participation, Social Movements

Section Chairs
VERNEY, Susannah (University of Athens)
KOUSIS, Maria (University of Crete)
AYDIN-DÜZGIT, Senem (Istanbul Bilgi University)

Panel 002, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

2014: Turkey at the Crossroads
Chair DAVID, Isabel (Technical School of Social and Political Sciences – ISCSP)
Co-Chair GIANNOTTA, Valeria (İstanbul Sabahattin Zaim)
Discussant FERREIRA LOPES, Tiago (Kirikkale University, Turkey)

Always Stuck in Second Gear? Democratic Consolidation in Turkey in Comparative Perspective
CELİK WILTSE, Evren

Doctrinal Irrationality: The AKP’s Regional Security Engagement and US Strategic Preferences
IFANTIS, Kostas (University of Athens)

EU-Turkey Accession: Why Brussels is Rhetorically Entrapped and What Ankara Can Do About It
MARTIN, Natalie (De Montfort University)

Panel 010, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Anti-Austerity Protest in Southern Europe
Chair FLESHER FOMINAYA, Cristina (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Civil Disobedience and Housing Policies in Spain
PERA ROS, Marina (Columbia University)

Major Organisations and Groups Behind the Greek Anti-Austerity Campaign: Repertoires of Action and Political Claims
KANELLOPOULOS, Kostas (University of Athens)
KOSTOPOULOS, Konstantinos (Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences)

Redefining the Crisis/Redefining Democracy
FLESHER FOMINAYA, Cristina (National University of Ireland, Galway)
Panel 063, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Democracy Under Stress in Southern Europe

Chair FURLONG, Paul (Cardiff University)

All Technocratic Governments are Equal, But Some Are More Equal Than Others: The Peculiarities of The Greek Case
PASTORELLA, Giulia (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
P
Assessing Legitimacy in the Southern Eurozone Crisis Through Discursive Actor Attribution Analysis of Media Reports, 2009 – 2013
SOMMER, Moritz (Freie Universität Berlin) P
ROOSE, Jochen (Freie Universität Berlin) P
SCHOLL, Franziska (Freie Universität Berlin) P
KOUSIS, Maria (University of Geneva) P
KANELLOPOULOS, Kostas (University of Athens)

Berlusconi, the Eurozone crisis and the Italian Presidency: Accordions, Triangles and Constitutional Change
FURLONG, Paul (Cardiff University) P
Greek Polity Against Extremism: From Bewilderment to Militant Democracy?
VANDOROS, Sotiris (University of Peloponnesse) P
The King and the Joker: Italy’s Debate on Constitutional Bill 813
WOLFF, Elisabetta Cassina (Universitetet i Oslo) P

Panel 253, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Patterns and Varieties of Political Participation in Southern Europe: Innovative, Diversified and Contentious

Chair CHARALAMBOUS, Giorgos (University of Cyprus)
Co-Chair KATSOURIDES, Yiannos (University of Cyprus)
Discussant GOULIAMOS, Kostas (European University Cyprus)
Discussant KARYOTIS, Georgios (University of Glasgow)

Enhancing New Forms of Active Citizenship via Social Media Platforms: The Case of the Gezi Park Movement in Turkey
BEE, Cristiano (University of Surrey) P
CHRONA, Stavroula (University of Surrey)
Party-Society Linkages and Contentious Politics: Cyprus in a Comparative South European Perspective
CHARALAMBOUS, Giorgos (University of Cyprus) P
IOANNOU, Gregoris (Frederick University)
Patterns and Repertoires of Contention and Responses to Austerity Measures in Spain and Greece
BOURNE, Angela (University of Roskilde) P
CHATZOPOULOU, Sevasti (University of Roskilde)
Political Participation in Cyprus, Greece and Spain: Patterns, Trends and Determinants
KATSOURIDES, Yiannos (University of Cyprus) P

Panel 313, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Reshaping Citizenship and Civil Society in Southern Europe

Chair BEE, Cristiano (University of Surrey)

Bringing Civic Engagement Into: Post- Transitional Justice and Politics of Memory in Spain and Turkey
İLTER AKARÇAY, Ebru (Yeditepe University) P
The Europeanisation of Organised Civil Society in Turkey: The Case of Youth Organisations and the Prospect of European Integration
BEE, Cristiano (University of Surrey) P
KAYA, Ayhan (Istanbul Bilgi University) P
Transformations of Citizenship in Southern Europe: The Case of the Mortgage-Affected Platform
ESTÊVEZ, Jorge (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) P
Panel 314, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Reshaping Southern Europe: State and Non-State Actors

Chair ROBLES-EGEA, Antonio (Universidad de Granada)
Discussant ORTEGA-RUIZ, Manuela (Universidad de Granada)

Corruption in Democratic Spain: Causes, Cases and Consequences
ROBLES-EGEA, Antonio (Universidad de Granada)
DELGADO FERNÁNDEZ, Santiago (Universidad de Granada)

Crisis and Civil Servants: A Comparative Analysis of Portugal and Spain
BRIONES GAMARRA, Oscar (University of Vigo)
FERRAZ ESTEVES ARAUJO, Joaquim Filipe (University of Minho)
VARELA ÁLVAREZ, Enrique José (University of Vigo)

Internationalisation of Turkish Multinational Corporations and State Capacity
BAKIR, Caner (Koç University)

Is it Really a ‘Strong Power’ or Not? The Italian Association of Banks (ABI): Organisational Resources, Lobbying Strategies, and Influence
PRITONI, Andrea (Università di Bologna)

Panel 315, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

Reshaping Southern Europe: Why the EU Matters

Chair/Disc VERNEY, Susannah (University of Athens)

Changes in Turkey’s Illegal Migration Management: Why the EU Still Matters
BÜRGIN, Alexander

Revisiting Spain’s Double Transition: Reassessing Spain’s Democratisation and European Integration Processes after the Financial Crisis
CALDERÓN MARTINEZ, Pablo (Kings College London)

The Political and Socio-Economic Context of Biomass Crop Production in Greece
PETROPOULOU, Eugenia (University of Geneva)

CAUNE, Helene (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

Panel 353, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

The Europeanisation of Turkey: Transforming or Empowering Actors, Interests, and Institutions?

Chair LEVIN, Paul (Stockholm University)
Discussant BÜRGIN, Alexander

The Fight Against Corruption in Turkey: A Failure Case of Europeanisation?
SOYALTIN, Digdem (Freie Universität Berlin)

Transformation of Turkey’s Civil-Military Relations: A Successful Case for Europeanisation?
ELDEM, Tuba (Freie Universität Berlin)

Turkish Social Policy and the Limits of Europeanisation
TSAROUHAS, Dimitris (Bilkent University)

Panel 353, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

The Europeanisation of Turkey: Transforming or Empowering Actors, Interests, and Institutions?

Chair LEVIN, Paul (Stockholm University)
Discussant BÜRGIN, Alexander

The Fight Against Corruption in Turkey: A Failure Case of Europeanisation?
SOYALTIN, Digdem (Freie Universität Berlin)

Transformation of Turkey’s Civil-Military Relations: A Successful Case for Europeanisation?
ELDEM, Tuba (Freie Universität Berlin)

Turkish Social Policy and the Limits of Europeanisation
TSAROUHAS, Dimitris (Bilkent University)
Section 53

Rethinking Conditionality: Incentivising Integration Across Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia

Keywords Civil Society, Democratisation, Europe (Central and Eastern), European Union, Human Rights, Institutions, Integration, Transitional States

Section Chairs
BUTLER, Eamonn (University of Glasgow)
ANCESCHI, Luca (University of Glasgow)

Panel 029, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: G466, R: LT

Civil Society, Human Rights and the Eastern Partnership: Can the EU make a Difference?

Chair BINDMAN, Eleanor (University of Manchester)
Discussant GUASTI, Petra (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)

Euromaidan in Ukraine as a Call for a Real EU Engagement With the Civil Societies of Eastern Partnership Countries
BURLYUK, Olga (University of Kent)

From ‘More for More’ to ‘More for Nothing’? Analysing the Limits of Conditionality in European Border Management Cooperation With Belarus
YAKOUCHYK, Katsiaryna (Universität Passau)

Rethinking Conditionality: Rule of Law and Human Rights in CEE after the Enlargement
GUASTI, Petra (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)

Supporting Civil Society in the Eastern Partnership: A Way to Stabilise Societies
PĂDUREANU, Mihaela (National School of Political and Administrative Studies)

Panel 145, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: G466, R: LT

Incentivising Integration through Energy and Energy Security?

Chair BUTLER, Eamonn (University of Glasgow)
Discussant CHESKIN, Ammon (University of Glasgow)

Eastern Partnership: Between Russia and the European Union
CHESKIN, Ammon (University of Glasgow)

BINDMAN, Eleanor (University of Manchester)

Panel 316, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: G466, R: LT

Rethinking Conditionality: Theoretical Understandings of EU Conditionality in a Post-Enlargement Era

Chair GUASTI, Petra (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)
Discussant TETI, Andrea (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)
EU Conditionality for the Future Enlargement: A Case Study of Croatian Accession Process and Lessons Learned

BESIREVIC, Natasa (University of Zagreb)
P

Re-Conceptualising Conditionality in Enlargement Policy – The Politics of Values in Accession of Serbia

ZARIN, Irina (University of Kent)
P

Return to ‘Normal Politics’: Desecuritisation and Conditionality after Enlargement in the EU’s New Member States

ZIELINSKA, Katarzyna (Jagiellonian University)
P

GORA, Magdalena (Jagiellonian University)
P

Comparing EU Approaches to Eastern Europe and Central Asia

BARACANI, Elena (Università di Bologna)
P

Conditionality, Impermeability, and Regime Stability: Rethinking EU Relations with Turkmenistan

ANCESCHI, Luca (University of Glasgow)
P

The EU and the Arab Spring: Conditionality and Responsiveness in the Southern Neighbourhood

TETI, Andrea (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)
P

What Determines (In)Effective Conditionality Towards Autocratic States? The Case of EU Sanctions against Uzbekistan

AXYONOVA, Vera (Universität Bremen)
P

Section 54

Rising Powers: Social Inequality and Political Instability?

Keywords China, Comparative Politics, Europe (Central and Eastern)

Section Chairs

WHITE, Stephen (University of Glasgow)

DUCKETT, Jane (University of Glasgow)

Panel 420, Saturday, 09:00–10:40

B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214

The Rising Powers: Dimensions of Inequality

Chair DUCKETT, Jane (University of Glasgow)

Cultural Values and Perceptions of Inequality: A Comparative Study of Russia and China

BILETSKAYA, Tatsiana (University of Glasgow)
P

Economic Growth and Patterns of Democratisation in China and Russia

McALLISTER, Ian (Australian National University)
P

Social Inequality and Political Instability

WHITE, Stephen (University of Glasgow)
P

Panel 421, Saturday, 11:00–12:40

B: Maths, F: 2, R: 214

The Politics of Inequality in Contemporary Russia

Chair MUNRO, Neil (University of Glasgow)

Inequality as a Factor of Political Change? The Quest for Federal and Democratic Reforms in Russia

COLLINA, Cristian (Università degli Studi di Torino)
P
Section 55

Security Challenges and Security Institutions: Something Old, Something New, neither NATO, nor EU?

Section Chairs
WEBBER, Mark (University of Birmingham)
DENI, John (Strategic Studies Institute)

Panel 037, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT
Comparing Institutional Responses: NATO and the EU
Chair SANGIOVANNI, Mette Eilstrup (University of Cambridge)
Discussant COTTEY, Andrew (University College Cork)

Institutionalising Security Cooperation? NATO, the EU and the OSCE in Theoretical Perspective
COTTEY, Andrew (University College Cork) P

NATO and the EU as Security Governance Providers at Europe’s Eastern Boundary
MAYER, Sebastian (Universität Bremen) P

When the World Comes Calling: The Influence of External Demand for EU and NATO Military Operations
WOLFF, Andrew (Dickinson College) P

Panel 060, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT
Defence Reform in an Era of Austerity
Chair SPERLING, James (University of Akron)
Discussant WOLFF, Andrew (Dickinson College)

An Institutionalist Approach to Emerging Security Challenges
WALSH, Michael Edward (School of Oriental and African Studies) P

Defence Austerity in Light of Strategic Rebalancing: Impact on the Security Policy of Small NATO States
ZAPOLSKIS, Martynas (University of Lucerne) P

Is there a Swedish Defence Variation? Lessons for Europe
SANDVIK, Håvard (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg) P

Mandatory Military Service and Small European States: Ready to Fight Yesterday’s Battles
CRANDALL, Matthew (Tallinn University) P
Panel 110, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

**Evolve or Die: Security Institutions as Relevant Actors?**

**Chair** WOLFF, Andrew (Dickinson College)
**Discussant** MAYER, Sebastian (Universität Bremen)

- Fooled Again? Mapping Agency Slack by Regional Security Arrangements in the Arab Spring’s Global-Regional Security Partnership
  REYKERS, Yf (University of Leuven)
- Putting Others’ Houses into Order? Effects of Interventions on Domestic Conflict
  LANG, Stefan (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
- The European Union as a Security Provider in the East: Views from the EP
  FOLLEBOUCKT, Xavier (Université catholique de Louvain)

Panel 210, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Yudowitz

**NATO’s Response to Emerging and Traditional Security Challenges**

**Chair** WEBBER, Mark (University of Birmingham)
**Discussant** SPERLING, James (University of Akron)

- NATO Still Essential? European Public Opinion on NATO to Deal With Contemporary Security Challenges
  CANAN SOKULLU, Ebru (Bahçeşehir University)
- NATO’s Connected Forces Initiative: A Case of Effective Institutional Autonomy?
  DENI, John (Strategic Studies Institute)
- NATO’s Middle Eastern Friends: The Importance of Partnerships in NATO’s Post Cold War Middle Eastern Security Framework
  JØRGENSEN, Jakob (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)

Panel 352, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

**The EU’s Response to Emerging and Traditional Security Challenges**

**Chair** COTTEY, Andrew (University College Cork)
**Discussant** SANGIOVANNI, Mette Eilstrup (University of Cambridge)

- From Laggard to Leader? EU Non-Proliferation Policies in Historical Perspective
  KIENZLE, Benjamin (Kings College London)
- Integration as Unintended Consequence of Europe’s Post-Cold War Security Environment: From Common Defence Policy to Common Defence Market?
  MURAVSKA, Julia (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
- The EU’s Response to Emerging Maritime Security Threats and Capabilities: Explaining and Evaluating the CRIMGO Mission for the Gulf of Guinea
  FLYNN, Brendan (National University of Ireland, Galway)

Panel 402, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: East Quad, F: 2, R: LT

**Two Level Games – State Interaction with EU, NATO and Other Security Institutions**

**Chair** DENI, John (Strategic Studies Institute)
**Discussant** WOLFF, Andrew (Dickinson College)

- Cooperative Security Strategy: Latvia’s Way to Cope with Small States’ Constraints
  VANAGA, Nora (University of Latvia)
- The American Rebalancing, Europe, and the Global Commons
  SPERLING, James (University of Akron)
- The Danish Security Policy toward the ‘New Challenges’ – An Interaction among the Nordic, European and Atlantic Policies
  BABO, Thiago (Departamento de Ciência Política FFLCH/USP)
Section 56

Swept by the Flow? The Challenge of New Data Sources

Keywords Internet, Methods, Political Methodology

Section Chairs
BLANCHARD, Philippe (Université de Lausanne)
EXADAKTYLOS, Theofanis (University of Surrey)

Panel 153, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Innovation in Research: New Tools and Methods in Data Analysis
Chair BLANCHARD, Philippe (Université de Lausanne)
Co-Chair SGIER, Lea (Central European University)
Discussant EXADAKTYLOS, Theofanis (University of Surrey)

Administrative Data in Social Security Research – Opportunities and Challenges
HÜMBELIN, Oliver (Universität Bern)
VON GUNTEN, Luzius (Berner Fachhochschule)
REGEL, Sven (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Harnessing Chaos: Small Events, Big Data and Permanent Revolutions
LEAL, Hugo (European University Institute)
Political Actor or Ritualised Other? Mapping Ethnic Attitudes in the Russian Blogosphere by Methods of Big Data Research
BODRUNOVA, Svetlana (St Petersburg State University)
KOLTSOVA, Olessia (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)
NIKOLENKO, Sergey
KOLTCOV, Sergei (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)
ALEXEeva, Svetlana (National Research University, Higher School of Economics – HSE)

Text-Mining and the Study of Comparative Political Communication
BANDucci, Susan (University of Exeter)
COAN, Travis (University of Exeter)

Panel 229, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 417

Out with the New, In with the Old? Using Current Methods for Analysing New Data
Chair EXADAKTYLOS, Theofanis (University of Surrey)
Co-Chair SGIER, Lea (Central European University)
Discussant BLANCHARD, Philippe (Université de Lausanne)

Choosing and Harmonising Data From Different Sources and Different Levels of Analysis
KATSANIDOU, Alexia (Gesis)
Gone Fishing: The Creation of the Comparative Agendas Project Master Codebook
BEVAN, Shaun (Universität Mannheim)
ICT Revisited: Social Desirability Bias and Electoral Behaviour
PLESCIA, Carolina (University of Vienna)
THOMAS, Kathrin (University of Vienna)
KRITZINGER, Sylvia (University of Vienna)
ZEGLOVITS, Eva (University of Vienna)
The Myth of the Career Politician? An Empirical Analysis of the Political Careers of Dutch Parliamentarians
ZWINKELS, Tomas (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
Section 57

The Causes and Consequences of Party Strategies and Competition

Keywords: Elections, Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, Parliaments, Party Manifestos, Political Competition, Political Parties, Voting

Section Chairs
SO, Florence (Aarhus Universitet)
SOMER-TOPCU, Zeynep (Vanderbilt University)

Panel 079, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Election Agendas – Agenda-Setting Electoral Politics
Chair BEVAN, Shaun (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant WALGRAVE, Stefaan (University of Antwerp)

Elections, Partisan Alternation and Policy Change in Denmark, France, Spain and the United Kingdom
FROIO, Caterina (European University Institute) P
Is it the Economy? How Economic Context and Government Participation Condition the Effect of Party Campaign Messages
GREENE, Zachary (Universität Mannheim)
The Impact of Electoral Competition on Rhetorical Responsiveness
BERNARDI, Luca (University of Leicester) P

Panel 215, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

New Developments in the Field of Issue Ownership
Chair STUBAGER, Rune (Aarhus Universitet)
Discussant BUDGE, Ian (University of Essex)

Combining Issue Ownership with Economic Voting Theory: Some Canadian Evidence
BELANGER, Eric (McGill University) P
NADEAU, Richard (Université de Montréal)
Ownership, Conflict and Consensus in Party Competition: The Case of Environmental Issues in France and the UK
PERSICO, Simon (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

Panel 242, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Parties and Legislative Speech-Making
Chair BÄCK, Hanna (Lunds Universitet)
Co-Chair DEBUS, Marc (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant HANSEN, Martin Ejnar (Brunel University)

Cabinet Politics and Fiscal Governance: Ideological Determinants of Budget Allocations
HERZOG, Alexander (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
MIKHAYLOV, Slava (University College London) P
Determinants of Speech-Making in Parliamentary Democracies: A Comparative Analysis
BÄCK, Hanna (Lunds Universitet) P
DEBUS, Marc (Universität Mannheim)
MÜLLER, Jochen (University of Essex)
Determinants of Time Allocation for Plenary Debates on Bills
GIANNETTI, Daniela (Università di Bologna) P
PINTO, Luca (Università di Bologna)
PEDRAZZANI, Andrea (Università di Bologna)
Personal Issue Emphases and Plenary Debates: Comparing Co-Sponsorship of Bills and Legislative Speech
BAUMANN, Markus (Universität Mannheim) P
The Politics of Issue Selection in Legislative Debates
SAGARZAZU, Iñaki (University of Glasgow) P

Panel 243, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Parties, Performance Politics, and Political Representation
Chair CLARK, Michael (Northern Illinois University)
Co-Chair LEITER, Debra
Discussant BEVAN, Shaun (Universität Mannheim)

Explaining Costs of Governing: How Voters Evaluate Governing Party Competence over Time
GREEN, Jane (University of Manchester)
JENNINGS, Will (University of Southampton) P

Issue Competition over the Electoral Cycle
PARDOS-PRADO, Sergi (University of Oxford)
SAGARZAZU, Iñaki (University of Glasgow)

Media Effects on Individuals’ Valence Judgments of Political Parties in Five Western-European Countries
ZAKHAROVA, Maria (Simon Fraser University) P

Positive and Negative Character Valence Campaigning in a Multiparty Setting: An Analysis of the European Election 2014 Using Social Media
CÉRON, Andrea (Università degli Studi di Milano)
CURINIGI, Luigi (Università degli Studi di Milano) P
MARIOTTO, Camilla (Università degli Studi di Milano)

Winners and Losers Reconsidered: Party Valence, the Passage of Time, and Satisfaction with Democracy
LEITER, Debra P
CLARK, Michael (Northern Illinois University)
CLARK, April (Purdue University Calumet)

Panel 244, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Party Competition in Central and Eastern Europe
Chair ROVNY, Jan (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)
Discussant HENJAK, Anđija (University of Zagreb)

Explaining the Rise of Anti-Establishment Reform Parties
HANLEY, Sean (University College London)
SIKK, Allan (University College London) P

ROVNY, Jan (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P
POLK, Jonathan (University of Gothenburg)

Polarisation over European Integration? Comparing the Stances of Political Parties on European Integration in Western and Eastern Europe, 2008 – 2013
ROHRSCHNEIDER, Robert (University of Kansas)
WHITEFIELD, Stephen (University of Oxford) P

The Structure of the Political Space in Central and Eastern Europe: The Case of Hungary
SZÖCEISIK, Edina (Universität Konstanz) P

t Voter Turnout, Electoral Fortunes and Party Competition in Post-Communist Democracies
KOSTELKA, Filip (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

Panel 246, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Party Competition in the Mass Media
Chair GREEN-PEDERSEN, Christoffer (Aarhus Universitet)
Co-Chair THESEN, Gunnar (International Research Institute of Stavanger – IRIS)
Discussant JENNINGS, Will (University of Southampton)

Comparing the Logics of Issue-Emphasis and Salience of Two Challenger Issues
HOEGLINGER, Dominic (University of Zurich) P

Media as the Missing Link? Demonstrating the Electoral Profitability of Issue Ownership
GREEN-PEDERSEN, Christoffer (Aarhus Universitet) P
MORTENSEN, Peter (Aarhus Universitet)
THESEN, Gunnar (International Research Institute of Stavanger – IRIS)

Party Competition seen through Different Lenses: Issue Emphases in Electoral Manifestos and the Media
TRESCH, Anke (University of Geneva) P

Political Parties’ Strategies, Losses and Shifting Reference Points
SCHUMACHER, Gijs (University of Southern Denmark – Odense) P
VIS, Barbara (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
VAN DER VELDEN, Mariken (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Panel 248, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Rankine, F: 1, R: 106

Party Organisation and Representation
Chair/Disc SCHUMACHER, Gijs (University of Southern Denmark – Odense)

Intra-Party Politics and Government Termination
LEHRER, Ron (University of Essex) P
Section 58

The Comparative Analysis of Foreign Policy

Keywords Comparative Politics, Foreign Policy, International Relations

Section Chairs
OPPERMANN, Kai (University of Sussex)
BRUMMER, Klaus (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Panel 102, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

European Foreign Policy

Chair/Disc BRUMMER, Klaus (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Benefiting from Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) in the Spatial Analyses of Foreign Policy Decisions in a European Context
RUHNKE, Simon (University of Cologne) P
ANKEL, Danae (University of Cologne)

Competing Regionalism in the Wider Europe: What Implications for the ‘New Regionalism’?
PETROVA, Irina (University of Leuven) P
KEUKELEIRE, Stephan (University of Leuven)

The Leadership Trait Analysis: Individuals, Foreign Policy and Generalisability
KOK, H N (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P

THIEM, Alrik (University of Zurich) P
HAESEBROUCK, Tim (Ghent University)

Panel 119, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Foreign Policy in the Global South

Chair BRUMMER, Klaus (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Discussant THIES, Cameron (Arizona State University)
A Comparative Analysis of Iranian Foreign Policy: The Sagas of Oil Nationalisation and the Nuclear Program
ARIAN, Anahita (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) 
P
Brazil and the Economic Explanation for the Securitisation of the South Atlantic
SEABRA, Pedro (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais) 
P
The Comparative Foreign Policies of Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, and El Salvador and US Military Bases
BITAR, Sebastian (Universidad de los Andes) 
P
The Weight of Ideology in the Attitude of Latin American Countries Toward the United States
BOTELHO, João (Federal University of Goiás, Brazil) 
P

Panel 120, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Foreign Policy Role-Making, and Taking in Regional and Global Environments
Chair KAARBO, Juliet (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant WALKER, Stephen G 

Role Improvisation in International Society: Case Studies in Creative Role Taking
GASKARTH, Jamie (University of Plymouth) 
P
Temporality and Othering in Role Theory: The Czech EU Policy
BENEŠ, Vít (Institute of International Relations) 
P

Panel 154, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Innovative Approaches to Foreign Policy Role Contestation
Chair THIES, Cameron (Arizona State University)
Discussant WEHNER, Leslie (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) 

Agents in Normative Structures: A Comparative Study of Role Contestation and Socialisation
KAARBO, Juliet (University of Edinburgh) 
P
Digraph and Game Theory Models of Role Contestation
WALKER, Stephen G 
P
Domestic Role Contestation and Role Selection in Israel
BRUMMER, Klaus (Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg) 
P
Emerging Powers, Role Contestation and Conflict Behaviour: Is there a Renewed Russia Threat?
THIES, Cameron (Arizona State University) 
P

Panel 204, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Mistakes and Fiascos in Foreign Policy
Chair OPPERMANN, Kai (University of Sussex)
Discussant SPENCER, Alexander (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) 

Foreign Policy Mistakes and Foreign Policy Vacuums: New Labour and the EU
DADDOW, Oliver (University of Leicester) 
P
Moral Dissonance, Group Mistakes, and the Age of Risk
BEASLEY, Ryan (University of St Andrews) 
P
Political Survival and Cumulative Fiascos: Britain, Zionism and the Palestine Mandate
BECKERMANN-BOYS, Carly (The London School of Economics & Political Science) 
P
Telling Stories of Failure: Narrative Constructions of Foreign Policy Fiascos
OPPERMANN, Kai (University of Sussex) 
P
SPENCER, Alexander (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München) 
P

Panel 283, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Populism in World Politics: Conceptual and Comparative Approaches in Global, Regional and Cross-Regional Perspectives
Chair CHRYSSOGELOS, Angelos-Stylianos (European University Institute)
Co-Chair HARTLEB, Florian (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Discussant ROVIRA KALTWASSER, Cristobal (Universidad Diego Portales) 

A New Islamic Populism in Indonesia and the Middle East
HADIZ, Vedi (Murdoch University) 
P
Four Ways for Populists to Affect Foreign Policy
VERBEEK, Bertijan (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) 
P
ZASLOVE, Andrej (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) 
P
VITTORI, Davide (Università di Bologna)
Populist Strategic Alliances: Patterns of Collaboration in Post-Soviet States
RUSSO, Alessandra (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna) 
P
SOARE, Sorina (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Populists in Power: Populist Democratic Regimes and their International Sources
CHRYSSOGELOS, Angelos-Stylianos (European University Institute) 
P
Panel 329, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Sources and Dynamics of Foreign Policy Change

Chair OPPERMANN, Kai (University of Sussex)
Discussant BEASLEY, Ryan (University of St Andrews)

Foreign Policy Changes in the Context of European Integration: A Comparative Analysis of Serbia’s Policy Towards Kosovo and Macedonia’s Approach in the ‘Naming Issue’
MARCIACQ, Florent (University of Luxembourg) P

In Pursuit of Influence: Turkey and Brazil’s New Modes of International Engagement
WODKA, Jakub (Polish Academy of Sciences) P

Political Entrepreneurship as Painful Choice: A Comparative Examination of Swedish (Post)-Neutrality Foreign and Security Policy
MILES, Lee (Loughborough University) P

The Influence of Europeanisation and Internationalisation on the Decision-Making Process in Swiss Foreign Policy
TOMCZYK, Michal (University of Lucerne) P

Panel 339, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Theorising Indian Foreign Policy

Chair/Disc HANSEL, Mischa (University of Cologne)
Co-Chair KHAN, Raphaëlle (Kings College London)

Advocacy Coalitions and the Shaping of India’s Contemporary Afghan Policy
PALIWAL, Avinash (Kings College London) P

Analysing Diplomatic Practices to Understand Foreign-Policy Behaviour: A Sociological Approach to India’s Diplomacy in a Changing World
LEVAILLAG, Melissa [Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques] P

The Historiography of Indian Foreign Policy
KONA, Swapna (Kings College London) P

Panel 417, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Civil Society and Foreign Policy

Chair OPPERMANN, Kai (University of Sussex)
Discussant HANSEL, Mischa (University of Cologne)

Comparing the Media Activity of Chinese and US Foreign Policy Think Tanks
ABB, Pascal (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) P

The Development of Foreign Policy Belief Systems in the US
ENDRES, Fabian (Universität Mannheim) P

Towards a Comparative Analysis of International Affairs Think Tanks
KOELLNER, Patrick (Giga German Institute of Global And Area Studies) P

Panel 418, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 2, R: LT 2

Analysing Foreign Policy Crises: Conceptual, Theoretical and Practical Discussions

Chair AKSU, Fuat (Yıldız Technical University)
Co-Chair SARI ERTEM, Helin (Yıldız Technical University)
Discussant KURTARIR, Elif (Yıldız Technical University)

A Long-Lasting Foreign Policy Crisis: Turkey’s Military Intervention to Cyprus in its 40th Anniversary
AKSU, Fuat (Yıldız Technical University) P

GÜDER, Süleyman (Yıldız Technical University)

Formulating a Model Template to Analyse Foreign Policy Crises
SIHMANTEPE, Aydin (Yıldız Technical University) P

Neo-Classical Realism in Analysing Crisis Management: The Case of Syria
SARI ERTEM, Helin (Yıldız Technical University) P

GÜRSOY, Zehra (Yıldız Technical University)

Understanding the Mavi Marmara Crisis in Turkish-Israeli Relations
KAFDAGLI, Tugce (Yıldız Technical University) P
Section 59

The Euro Crisis: New Socio-Political Divisions, Mobility and Mobilisation

Keywords Conflict, Euro, European Politics, European Union, Political Sociology

Section Chairs
TRENZ, Hans-Jörg (Universitetet i Oslo)
ADINOLFI, Goffredo (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)

Panel 005, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

After the Bailout: Exit Strategies, Protest and Public Opinion in Crisis Hidden Europe

Chair/Disc LOCH, Dietmar (Sciences Po Grenoble)

Industrial Relations in the Crisis and the Deconstruction of the European Social Model: Lessons from Ireland and Greece
COLFER, Barry (University of Cambridge) P

Is Representative Democracy Still Preferable to all the Other Regimes?
The 5 Stars Movement and the Portuguese Case
ADINOLFI, Goffredo (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES) P

Portuguese Employment Policy in Times of Crisis: The Increasing Polarisation of Portuguese Trade Unions
CAUNE, Helene (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

Towards a Distinctive Trade Union Approach to Environmental Protection?
MORENA, Edouard (Kings College London) P

Panel 073, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

Distrust and Populism: The Rise of Euroscepticism in Contemporary Crisis

Chair TRENZ, Hans-Jörg (Universitetet i Oslo)
Discussant DE WILDE, Pieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Irrational Nationalism: Euroscepticism and Europeanisation in Britain and Denmark
FAVELL, Adrian (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques) P

New Eurosceptic Parties in the National Media
KÖNIG, Pascal (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
SCHAERDEL, Julian (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P

Scandinavian Euroscepticism?
A Comparison of Two Online Participatory Media Platforms from Sweden and Denmark
DUTCEAC SEGESTEN, Anamaria (Lunds Universitet) P
BOSSETTA, Michael (Lunds Universitet) P

The Populist Radical Right in Europe: A Xenophobic Voice in the Economic and Social Crisis
LOCH, Dietmar (Sciences Po Grenoble) P
NOROCHEL, Ov Cristian (University of Helsinki) P

The Rise of Rightwing Euroscepticism in Crisis-Stricken Greece
VERNEY, Susannah (University of Athens) P

Panel 230, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

The European Crisis: A Case of Lost Sovereignty?

Chair ADINOLFI, Goffredo (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES)
Discussant JENSON, Jane (Université de Montréal)

Sovereignty and Identity – The Danish Integration Dilemma after the ‘Euro Crisis’
BABO, Thiago (Departamento de Ciência Política FFCL/USP) P

The Transnational Diffusion of Analytical Concepts: The Case of Bourdieu’s Concept of Field
SWARTZ, David (Boston University) P

Veto Coalitions in European Crisis Management
SCHÜNEMANN, Wolf (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg) P

SCHMIDT, Siegmar
Panel 236, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

The European Crisis: Politics, Conflicts and Cleavages

Chair/Disc Ross, George (Université de Montréal)

Conflicts or Cleavage? Globalisation Issues in Western Europe and Beyond
De Wilde, Pieter (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Koopmans, Ruud (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Zürn, Michael (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Education: the Contours of a New Cleavage? Comparing 23 Countries
Wilie, Anchrit (Universiteit Leiden)
Bovens, Mark (University of Utrecht)

The Indignados of Eastern Europe: New Social Cleavages and the Menace of Violence in the Shade of the EU
Sekulic, Tatjana (Università degli Studi di Milano – Bicocca)

The Politics of (Not) Shifting Blame onto EMU in the Crisis
Hechinger, Anna (University of Zurich)

Panel 326, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Social Movements and Memories

Chair Daphi, Priska (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Discussant Zamponi, Lorenzo (European University Institute)

Forget May ’68 – Fight Now: Dialogues of the December 2008 Revolt in Greece With the Movements of the Past
Daphi, Priska (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt)
Gaitanou, Eirini (Kings College London)

Memory and Place: 40th Anniversary of Bloody Sunday in the Bogside
Maguire, Diarmuid (University of Sydney)

The Indignados and the Past
Kornetis, Kostis (New York University)

The Influence of the Legacy of the Transitions in Spain and Portugal over the Current Anti-Austerity Wave of Mobilisations
Fernández, Joseba (University of the Basque Country)

Panel 359, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

The Labour Crisis in Europe: Mobility or Migration?

Chair  Favel, Adrian (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)
Discussant Swartz, David (Boston University)

Banal Transnationalism in a Small Nation-State: Space, Place and Belonging in Danish Mobilities
Sølgaard Jensen, Janne (Aarhus Universitet)

Determinants of Destination Choice in the Spanish Youth Current Migration
Diaz, Laura (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
Diaz, Celia (Professional Spanish Association for Political Science and Sociology)

Mediatized Transnational Conflicts: Online Media and the Contestation of the Legitimacy of the European Integration Project in Times of Crisis
Trenz, Hans-Jörg (Universitetet i Oslo)

Perceptions of Diversity of British Citizens and Turkish Migrants Living in the UK
Duru, Deniz (University of Copenhagen)
Hanquinet, Laurie (University of York)

The Hegemonic Making and Breaking of Intra-European Labour Solidarity: How the AFL’s ‘Free’ Trade Unionism and Labour INGOs’ National Sovereignty Clause Skew EU Docker Solidarity Today
Gentile, Antonina (Università degli Studi di Milano)
Section 60

The Functioning of Representative Democracy: Processes Linking Citizens and the State

Keywords Comparative Politics, Democracy, Government, Institutions, Parliaments, Political Parties, Representation

Section Chairs
PETERS, Yvette (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
LINDE, Jonas (Universitetet i Bergen)

Panel 067, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Democratic Processes: Linking Citizens and the State

Chair PETERS, Yvette
(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
Discussant ROSSET, Jan
(Université de Lausanne)

Differential Participation, Differential Responsiveness? The Democraticness of Different Forms of Participation
PETERS, Yvette (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P
Direct Democracy and Representation: When is the Gun Behind the Door Loaded?
LEININGER, Arndt (Hertie School of Governance) P
I Abstain if Voting takes me More than 30 Minutes: The Impact of Internet Voting on Reducing the Cost of Electoral Participation
SOLVAK, Mihkel (University of Tartu) P
VASSIL, Kristjan (European University Institute)
Investigating the Responsive/Responsible Dilemma: An Analysis of Policy-Legitimation Arguments
KARREMANS, Jan (European University Institute) P
Legislative Agenda and the Personal Vote
CHAQUES BONAFONT, Laura (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals – IBEI)
RIERA, Pedro (University of Strathclyde) P

Panel 251, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Party Types and Modes of Representation

Chair LACEWELL, Onawa Promise (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Co-Chair/Disc GIEBLER, Heiko (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

Birds of a Feather: How Party Type Conditions Responses to Globalisation Pressures and Cleavage Change
LACEWELL, Onawa Promise (WZB Berlin Social Science Center) P
Bridging the Gap: Representation by Mainstream and Niche Parties in Dutch Local Politics
VAN DITMARS, Mathilde (European University Institute) P
DE LANGE, Sarah (University of Amsterdam)
Is Party Type Relevant to an Explanation of Policy Congruence? Catch-All versus Ideological Parties in the Portuguese Case
BELCHIOR, Ana (Centro de Investigação e Estudos de Sociologia – CIES) P
Party Policy and Party Politics of Immigrant Presence: Lessons from Germany
WÜST, Andreas (Universität Mannheim) P
The Nomination of Minority Candidates for the 2013 German Legislative Elections: Testing the ‘Catch-All Party’ Hypothesis
DEISS-HELBIG, Elisa (Universität Stuttgart) P
Panel 275, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Political Representation: Issue Congruence, Policy Output, and Party Support

Chair DAHLBERG, Stefan (University of Gothenburg)

Campaigning With Poetry, Governing on Prose: Short and Long-Term Effects of Campaign Rhetoric on Party Support
LINDGREN, Elina (University of Gothenburg)

Issue Congruence Between Publics and Representatives: Evidence from Local Politics in the Netherlands
HAKHVERDIAN, Armen (University of Amsterdam)

DE LANGE, Sarah (University of Amsterdam)

VAN DITMARS, Mathilde (European University Institute)

Political Representation in Times of Crisis: MPs’ and Citizens’ Conceptions
ONATE, Pablo (University of Valencia)

Panel 295, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Gilbert Scott, F: 2, R: 253

Quality of Government and Legitimacy

Chair LINDE, Jonas (Universitetet i Bergen)

Do Clean Government Campaigns Affect Voter Turnout? Corruption Perceptions, Corruption Politicisation and Voter Mobilisation in a Comparative Perspective
BÅGENHOLM, Andreas (University of Gothenburg)

DAHLBERG, Stefan (University of Gothenburg)

SOLEVID, Maria

Long- and Short-Term Political Trust: Evidence from Finland 2002 – 2013
KESTILÄ-KEKKONEN, Elina (University of Tampere)

SÖDERLUND, Peter (Åbo Akademi)

Losing Happily? The Mitigating Effect of Quality of Government on the Winner/Loser Gap
DAHLBERG, Stefan (University of Gothenburg)

LINDE, Jonas (Universitetet i Bergen)

The Legitimacy of Collective Decisions: A Survey Experimental Approach to the Micro Foundations of Political Legitimacy
ARNESEN, Sveinung (Universitetet i Bergen)

When Winning is Everything: The Effect of Politicised Bureaucracies on Protest Propensity
GRIMES, Marcia (University of Gothenburg)

CORNELL, Agnes (University of Gothenburg)

Panel 411, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

Whose Preferences Count? Unequal Democracy in Comparative Perspective

Chair ROSSET, Jan (Université de Lausanne)

Discussant PETERS, Yvette (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

Between Political and Economic Inequality: Unequally Responsive Parties in Western Democracies
ROSSET, Jan (Université de Lausanne)

GIGER, Nathalie (Universität Mannheim)

BERNAUER, Julian (Universität Bern)

Radical Left Parties and Women’s Representation in Europe
VERGE, Tania (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)

KEITH, Dan (University of Exeter)

Sick Leave from Work and Voting Booth? A Register-Based Study on Health and Turnout
WASS, Hanna (University of Helsinki)

MATTILA, Mikko (University of Helsinki)

KETTUNEN, Pekka (Åbo Akademi)

RAPELI, Lauri (University of Turku)

Unequal Policy Responsiveness in Europe
LEFKOFRIDI, Zoe (European University Institute)

Youth Trade Union Membership and Political Attitudes
MOSIMANN, Nadja (University of Geneva)

LORENZINI, Jasmine (University of Geneva)
Section 61

The New Ethical Terrain in International Relations

Keywords Contentious Politics, Foreign Policy, International Relations, National Identity

Section Chairs
STAPLES, Kelly (University of Leicester)
GILMORE, Jonathan (Kingston University)

Panel 280, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

Political Violence and the Practice of Ethics
Chair GILMORE, Jonathan (Kingston University)

Ethics R Us? Embodied Ethics and the Just War Revisited
MOORE, Thomas (University of Westminster) P

Making the Unthinkable of War Unthinkable: The Place of Violence and Nonviolence in the New Ethical Terrain
Dexter, Helen (University of Leicester) P

Questionable National Security Policies, Clean Operations Strategies, Ethics and the Importance of the ‘Other’
STAPLES, Kelly (University of Leicester) P

The Cultural-Turn in the US Way of War: Human, Humane, Humanitarian
JOHNSON, Jamie (University of Birmingham) P

The UK Armed Forces, Law and Violence
STAPLES, Kelly (University of Leicester)

Panel 347, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

The Content of Ethics in IR: Constituting Citizens, States, and ‘Others’
Chair DEEXTER, Helen (University of Leicester)

Insulating Universal Human Rights from the Ethical Foreign Policy Threat
BLAKELEY, Ruth (University of Kent) P

‘O Reason Not the Need’: Resilience Governance and the Demoralising of Humanity Ethical Subjects
PUPAVAC, Vanessa (University of Nottingham) P

Panel 390, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 4, R: 416

The Theory and Reality of the ‘Cosmopolitan State’
Chair STAPLES, Kelly (University of Leicester)

Remote Cosmopolitanism, Narrowing Horizons and Permanent Economic Emergency
GILMORE, Jonathan (Kingston University) P

Spaces of Hospitality; Ethics, Power and the International
STAPLES, Kelly (University of Leicester)

BULLE, Dan (Queen’s University Belfast) P

Sweden’s Co- Constitutive Gender Policy – A Story of Cosmopolitanism
BERGMAN ROSAMOND, Annika (Lunds Universitet) P

Transformative Foreign Policy as an Attempt to Impact on Global Order Redefinition
PIRAS, Elisa (Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna) P
Section 62

The Political Economy of International Institutions

Keywords: Governance, Institutions, International Relations, Political Economy, Trade

Section Chairs
WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)
BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Panel 155, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

Institutional Design and Effects
Chair THOMSON, Robert (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)

Hollow Commitments and Migrant Rights: Under Which Conditions Will Migrant Rights Agreements be Widely Accepted?
WESTERN, Shaina (University of California, Davis)

How Does IMF Lending Operate? A Two-Level Principle-Agent Model
ANGIN, Merih (University of Geneva)

Institutional Constraints as Sources of Organisational Autonomy: The Impact of Doctrines and Delegation to Sanctions Committees on Decision-Making within the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
GEHRING, Thomas (University of Bamberg)
DORSCH, Christian (University of Bamberg)
DÖRFLER, Thomas (University of Bamberg)

Panel 350, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Economics and Politics of Informal Governance
Chair KOENIG-ARCHIBUGI, Mathias (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Discussant NEUHOLD, Christine (Maastricht University)

Bucking the Hierarchy: How Liberal Peace Norms Localise
CAMPBELL, Susanna (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)

REH, Christine (University College London)
BRESSANELLI, Edoardo (European University Institute)
KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)
Informal Governance, Network Power and the Politics of Blood Diamonds
WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)

Panel 364, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of Finance and Investment
Chair WESTERWINTER, Oliver (European University Institute)
Discussant ZENG, Ka

International Economic Agreements and the Activities of Heterogeneous Multinational Firms
PINTO, Pablo (Columbia University)
BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
WEYMOUTH, Stephen (Georgetown University)
Risk Business or Risky Politics? Investor-State Conflict and International Investment Agreements
WILLIAMS, Zoe (Hertie School of Governance)
ZENG, Ka
Why do Donors want Trust Funds? Evidence from the World Bank
REINSBERG, Bernhard (University of Zurich)
MICHAELOWA, Katharina (University of Zurich)
Section 63

The Political Theory of Food and Drink Policies

Keywords Advertising, Environmental Policy, Family, Feminism, Identity, Political Theory, Public Policy

Section Chairs
CEVA, Emanuela (Università degli Studi di Pavia)
BONOTTI, Matteo (Queen's University Belfast)

Panel 009, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Animal Ethics and Food Policy
Chair  MILBURN, Josh (Queen's University Belfast)

B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of International Organisations

Chair/Disc REH, Christine (University College London)
Consequences of Intergovernmental Designs: Exploring the ILO Anomaly
KOENIG-ARCHIBUGI, Mathias (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
Institutional Emergence and the Case of the European Commission of the Danube
YAO, Yuan / Joanne (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
It Takes Two (Levels) to Tango: Explaining State Vote-Shifts in the United Nations General Assembly
PANKE, Diana (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
BRAZYS, Samuel (University College Dublin)
Picking Winners – Does Risk of Conflict Recurrence Determine World Bank Post-Conflict Aid Allocation?
PEITZ, Laura (Freie Universität Berlin) P

Panel 366, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of International Organisations

Chair/Disc REH, Christine (University College London)
Consequences of Intergovernmental Designs: Exploring the ILO Anomaly
KOENIG-ARCHIBUGI, Mathias (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
Institutional Emergence and the Case of the European Commission of the Danube
YAO, Yuan / Joanne (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
It Takes Two (Levels) to Tango: Explaining State Vote-Shifts in the United Nations General Assembly
PANKE, Diana (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
BRAZYS, Samuel (University College Dublin)
Picking Winners – Does Risk of Conflict Recurrence Determine World Bank Post-Conflict Aid Allocation?
PEITZ, Laura (Freie Universität Berlin) P

Panel 367, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of the WTO

Chair  BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Discussant BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Panel 370, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of the WTO

Chair  BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Discussant BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Panel 371, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 717

The Political Economy of Trade Agreements

Chair  DÜR, Andreas (Universität Salzburg)
Discussant PELC, Krzysztof (McGill University)

Do Trade Agreements Affect Labour Standards?
VAN ROOZENDAAL, Gerda (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) P
GIUMELLI, Francesco (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
International Bargaining with Outside Options: Issue-Linkage and Regime-Shifting as Alternative Strategies
FAUDE, Benjamin (WZB Berlin Social Science Center) P
PARÍZEK, Michal (Charles University in Prague)
The Political Economy of Tariff Liberalisation
DÜR, Andreas (Universität Salzburg) P
ELSIG, Manfred (Universität Bern)
BACCINI, Leonardo (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Invertebrate Suffering and Agriculture
TOMASIK, Brian (Foundational Research Institute)
JENKINS, Simon (University of Birmingham)
Not Only Humans Eat Meat: Animal Rights and the Keeping of Carnivorous Companions
MILBURN, Josh (Queen’s University Belfast)
Veganism Light: The Feasibility of a Moral Ideal
PENDARIES, Ingrid

Panel 117, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Food Policies between Pluralism and Paternalism

Chair SIIPI, Helena (University of Turku)
Co-Chair ZUOLO, Federico (Università degli Studi di Pavia)
Discussant WILLIAMS, Garrath (University of Lancaster)
Food Labels, Autonomy and the Right (Not) to Know
BONOTTI, Matteo (Queen’s University Belfast)
Food Security and Dietary Pluralism: What Demands of Justice?
CEVA, Emanuela (Università degli Studi di Pavia)
TESTINO, Chiara (Università degli Studi di Pavia)
ZUOLO, Federico (Università degli Studi di Pavia)
Ritual Slaughtering vs Animal Welfare: A Utilitarian Example of (Moral) Conflict Management
FERRARO, Francesco (Università degli Studi di Milano)
Should Marketing Claims about Naturalness, Authenticity, and Purity be Regulated?
SIIPI, Helena (University of Turku)
The Value of Unhealthy Eating and the Limits of Paternalism
BARNHILL, Anne (University of Pennsylvania)
FADEN, Ruth (Johns Hopkins University)
KASS, Nancy (Johns Hopkins University)

Panel 127, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 5, R: D LT

Global Food, Global Justice
Chair/Disc RAWLINSON, Mary C (Stony Brook University, New York)
Feminist Ethics and Food Policy
BOLING, Patricia (Purdue University)
Implications of ‘Choice Versus Chance’ for Addressing our Ecologically-Constrained World, with a Focus on Prospects for Gender Equity
WALLS, Helen (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Leverhulme Centre for Integrative Research on Agriculture and Health; Australian National University)
BUTLER, Colin (University of Canberra)
DIXON, Jane (Australian National University)
SAMARAWICKREMA, Indira (Australian National University)
Obesity, Coercion, and Development
LOO, Clement (University of Minnesota Morris)
SKIPPER Jr, Robert (University of Cincinnati)
Redefining Food to Promote Social and Political Responsibility
SZYMANSKI, Ileana (University of Scranton)
The Ethics of Public-Private Partnerships Related to Food and Health: Institutional Integrity, Policy Implications, and Public Trust
MARKS, Jonathan (Pennsylvania State University)
Section 64

The Politics of Welfare and Social Policy Reform

Keywords Comparative Politics, Social Policy, Social Welfare, Welfare State

Section Chairs
AFONSO, Alexandre (Kings College London)
DAVIDSSON, Johan Bo (Lunds Universitet)

Panel 020, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

Causes and Effects of Youth Unemployment and Effectiveness of Labour Market Policies for Young People in Times of Crisis

Chair HÖRISCH, Felix (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant SHORE, Jennifer (Universität Mannheim)

Building Prosperous Futures?
The UK-Scotland Skills Policy Frameworks and the Labour Market Prospects of Young People
MONTGOMERY, Thomas (Glasgow Caledonian University) P

EU Accession and Youth Labour Mobility From Slovakia: Labour Market Perspective
MYTNA KUREKOVÁ, Lucia (Central European University) P

European Youth Labour Markets During the Economic Crisis: Describing and Explaining Cross-Country Differences
SCHUCK, Bettina (Universität Mannheim) P

Unemployment, Health Status and Public Health Policies: A Paradoxical Configuration for the Catalan Young People in Times of Crisis
VANCEA, Mihaela (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) P
BOSO GASPAR, Alex (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
ESPLUGA, Josep (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)

Panel 130, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203

Globalisation and the Welfare State: Novel Questions, Mechanisms, Methods and Data

Chair/Disc SCHMITT, Carina (Universität Bremen)
Co-Chair VAN VLIET, Olaf

Private Social Security and International Economic Integration
VAN VLIET, Olaf P

The Autocratic Welfare State: Resource Distribution, Credible Commitments and Political Survival
KNUTSEN, Carl Henrik (Universitetet i Oslo) P
RASMUSSEN, Magnus (Aarhus Universitet) P

The Political Consequences of Offshoring
ROMMEL, Tobias (University of Zurich) P

Panel 149, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy

Individual Preferences and the Welfare State

Chair AFONSO, Alexandre (Kings College London)

Are Successful Citizens More Altruistic?
The Effect of Citizens’ Feeling about Themselves on Self-Interested Political Attitudes
LORENZINI, Jasmine (University of Geneva) P
ROSSET, Jan (Université de Lausanne) P
SECTION 64

Individual Experience of Labor Market Risks and Political Preferences: A Longitudinal Approach
NAUMANN, Elias (Universität Mannheim)
BUSS, Christopher (Universität Mannheim)

Over-Concentration of Income and Middle-Class Preferences for Redistribution
GUILLAUD, Evire (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne)

You Get What You Asked For: A Laboratory Experiment on Framing Effects in Voting on Income Redistribution
TEPE, Markus (Carl Von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg)
PAETZEL, Fabian (Universität Bremen)
LORENZ, Jan (Jacobs University Bremen)

Panel 207, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Maths, F: 2, R: 203
National and European Policy Responses to Youth Unemployment – Combating the Failure to Launch
Chair SHORE, Jennifer (Universität Mannheim)
Co-Chair HöRISCH, Felix (Universität Mannheim)
Discussant MYTNA KUREKOVA, Lucia (Central European University)

Outsiderness among Young Generations in Europe: A Fuzzy-Set Analysis
MARQUES, Paulo (University Institute of Lisbon)

The Welfare State’s Effects on Marginalised Group Outcomes: Child Poverty, Single Parent Income, and Youth Unemployment Examined
ROVNY, Allison (University of Gothenburg)
Youth Unemployment and Guarantees in Europe: Learning from Local Labour Markets
NATIVEL, Corinne
Youth Unemployment and Labour Market Policies in Europe
CHEVALIER, Tom (Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques)

Panel 358, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy
The Independence Referendum and the Prospect of Social Policy Reform: Lessons from Home and Abroad
Chair McANGUS, Craig (University of Stirling)
Co-Chair St DENNY, Emily (Nottingham Trent University)

A Radical Break or an Incremental Shift? Gender Equality and Constitutional Change in Scotland
RUMMERY, Kirstein (University of Stirling)
McANGUS, Craig (University of Stirling)

At a Crossroad in Social Policy Reform? Choices for Scotland: Evidence from the Baltics and the Nordics
HARVEY, Malcolm (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)

St DENNY, Emily (Nottingham Trent University)
CAIRNEY, Paul (University of Stirling)
RUSSELL, Siabhainn (Aberdeen/Robert Gordon Universities)

Panel 372, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Wolfson Medical Building, F: 2, R: Ganochy
The Political Effects of ‘Risky Reforms’
Chair HÜBSCHER, Evelyne (Central European University)

Choosing the Path of Austerity: How Policy Coalitions Shape Welfare-Policy Choices in Periods of Fiscal Consolidation
ARMINGEON, Klaus (Universität Bern)
GUTHMANN, Kai (Universität Bern)
WEISSTANNER, David (Universität Bern)

Fiscal Consolidation under Electoral Risk
HÜBSCHER, Evelyne (Central European University)
SATTLER, Thomas (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Fiscal Performance in Germany (and the OECD): When Do Governments Consolidate and How Do they Survive This?
KEMMERLING, Achim (Central European University)
TRUCHLEWSKI, Zbigniew (Central European University)

Honeymoon in the Crisis?
WENZELBURGER, Georg (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
KÖNIG, Pascal (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)

The Effect of Ministerial Discretion on Redistribution in Parliamentary Democracies
SAVAGE, Lee (Kings College London)
AVDAGIC, Sabina (University of Sussex)
Section 65

Understanding and Tackling the Roots of Insecurity: Terrorism, Transnational Organised Crime and Corruption

Keywords: Organised Crime, Political Violence, Regulation, Security, Terrorism, Transitional States, War

Section Chairs

ZABYELINA, Yuliya (University of Edinburgh)
CARRAPICO, Helena (University of Dundee)

Panel 044, Thursday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Contemporary Security Challenges

Chair KORNEEV, Oleg (University of Sheffield)
Co-Chair TRAUNER, Florian (University of Vienna EIF)
Discussant CARAMMIA, Marcello (University of Malta)

Criminal Infiltration in Legal Economy and Corruption: Well-Established Phenomena in Italy and in Europe
MAZZA, Caterina (Università degli Studi di Torino) P
GILARDI, Matilde (Dipartimento di Giurisprudenza Torino)

International Organisations in the Absence of a Global Migration Regime: Towards Governor-Centred Research on Global Migration Governance
KORNEEV, Oleg (University of Sheffield) P

When Visa-Free Travel becomes Difficult to Achieve and Easy to Lose: The EU Visa-Free Dialogues after the EU’s Experience with the Western Balkans
TRAUNER, Florian (University of Vienna EIF) P

Panel 086, Thursday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Theoretical and Practical Challenges of Organised Crime

Chair/Disc CARRAPICO, Helena (University of Dundee)
Co-Chair LAVORGNA, Anita (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Beyond Organised Crime
LONGO, Francesca (Università di Catania) P

Conceptualising Copyright Infringement Online as Organised Crime: Theoretical, Legal and Empirical Challenges
FARRAND, Benjamin (University of Strathclyde) P

The Development of Cybercrime: Past, Present and Future
SMITH, Russell (Australian Institute of Criminology) P

Trends and Challenges in the Online Trade in Counterfeit Pharmaceuticals
LAVORGNA, Anita (Università degli Studi di Trento) P
Panel 126, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Global and National Responses to Organised Crime and Terrorism

Chair LONGO, Francesca (Università di Catania)
Co-Chair FARRAND, Benjamin (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant CAMPBELL, Liz (University of Edinburgh)

Organised Crime on Trial: Criminalisation of Conspiracy and Enterprise in England and the USA
SERGI, Anna (University of Essex)

Political Responses to Crime: Explaining Variance in Global Crime Governance
JAKOBI, Anja (University of London, Royal Holloway College)

The Evolution of Issue Definition: Organised Crime on the European Agenda
ELIAS, Leticia (Montesquieu Institute, University of Leiden – Campus The Hague)
TIMMERMANS, Arco (Universiteit Leiden)

The Repression of Transnational Crime Character between New Common Challenges and Transfer of Sovereignty in Criminal Matters
OLIVEIRA, Ines (University of Edinburgh)

Panel 199, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Making the Elusive Visible and Tangible: Corruption in Politics and in the Private Sector

Chair CAMPBELL, Liz (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant SERGI, Anna (University of Essex)

EU Law Enforcement Capacities in the Fight Against Terrorism, Organised Crime and Corruption
VERSTEEGH, Lia (University of Amsterdam)
Political Corruption in the Developing World: The Effects of Colonial Rule and Decolonisation
HELLMANN, Olli (University of Sussex)
Politics that Corrupts? On how State Capacity and Political Connections Influence Institutionalised Grand Corruption in Hungary
FAZEKAS, Mihaly (University of Cambridge)

The Dichotomy of Principles within the Anticorruption Regime and the Effects on its Development: Anti-Bribery Principle versus Anticorruption Principle
WOOD, Danyelle (Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás)

Panel 223, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Non-State Responses to Insecurity and Corruption

Chair BURES, Oldrich (Metropolitan University Prague)
Discussant GIUMELLI, Francesco (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

EU Law Enforcement Capacities in the Fight Against Terrorism, Organised Crime and Corruption
VERSTEEGH, Lia (University of Amsterdam)

Politics that Corrupts? On how State Capacity and Political Connections Influence Institutionalised Grand Corruption in Hungary
FAZEKAS, Mihaly (University of Cambridge)

Towards a ‘Sociological Turn’ in Corruption Studies: Or Why Fighting Graft in the Developing World is (mostly) Infeasible, (largely) Unnecessary, and (sometimes) Counterproductive
UBERTI, Luca Jacopo (University of Otago)

Panel 225, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711

Old Threats, New Challenges: Transnational Organised Crime and Policing

Chair FONTES, José (Universidade Aberta / Academia Militar / CAPP – ISCP
Universidade de Lisboa)
Co-Chair CARRAPICO, Helena (University of Dundee)
Discussant IRRERA, Daniela (Università di Catania)

A New Agenda for Policing:
Understanding the Heroin Trade in Eastern Africa
DIMOVA, Margarita (School of Oriental and African Studies)
How Mafia Works: 
An Analysis of the Extortion Racket System
LA SPINA, Antonio (University Luiss Guido Carli) 
FRAZZICA, Giovanni (University of Palermo) 
PUNZO, Valentina (University of Palermo) 
SCAGLIONE, Attilio (University of Palermo) 
Prevention or Intrusion? Telecommunication Interceptions for Preventive Policing in Turkey
YILDIRIM SCHIERKOLK, Nazili (University of Geneva) 
KIZILTAN, Berfu (University of Geneva) 
State, Market and Organised Crime: Political-Criminal Networks and Local Governance in Campania Region
MARTONE, Vittorio (Dipartimento di Scienze Sociali, Università di Napoli Federico II) 

Panel 264, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711
Political Interactions in Contexts of Presence and Influence of Criminal Organisations
Chair BRIQUET, Jean-Louis (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne) 
Co-Chair ERNST, Falko (University of Essex) 
Criminal Hubris? Karachi’s Gangsters and the Rough Road from Strong-Arm Brokerage to Political Patronage
GAYER, Laurent 
Governing Legitimacy: Third-Order Territorial Fragmentation and the Changing Nature of Mexico’s ‘Drug-Fuelled’ Conflict
ERNST, Falko (University of Essex) 
Governing the Mafia: Criminal Groups and Political Power in Eastern Sicily
VESCO, Antonio (Università degli Studi di Siena) 
Land Ownership, Political Patronage and Organised Violence in Michoacán: The Rancheros as the Socio-Political Basis for Contemporary Criminal Organisations
LE COUR GRANDMAISON, Romain (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne) 
Migration and Mafia Activities: An Ethnographic Analysis of Italian Migrants’ Criminal Practices in Belgium
DE BIASE, Marco (Université Libre de Bruxelles) 

Panel 351, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711
The EU Fight against Terrorism, Organised Crime and Corruption
Chair JAKOBI, Anja (University of London, Royal Holloway College) 
Co-Chair OLIVEIRA, Ines (University of Edinburgh) 
Determinants of Victim-Centered Approaches to Human Trafficking: A Cross-National Comparison
SCHÖNHÖFER, Johanna (University of Leeds) 
Economic Consequences of Antidrug Policies in the European Union for a Transit Country: Spain as a Case Study
GOMEZ ARANA, Arantza (University of Glasgow) 
The Agencification of Justice and Home Affairs and its Influence on Decision-Making in Drug Policies: The Case Study of the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
CARRAPICO, Helena (University of Dundee) 
The Anti-Corruption Platform: A Bottom-Up Approach to Tackle Corruption in the EU and Partner Countries
TIMCO, Ondrej (University College London) 
The European Union Approach to Terrorism: The Case of Civil Aviation Security
DUQUE, Raquel (Institute for Political Studies – Catholic University of Portugal) 

Panel 403, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Adam Smith, F: 7, R: 711
Understanding and Mitigating Radicalisation and Terrorism
Chair LAVORGNA, Anita (Università degli Studi di Trento) 
Co-Chair GLEDHILL, John (University of Oxford) 
Discussant IRRERA, Daniela (Università di Catania) 
State, Civil Society and the Problem of Terrorism in Modern Russia
GELLA, Tamara (Orel State University, Russia) 
The Fight Against Violent Extremism and Radicalisation Leading to Terrorism: Tackling ‘The Roots of the Roots of Insecurity’
GARBAY, Aurélie (Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour) 
The Role of the State and the Public Policies to Combat Terrorism and Organised Crime
FONTES, José (Universidade Aberta/Academia Militar/ CAPP – ISCSP Universidade de Lisboa) 
The Transnational Turn and Islamic Exiles: Khomeini and Bin Laden Compared
GLEDHILL, John (University of Oxford) 

Section 66

Varieties of Transitional Justice

Keywords Comparative Politics, Conflict, Conflict Resolution, Democracy, Governance, Human Rights, Post-Modernism

Section Chairs
ENGERT, Stefan (Universität Konstanz)

Panel 004, Friday, 11:00–12:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

After Authoritarianism: The Arab Spring
Chair MIHAI, Mihaela (University of York)

Egypt after the Revolution: Transitional Justice for Whom?
FAWAZ, Ahmed (Cairo University / University of Aberdeen)
Thick Line as the Only Way Out?
Central European Lessons for Egypt
PSEJA, Pavel (Masaryk University)

Panel 038, Thursday, 16:00–17:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

Comparison and Conceptional Openings
Chair ENGERT, Stefan (Universität Konstanz)

Architectural Transitional Justice
MIHAI, Mihaela (University of York)
Comparing Effectiveness: Germany’s Transitional Justice Potpourri After 1945
ENGERT, Stefan (Universität Konstanz)
Leaders’ Role in Deterrence within Transitional Justice
CAMPBELL, Andrew (Indiana State University)
Transitional and Retrospective Justice: Conceptual Differentiation and Comparative Application
PETTAI, Vello (University of Tartu)
PETTAI, Eva-Clarita (University of Tartu)
Transitional Justice in Brazil and Uruguay: Different Solutions to the Tension between Human Rights and Democracy
JECOV SCHALLENMUELLER, Christian (Departamento de Ciência Política FFLCH/USP)

Panel 216, Friday, 09:00–10:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

New Developments in Transitional Justice
Chair JEFFERY, Renee (Australian National University)

Evaluating the Success of Transitional Justice
FRIEDMAN, Rebekka (Kings College London)
JEFFERY, Renee (Australian National University)
The Solomon Islands Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report: Forgiving the Perpetrators, Forgetting the Victims?
JEFFERY, Renee (Australian National University)
Transitional Justice in Cambodia: The Coincidence of Power and Principle
AINLEY, Kirsten (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Transitional Justice in India and the Anti-Sikh Riots of 1984
HALL, Ian (Australian National University)

Panel 300, Thursday, 14:00–15:40
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

Regional Focus Africa
Chair ENGERT, Stefan (Universität Konstanz)

(Local) Peace vs (International) Justice in Uganda?
Mato Oput, the ICC and the Conundrums of Transitional Justice in the Middle of Conflict
MILLS, Kurt (University of Glasgow)
Reproductive Rights and Transitional Justice
THOMSON, Jennifer (Queen Mary, University of London)
The Politics of Transitional Justice: The Case of International Criminal Justice in Uganda
HAN, Yuna (University of Oxford)
Why African States Committed to the International Criminal Court
COFFEY, Kevin (University College Dublin) **P**

Panel 345, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Boyd Orr, F: 6, R: E LT

The Construction of Victim-Perpetrator Identities in Transitional Justice
Chair BERNATH, Julie (University of Basel)
Discussant McEVOY, Kieran (Queens University Belfast)
Complex Political Victims and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal: A Case Study of the Construction of Victimhood in the Aftermath of Mass Atrocity
BERNATH, Julie (University of Basel) **P**

Section 67

Voting Advice Applications and Elections in Europe

Keywords Campaign, Citizenship, Comparative Politics, Elections, European Politics, Internet, Representation, Voting

Section Chairs
GARZIA, Diego (European University Institute)
MARSCHALL, Stefan (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

Panel 361, Friday, 15:50–17:30
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

The Methodological Challenges of Designing Cross-National Voting Advice Applications
Chair GEMENIS, Kostas (Universiteit Twente)
Co-Chair MENDEZ, Fernando (University of Zurich)
Internet Penetration and Voting Advice Applications
WALL, Matthew (Swansea University) **P**
ANDREADIS, Ioannis (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki)
KROUWEL, André (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Measuring and Explaining Party System Polarisation through VAA Data
LADNER, Andreas (Université de Lausanne) **P**
Validating Wordscores for use in Voting Advice Applications
BRUINSMA, Sebastians (Universiteit Twente) **P**
GEMENIS, Kostas (Universiteit Twente)

What Kind of Data do Voting Advice Applications Generate? A Comparison of Two Modes of Administering Surveys
TRIGA, Vasiliki (University of Cyprus) **P**
MANAVOPOULOS, Vasileias (Cyprus University of Technology)

Panel 392, Friday, 17:40–19:20
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

The Validity and Reliability of VAAs
Chair LEFEVERE, Jonas (University of Amsterdam)
Co-Chair WALGRAVE, Stefaan (University of Antwerp)
It is Not Your Preferences That Count, it is How They Are Counted: How the Choice of a Matching Algorithm Affects a Specific Vote Advice
VASSIL, Kristjan (European University Institute) **P**
SOLVAK, Mihkel (University of Tartu)
GARZIA, Diego (European University Institute)
TRECHSEL, Alexander H (European University Institute)
Positive versus Negative Wordings: A Threat to the Validity of VAAs
HOLLEMAN, Bregje
KAMOEN, Naomi (University of Utrecht)
KROUWEL, André (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
VAN DE POL, Jasper (University of Amsterdam)
DE VREESE, Claes (University of Amsterdam)
The Use of VAA Data for Party System Research: The Peculiar Case of Three Concurrent Elections in Belgium
WALGRAVE, Stefaan (University of Antwerp)
LEFEVERE, Jonas (University of Amsterdam)

Panel 404, Saturday, 09:00–10:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

VAAs in Different Political Systems and Different Political Cultures
Chair LADNER, Andreas (Université de Lausanne)
Comparing VAAs in Albania and Greece: Are VAAs Instruments for Suitable Democracies Only?
KELLICI, Klejd (HelpMeVote Albania)
ANDREADIS, Ioannis (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki)
Modelling Proximity Versus Directional Logic in VAAs: Algorithmic Performance Across Diverse National Settings
MENDEZ, Fernando (University of Zurich)
The Iterative Expert Survey Approach for Estimating Parties’ Policy Positions in VAAs
GEMENIS, Kostas (Universiteit Twente)

Panel 405, Saturday, 11:00–12:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

Voting Advice Application Sample Bias: Sources, Magnitude and Methods
Chair ANDREADIS, Ioannis (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki)
Co-Chair WALL, Matthew (Swansea University)
Discussant KROUWEL, André (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Adjusting for Sample Bias in VAA Datasets: Three Approaches
WHEATLEY, Jonathan (University of Zurich)
Comparing Matching and Model Adjustment Techniques in Estimating the Effect of VAA Usage on Vote Choice
VASSIL, Kristjan (European University Institute)
Estimating Voters’ Position By VAA Data
STEINMETZ, Stephanie (University of Amsterdam)
ANDREADIS, Ioannis (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki)
BIANCHI, Annamaria (University of Bergamo)
Representativeness of Users of Kosningavitinn – HelpMeVote in Iceland
JONSDOTTIR, Gudbjorg Andrea (University of Iceland)
VALGARDSSON, Viktor Orrl (University of Iceland)
Weeding out the Rogues: How to Identify them and Why It Matters for VAA-Generated Datasets
GEMENIS, Kostas (Universiteit Twente)
MENDEZ, Fernando (University of Zurich)
DJOUVAS, Constantinos (Cyprus University of Technology)

Panel 406, Saturday, 16:00–17:40
B: Joseph Black, F: 4, R: C407

Voting Advice Applications and Political Behaviour
Chair ROSEMA, Martin (Universiteit Twente)
Cognitive Dissonance and the Effects of Voting Advice Applications on Voting Behaviour: Evidence from a Laboratory Experiment at the European Elections 2014
ISRAEL, Jonas (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
GAST, Henrik (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
MARSCHALL, Stefan (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
SCHULTZE, Martin (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
Electoral Volatility and Fragmentation: Effects of Voting Advice, Issue Voting and News on the Vote
KLEINNIJENHUIS, Jan (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
VAN DE POL, Jasper (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
KROUWEL, André (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
More Than an Online Gimmick? The Swiss Voting Advice Application (VAA) Smartvote and its Effect on Electoral Participation
GERMANN, Micha (University of Zurich)
GEMENIS, Kostas (Universiteit Twente)
The Effect of VAAs on Political Knowledge and Vote Choice
KAMOEN, Naomi (University of Utrecht)
HOLLEMAN, Bregje
## Panels by time

### Panel Session 1
**09:00 – 10:40, Thursday 4 September**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal Ethics and Food Policy</td>
<td>MILBURN, Josh</td>
<td>P009</td>
<td>S063</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing the Challenges for the Quality of Representation</td>
<td>GATTERMANN, Katjana</td>
<td>P012</td>
<td>S010</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Class!? The Radical Left and the Nation(al) Question</td>
<td>MARCH, Luke</td>
<td>P015</td>
<td>S047</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil’s Apparent Heyday in South America: The Various Perspectives Regarding Security</td>
<td>PFRIMER, Matheus</td>
<td>P016</td>
<td>S035</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign and Media Effects</td>
<td>BANDUCCI, Susan</td>
<td>P018</td>
<td>S006</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing Interactions between Publics and Policies in Times of Crisis</td>
<td>CINALLI, Manlio</td>
<td>P231</td>
<td>S007</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercive Measures in Democracy</td>
<td>MOFFITT, Benjamin</td>
<td>P030</td>
<td>S025</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual History in International Relations</td>
<td>ROSCHHIN, Evgeny</td>
<td>P039</td>
<td>S024</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutive Arguments and Kantian Constructivism</td>
<td>HANISCH, Christoph</td>
<td>P042</td>
<td>S023</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary Security Challenges</td>
<td>KORNEEV, Oleg</td>
<td>P044</td>
<td>S065</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contentious East Europeans</td>
<td>CISAR, Ondrej</td>
<td>P046</td>
<td>S021</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts in Democratic Systems</td>
<td>BROUARD, Sylvain</td>
<td>P052</td>
<td>S036</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-Compartmentalising Agricultural Policy Making? The New Politics of Food and Agriculture</td>
<td>DAUGBJERG, Carsten</td>
<td>P059</td>
<td>S012</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberative Experiments and Constitutional Changes: Theoretical and Empirical Approaches</td>
<td>MISCOIU, Sergiu</td>
<td>P061</td>
<td>S020</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Emotions</td>
<td>MIHAI, Mihaela</td>
<td>P065</td>
<td>S048</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic Practices of European Foreign Policy Making</td>
<td>BREMBBERG, Niklas</td>
<td>P070</td>
<td>S032</td>
<td>B: G466 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Governance and the New Frontiers of EU Social and Employment Policy</td>
<td>ZBYSZEWSKA, Ania</td>
<td>P077</td>
<td>S016</td>
<td>B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of Non-Electoral Participation in Local Politics</td>
<td>VETTER, Angelika</td>
<td>P078</td>
<td>S011</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Agendas – Agenda-Setting Electoral Politics</td>
<td>BEYAN, Shaun</td>
<td>P079</td>
<td>S057</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral Politics</td>
<td>TANGIAN, Andranik</td>
<td>P082</td>
<td>S001</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 11 R: 1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite Policies and Mass Responses in Multilevel Systems</td>
<td>BEST, Heinrich</td>
<td>P084</td>
<td>S026</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Foreign Policy</td>
<td>BRummer, Klaus</td>
<td>P102</td>
<td>S058</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender in Political Science Education</td>
<td>EVANS, Elizabeth</td>
<td>P123</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Can International Courts be Legitimate?</td>
<td>SQUATRITO, Theresa</td>
<td>P134</td>
<td>S022</td>
<td>B: Humanities F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and Politics of Emotions</td>
<td>GREENFELD, Liah</td>
<td>P138</td>
<td>S019</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SESSION 2

Ideology, Identification, Political Attitudes
STEINBRECHER, Markus
P143 S046 B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107

Innovation in Research: New Tools and Methods in Data Analysis
BLANCHARD, Philippe
P153 S056 B: Maths F: 4 R: 417

NATO’s Response to Emerging and Traditional Security Challenges
WEBBER, Mark
P210 S055 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz

Network Dynamics and Coalition Formation
KITTEL, Bernhard
P211 S045 B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718

Political Elites and Multilevel Settings amid Times of Crisis
RODRIGUEZ TERUEL, Juan
P262 S003 B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717

Political Violence and the Practice of Ethics
GILMORE, Jonathan
P280 S061 B: Maths F: 4 R: 416

SAARC at 30 – New Perspectives on Regional Cooperation in South Asia
LU, Yang
P319 S041 B: Maths F: 2 R: 204

The Return of Street Politics: Local Demands and Transnational Frames
BUZOGANY, Aron
P382 S041 B: Maths F: 2 R: 203

Whose Preferences Count? Unequal Democracy in Comparative Perspective
ROSSET, Jan
P411 S060 B: Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT

Panel Session 2
11:00 – 12:40, Thursday 4 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014: Turkey at the Crossroads</td>
<td>DAVID, Isabel</td>
<td>P002 S052 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Politics in Europe</td>
<td>WALTER, Annemarie</td>
<td>P014 S043 B: Maths F: 5 R: 515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Resistance: Emergence, Dynamics and Impact</td>
<td>BARTKOWSKI, Maciej</td>
<td>P027 S041 B: Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Society, Democracy and Political Parties in Latin America</td>
<td>DOYLE, David</td>
<td>P028 S035 B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Environmental Politics</td>
<td>McCauley, Darren</td>
<td>P032 S028 B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional Politics in Times of Uncertainty</td>
<td>FRUHSTORFER, Anna</td>
<td>P041 S036 B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing Roles and Institutions in Kant’s Moral and Political Thought</td>
<td>PINHEIRO WALLA, Alice</td>
<td>P043 S023 B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging Modes of Governance: Academic-Oriented Science</td>
<td>SIMON, Dagmar</td>
<td>P048 S029 B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Policy Studies meeting International Relations</td>
<td>ZITOUN, Philippe</td>
<td>P055 S014 B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate, Political Documents and the Democratic Experience</td>
<td>HAAPALA, Taru</td>
<td>P058 S024 B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Pluralism and Differential Treatment</td>
<td>ZUOLO, Federico</td>
<td>P068 S063 B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributive Justice: Perspectives on (Lack) Egaliatarianism</td>
<td>ALBERTSEN, Andreas</td>
<td>P072 S048 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Representation in Electoral and Non-Electoral Settings</td>
<td>MALKOPOLOU, Anthoula</td>
<td>P093 S010 B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Foreign Policy: Fields, Practices and Actors</td>
<td>CHABAN, Natalia</td>
<td>P103 S032 B: G466 R: LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union Politics</td>
<td>RADEAN, Marius</td>
<td>P107 S001 B: Adam Smith F: 11 R: 1115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euroscepticism Revisited: The Impact of the Crisis on Public Opinion and Civil Society’s Visions for Europe</td>
<td>GUERRA, Simona</td>
<td>P109 S047 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Governance: From European and Global Goals to Local Governance</td>
<td>BREEMAN, Gerard</td>
<td>P118 S012 B: Maths F: 3 R: 326</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy in the Global South</td>
<td>BRUMMER, Klaus</td>
<td>P119 S058 B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting Elections Right? New Perspectives on Explaining Election Integrity</td>
<td>VAN HAM, Carolien</td>
<td>P125 S020 B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## SESSION 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global Statistics and Indicators</td>
<td>ERKKILA, Tero</td>
<td>P129</td>
<td>S016</td>
<td>B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance, Networks and Leadership</td>
<td>LIDSTRÖM, Anders</td>
<td>P132</td>
<td>S011</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Politics and the Clash of Values</td>
<td>TODD, Jennifer</td>
<td>P139</td>
<td>S019</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions as Challenges for Political Elites in Democratic Systems</td>
<td>THOMASSEN, Jacques</td>
<td>P157</td>
<td>S026</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Groups and Political Communication</td>
<td>BINDERKRANTZ, Anne</td>
<td>P161</td>
<td>S021</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership, Personality Characteristics, and Decision Making</td>
<td>KAVALIAUSKAITE, Jurate</td>
<td>P186</td>
<td>S046</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation and Democracy</td>
<td>CAPINSKA, Barbora</td>
<td>P202</td>
<td>S025</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Developments in the Field of Issue Ownership</td>
<td>STUBAGER, Rune</td>
<td>P215</td>
<td>S057</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out with the New, In with the Old? Using Current Methods for Analysing New Data</td>
<td>EXADAKTYLOS, Theofanis</td>
<td>P229</td>
<td>S056</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 4 R: 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Responsiveness in Times of Crisis</td>
<td>UBA, Katrin</td>
<td>P234</td>
<td>S007</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation and Party Dynamics</td>
<td>EVANS, Elizabeth</td>
<td>P310</td>
<td>S034</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisiting the Beliefs of Politicians: Practitioners’ Concepts of Democracy in a Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>BORCHERT, Jens</td>
<td>P318</td>
<td>S003</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights, International Governance, and Law</td>
<td>KARP, David J</td>
<td>P137</td>
<td>S022</td>
<td>B: Humanities F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Content of Ethics in IR: Constituting Citizens, States, and ‘Others’</td>
<td>DEXTER, Helen</td>
<td>P347</td>
<td>S061</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 4 R: 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Politics of Emotions and Empathy</td>
<td>HEAD, Naomi</td>
<td>P376</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical and Practical Challenges of Organised Crime</td>
<td>CARRAPICO, Helena</td>
<td>P086</td>
<td>S065</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What’s Left? Ten Years after the Third Way</td>
<td>GIUGNI, Lilia</td>
<td>P408</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: R: 709 A/B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel Session 3

**14:00 – 15:40, Thursday 4 September**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changing Frames of Citizenship</td>
<td>MÄKINEN, Katja</td>
<td>P022</td>
<td>S008</td>
<td>B: Alexander Stone F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts, Democratisation and Transitional Justice</td>
<td>HOENNIGE, Christoph</td>
<td>P053</td>
<td>S036</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Policy Studies Revisited: Extensions and Critique</td>
<td>DURNOVA, Anna</td>
<td>P056</td>
<td>S014</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: 5A04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy Under Stress in Southern Europe</td>
<td>FURLONG, Paul</td>
<td>P063</td>
<td>S052</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy: Historical and Semantic Transformations</td>
<td>JÖRKE, Dirk</td>
<td>P064</td>
<td>S024</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Intersectionality in Gender Based Violence: The Dynamics of Inclusion, Opposition, Coalition and Power</td>
<td>STRID, Sofia</td>
<td>P076</td>
<td>S034</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elections, Public Opinion and Political Accountability in Multi-Level Systems</td>
<td>LEON ALFONSO, Sandra</td>
<td>P080</td>
<td>S009</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Politics and Populism in Latin America</td>
<td>DOYLE, David</td>
<td>P111</td>
<td>S035</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Policies between Pluralism and Paternalism</td>
<td>SIPI, Helena</td>
<td>P117</td>
<td>S063</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy Role-Making, and Taking in Regional and Global Environments</td>
<td>KAARBO, Juliet</td>
<td>P120</td>
<td>S058</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global and National Responses to Organised Crime and Terrorism</td>
<td>LONGO, Francesca</td>
<td>P126</td>
<td>S065</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Governance of Food and Food Security</td>
<td>BARLING, David</td>
<td>P128</td>
<td>S012</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Context Influences Political Behaviour</td>
<td>RUSSO, Luana</td>
<td>P135</td>
<td>S006</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identity Technologies, Group Definition and Beliefs of Legitimacy
IRENEUSZ, Karolewski P140 S019 B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250

Imperfect Duties and Political Theory
MECKLED-GARCIA, Saladin P144 S048 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser

Institutional Reform in Local Government
HLEPAS, Nikos P156 S011 B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT

Interest Groups and Political Parties
ALLERN, Elin P162 S021 B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356

International Relations and Conflict
CHIBA, Daina P171 S001 B: Adam Smith F: 11 R: 1115

Kant and Contemporary Constructivisms
WESTPHAL, Kenneth P182 S023 B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355

Media Effects and Political Attitudes
REDLAWSK, David P201 S046 B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107

National and European Policy Responses to Youth Unemployment – Combating the Failure to Launch
SHORE, Jennifer P207 S064 B: Maths F: 2 R: 203

National Parliaments in the EU
KRÖGER, Sandra P209 S010 B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT

Networks in the Policy Process
CHRISTOPoulos, Dimitrios P213 S045 B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718

New Directions in Democratic Governance
ELSTUB, Stephen P217 S025 B: Maths F: 5 R: 516

Opening the ‘Black-Box’ of Political Actors in the Europe of Knowledge
MIHAJLOVIC, Dragan P226 S029 B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305

Organisational Practices of European Foreign Policy
MEYER, Christoph P228 S032 B: G466 R: LT

Participation and Political Communication
LILLEKER, Darren P233 S043 B: Maths F: 5 R: 515

Parties and Legislative Speech-Making
BACK, Hanna P242 S057 B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106

Policies, Practices and Rationalities of Population Governance
REPO, Jemima P258 S016 B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT

Policy Congruence: Causes and Consequences
VOGEL, Lars P259 S026 B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375

Political Representation in Time of Crisis
RUIZ-RUFINO, Ruben P274 S020 B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253

Political Violence in Times of Economic Crisis
ZAMPOULI, Lorenzo P235 S007 B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916

Rallying the Radicals: What do the Radical Left and the Radical Right have in Common?
ROODUIN, Matthias P296 S047 B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy

Regional Focus Africa
ENGERT, Stefan P300 S066 B: Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT

The Consequences of Ministerial Turnover
KERY, Matthias P344 S003 B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717

The European Crisis: A Case of Lost Sovereignty?
ADINOLFI, Goffredo P337 S059 B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: C407

The Theory and Reality of the ‘Cosmopolitan State’
STAPLES, Kelly P390 S061 B: Maths F: 4 R: 416

Panel Session 4
16:00 – 17:40, Thursday 4 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Approaches to Welfare Policies: Macro-Level Analyses</td>
<td>FOSSATI, Flavia</td>
<td>P031 S064</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison and Conceptional Openings</td>
<td>ENGERT, Stefan</td>
<td>P038 S066</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption as a Global Challenge</td>
<td>ROSE, Richard</td>
<td>P050 S039</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 4 R: 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts: Actors, Rules and Incentives</td>
<td>HANRETTY, Chris</td>
<td>P054 S036</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourses on Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups: Contributions from Critical Policy Studies</td>
<td>DRAGOTESCU, Andra-Monica</td>
<td>P071 S014</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Democratic Innovations Improve the Quality of Democracy?</td>
<td>GIESEL, Brigitte</td>
<td>P074 S040</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 4 R: 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Crises and Social Citizenship</td>
<td>THEISS, Maria</td>
<td>P237 S007</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Environmental Policy Ten Years after Eastern Enlargement</td>
<td>BUZOGANY, Aron</td>
<td>P098 S028</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Policy Response to the Economic Crisis and its Gender and Intersectional Consequences</td>
<td>CAVAGHAN, Rosalind</td>
<td>P100 S034</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federalism and Conflict Management in Divided Societies</td>
<td>SWENDEN, Wilfried</td>
<td>P115 S009</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom: Historical and Systematic Approaches</td>
<td>DE DUN, Annelien</td>
<td>P121 S024</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Food, Global Justice</td>
<td>RAWLINSON, Mary C</td>
<td>P127</td>
<td>S063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity, Political Action and the Changing Style of Citizen Politics in the Digital Age</td>
<td>KAINA, Viktoria</td>
<td>P141</td>
<td>S019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Approaches to Foreign Policy Role Contestation</td>
<td>THIES, Cameron</td>
<td>P154</td>
<td>S058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Groups and Social Movements</td>
<td>RUZZA, Carlo</td>
<td>P163</td>
<td>S021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Relations and Security in Latin America</td>
<td>MALAMUD, Andres</td>
<td>P172</td>
<td>S035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant and Human Rights</td>
<td>BOOT, Eric</td>
<td>P183</td>
<td>S023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader Effects and Personalisation</td>
<td>COSTA LOBO, Marina</td>
<td>P185</td>
<td>S006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Politics and Coalition Governments</td>
<td>JUNGE, Dirk</td>
<td>P189</td>
<td>S001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Elections, Representation and Participation</td>
<td>ROSE, Lawrence</td>
<td>P194</td>
<td>S011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties, Performance Politics, and Political Representation</td>
<td>CLARK, Michael</td>
<td>P243</td>
<td>S057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns and Varieties of Political Participation in Southern Europe: Innovative, Diversified and Contentious</td>
<td>CHARALAMBOUS, Giorgos</td>
<td>P253</td>
<td>S052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Journalism in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>VAN AELST, Peter</td>
<td>P265</td>
<td>S043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Knowledge, Socialisation and Early Adulthood</td>
<td>NIEUWELINK, Hessel</td>
<td>P266</td>
<td>S046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Networks and Environmental Governance</td>
<td>FISCHER, Manuel</td>
<td>P267</td>
<td>S045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Parties and Mandate Politics</td>
<td>LOUWERSE, Tom</td>
<td>P270</td>
<td>S026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Parties and the EU</td>
<td>HERTNER, Isabelle</td>
<td>P271</td>
<td>S010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Theory in Society: Comparative and Historical Perspectives</td>
<td>KOIKKALAINEN, Petri</td>
<td>P277</td>
<td>S048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices of Diffusion and Representation in EU Foreign Policy</td>
<td>HERRANZ, Anna</td>
<td>P285</td>
<td>S032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Governance</td>
<td>DE FRANCESCO, Fabrizio</td>
<td>P302</td>
<td>S016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Science – Transformations at the Science-Policy-Public Nexus</td>
<td>KORINEK, Rebecca-Lea</td>
<td>P303</td>
<td>S029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dialectic between Mechanisms of Transparency and Secrecy</td>
<td>GAGNON, Jean-Paul</td>
<td>P348</td>
<td>S025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The European Crisis: Politics, Conflicts and Cleavages</td>
<td>ROSS, George</td>
<td>P236</td>
<td>S059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Impact of Radical Parties in East and West European Political Processes</td>
<td>PIRRO, Andrea L P</td>
<td>P357</td>
<td>S047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Role of Individual Ministers in Policy-Making/Reform-Making</td>
<td>BÄCK, Hanna</td>
<td>P384</td>
<td>S003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel Session 5  
09:00 – 10:40, Friday 5 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corruption, State-Building and Development in the Western Balkans: Beyond the Post-Washington Consensus?</td>
<td>UBERTI, Luca Jacobo</td>
<td>P051</td>
<td>S044</td>
<td>Mathis F: 5 R: 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Crises and the Rise of Populism</td>
<td>MUNOZ, Jordi</td>
<td>P238</td>
<td>S007</td>
<td>Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Governance and Public Participation</td>
<td>STEPHAN, Hannes</td>
<td>P092</td>
<td>S028</td>
<td>Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Paper No</td>
<td>Speaker Name</td>
<td>Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Law, Courts and Litigants: Litigation and Governance in a Supranational Polity</td>
<td>HUEBNER, Denise</td>
<td>P099</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federalism and the Financial and Economic Crisis</td>
<td>COLINO, Cesar</td>
<td>P116</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation and the Welfare State: Novel Questions, Mechanisms, Methods and Data</td>
<td>SCHMITT, Carina</td>
<td>P130</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Institutions Make Policy – Domestic and International</td>
<td>CAIRNEY, Paul</td>
<td>P136</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 4 R: 416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity, Politics and Democracy at the Local Level and Beyond</td>
<td>TAUSENDPFUND, Markus</td>
<td>P142</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Groups in Comparative Perspective: How Different are Interest Groups in Young Democracies?</td>
<td>FINK HAFNER, Danica</td>
<td>P164</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Political Theory, Just War Theory, and the Moral Equality of Combatants</td>
<td>MELLOR, Ewan</td>
<td>P170</td>
<td>B: Humanities F: 2 R: LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Politics in Latin America</td>
<td>TIPI WEBER, Cordula</td>
<td>P178</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice and Democracy in Multilingual Societies</td>
<td>SHORTEN, Andrew</td>
<td>P181</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kantian Constructivism in Legal Philosophy</td>
<td>DEMIRAY, Mehmet</td>
<td>P184</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local and Subnational Government</td>
<td>SPAC, Peter</td>
<td>P193</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government Mergers and Territorial Reforms</td>
<td>DENTERS, Bas</td>
<td>P195</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Electoral Democracy Work (MEDW)</td>
<td>BOL, Damien</td>
<td>P197</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the Elusive Visible and Tangible: Corruption in Politics and in the Private Sector</td>
<td>CAMPBELL, Liz</td>
<td>P199</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes and Fiascos in Foreign Policy</td>
<td>OPPERMANN, Kai</td>
<td>P204</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Perspectives on Reflexive Governance</td>
<td>FEINDT, Peter H</td>
<td>P220</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Competition in Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>ROVNY, Jan</td>
<td>P245</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives on Legislative Voting</td>
<td>STECKER, Christian</td>
<td>P254</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 11 R: 1115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Parties’ Campaign Professionalism Compared</td>
<td>TENSCHER, Jens</td>
<td>P272</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: 515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Representation beyond Elections</td>
<td>POLLAK, Johannes</td>
<td>P273</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Trust, Protest, Collective Action</td>
<td>VAN STEKELNBERG, Jacquelien</td>
<td>P278</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices of National Representation and Accountability in European Foreign Policy</td>
<td>BICCHI, Federica</td>
<td>P286</td>
<td>B: G466 R: LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reforming Election and Participation in Times of Crisis</td>
<td>PILET, Jean-Benoit</td>
<td>P299</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Interpretations of Key Concepts in Times of EU Integration</td>
<td>WIESNER, Claudia</td>
<td>P304</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships Between MPs and Citizens and Social Groups</td>
<td>ONATE, Pablo</td>
<td>P305</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaging Citizenship and Civil Society in Southern Europe</td>
<td>BEE, Cristiano</td>
<td>P313</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media and Political Networks</td>
<td>PAVAN, Elena</td>
<td>P325</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnational Constitutional Politics: Contesting or Complementing, Replicating or Innovating Traditional Constitutionalism?</td>
<td>BLOKKER, Paul</td>
<td>P334</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ‘Big’ Ideas in the Europe of Knowledge</td>
<td>CHOU, Meng-Hsuan</td>
<td>P340</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Impact of Open Data</td>
<td>WORTHY, Benjamin</td>
<td>P356</td>
<td>B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Selection and Recruitment of Political Elites</td>
<td>O’MALLEY, Eoin</td>
<td>P387</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Study of Populism Through Experiments</td>
<td>HAWKINS, Kirk</td>
<td>P388</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Study of Women’s Political Representation: Power, Privilege and Disadvantage</td>
<td>SEVERS, Eline</td>
<td>P389</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Title</td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Sec</td>
<td>Building, Floor, Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Authoritarianism: The Arab Spring</td>
<td>MIHAI, Mihaela</td>
<td>P004</td>
<td>S066</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucratic Responsiveness</td>
<td>LODGE, Martin</td>
<td>P017</td>
<td>S031</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens’ Political Responses to Economic Crises: Grievances or Opportunities?</td>
<td>GRASSO, Maria</td>
<td>P239</td>
<td>S007</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship Education in Times of Change or Crises</td>
<td>SOLHAUG, Maria</td>
<td>P026</td>
<td>S008</td>
<td>B: Alexander Stone F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing Institutional Responses: NATO and the EU</td>
<td>SANGIOVANNI, Trond</td>
<td>P037</td>
<td>S055</td>
<td>B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Ideas and Interests: Expertise, Ideology and Think Tank Policy Entrepreneurs</td>
<td>DINAN, William</td>
<td>P040</td>
<td>S018</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversial and Risky Energy Choices</td>
<td>HERRANZ, Anna</td>
<td>P047</td>
<td>S027</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture Wars in the Contemporary World?</td>
<td>GIORGI, Alberta</td>
<td>P057</td>
<td>S051</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europeanisation and European Peripheries</td>
<td>HARDIMAN, Niamh</td>
<td>P108</td>
<td>S044</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: S16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence Referenda: Scotland and Catalonia in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>KEATING, Michael</td>
<td>P147</td>
<td>S009</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Design and Effects</td>
<td>THOMSON, Robert</td>
<td>P155</td>
<td>S062</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Groups, Judicial and Regulatory Politics in Europe</td>
<td>SAURUGGER, Sabine</td>
<td>P165</td>
<td>S021</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersectionality as a Method in Political Science</td>
<td>MEIER, Petra</td>
<td>P173</td>
<td>S034</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there Anything New under the Sun? The Governance Challenges and Social Risks of Climate Engineering</td>
<td>REYNOLDS, Jesse</td>
<td>P174</td>
<td>S028</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial Empowerment and Political Regimes</td>
<td>FLETCHER, Jamie</td>
<td>P176</td>
<td>S036</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice across Borders</td>
<td>DOBSON, Lynn</td>
<td>P180</td>
<td>S022</td>
<td>B: Humanities F: 2 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Policy and Public Services</td>
<td>LESJØ, Jon Helge</td>
<td>P196</td>
<td>S011</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring Identity at the Micro-Level</td>
<td>ROOSE, Jochen</td>
<td>P200</td>
<td>S019</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Electoral Consequences of the Financial Crisis</td>
<td>MAGALHAES, Pedro</td>
<td>P208</td>
<td>S006</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-State Responses to Insecurity and Corruption</td>
<td>BURES, Oldrich</td>
<td>P223</td>
<td>S065</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party Competition in the Mass Media</td>
<td>GREEN-PEDERSEN, Christoffer</td>
<td>P246</td>
<td>S057</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Economy of Responses to Economic Crises: Comparative Lessons from Latin America</td>
<td>BONVECCHI, Alejandro</td>
<td>P261</td>
<td>S035</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populism in World Politics: Conceptual and Comparative Approaches in Global, Regional and Cross-Regional Perspectives</td>
<td>CHRYSSOGELOS, Angelos-Stylianos</td>
<td>P283</td>
<td>S058</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practices of the EEAS</td>
<td>NORMAN, Ludvig</td>
<td>P287</td>
<td>S032</td>
<td>B: G466 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatist Approaches in Contemporary Political Theory</td>
<td>THALER, Mathias</td>
<td>P288</td>
<td>S048</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference Formation and Formal Models of Politics</td>
<td>LACY, Dean</td>
<td>P289</td>
<td>S001</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 11 R: 1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation in Global Governance</td>
<td>DE WILDE, Pieter</td>
<td>P311</td>
<td>S010</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Methodology in Political Psychology</td>
<td>DE LANDTSHEER, Chris'l</td>
<td>P312</td>
<td>S046</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshaping Southern Europe: State and Non-State Actors</td>
<td>ROBLES-EGEA, Antonio</td>
<td>P314</td>
<td>S052</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Political Foundations of Political Leadership</td>
<td>MATONYTE, Irimina</td>
<td>P323</td>
<td>S026</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media and Alternative Political Communication</td>
<td>KAVADA, Anastasia</td>
<td>P324</td>
<td>S043</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: S15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Panel Session 6

**Social Movements and Networks**

- **Dianì, Mario**
  - P327
  - S045
  - B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718

**The Analysis and Practice of International Assistance to Political Parties: Objectives, Approaches and Outcomes**

- **Svåsand, Lars**
  - P341
  - S020
  - B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253

**The Citizenship Nexus: The Concept and the Collisions**

- **Björk, Anna**
  - P342
  - S024
  - B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361

**The Labour Crisis in Europe: Mobility or Migration?**

- **Favell, Adrian**
  - P359
  - S059
  - B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: C407

**What’s Left of the Radical Right? The Social-Economic Programmes of Radical Right-Wing Populist Parties**

- **Otjes, Simon**
  - P409
  - S047
  - B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy

---

### Panel Session 7

**Panel Session 7**

**15:50 – 17:30, Friday 5 September**

**Panel Title** | **Chair** | **Panel** | **Sec** | **Building, Floor, Room**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Defence Reform in an Era of Austerity** | **Sperling, James** | **P060** | **S055** | **B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT**
**Democratic Processes: Linking Citizens and the State** | **Peters, Yvette** | **P067** | **S060** | **B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253**
**Different Perspectives on Renewable Energy Policy** | **Ackrill, Rob** | **P069** | **S027** | **B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504**
**Emerging Technologies and the Governance of National Security** | **Weiss, Moritz** | **P085** | **S015** | **B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361**
**Expertise as a Policy Instrument: Impact Assessment, Targets and Peer-Reviewing as Public Management Tools** | **Boswell, Christina** | **P112** | **S018** | **B: Maths F: 2 R: 203**
**Extending Citizens’ Voting Rights: Participation and Socialisation Experiences from Voting at the age of 16 years** | **Fournier, Bernard** | **P114** | **S008** | **B: Alexander Stone F: 2 R: 204**
**Individual Preferences and the Welfare State** | **Afonso, Alexandre** | **P149** | **S064** | **B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy**
**Inter-Cameral Relations in Bicameral and Multi-Level Systems** | **Ohmura, Tamaki** | **P159** | **S037** | **B: Maths F: 3 R: 326**
**Interconnecting the Deliberative System** | **Elstub, Stephen** | **P160** | **S040** | **B: Maths F: 4 R: 417**
**Interest Groups: Measuring Influence** | **Marshall, David** | **P166** | **S021** | **B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356**
**Judicial Institutions in Authoritarian Regimes and their Implications for Transitional Justice** | **Aguilar Fernández, Paloma** | **P177** | **S036** | **B: Maths F: 3 R: 325**
**Multi-Level Democracy** | **Gaus, Daniel** | **P206** | **S022** | **B: Humanities F: 2 R: LT**
**Oppositional Dynamics to Gender Equality Change** | **Verloo, Mieke** | **P227** | **S034** | **B: Maths F: 2 R: 204**
**Partisanship Revisited** | **Bellucci, Paolo** | **P244** | **S006** | **B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915**
**Party Organisation and Representation** | **Schumacher, Gijs** | **P248** | **S057** | **B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106**
**Party Politics, Issue-Competition and Decentralisation** | **Eljas, Anwen** | **P249** | **S009** | **B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT**
**Pictures from the Past: Affects and the Politics of Memory in Shattered Societies** | **Lefort, Bruno** | **P256** | **S002** | **B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718**
**Preferences for Redistribution and Protection** | **Dallinger, Ursula** | **P290** | **S044** | **B: Maths F: 5 R: 516**
**Public and Private: Religious/Secular Politics in the 21st Century** | **Ben Porat, Guy** | **P292** | **S051** | **B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305**
**Qualitative Methods and Methodological Debates** | **Pollak, Johannes** | **P309** | **S010** | **B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT**
**Representation and Democracy – Still a Strong Link?** | **Pollak, Johannes** | **P309** | **S007** | **B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916**
**Rethinking Conditionality: Theoretical Understandings of EU Conditionality in a Post-Enlargement Era** | **Guasti, Petra** | **P316** | **S053** | **B: G466 R: LT**
**Social Movements and Memories** | **Daphi, Priska** | **P326** | **S059** | **B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711**
### SESSION 8

#### Political Participation
- GALLEGÓ, Aina
- P268
- S006
- B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915

#### Political Violence and Legitimacy: Concepts and Methodologies
- DEMETRIOU, Chares
- P279
- S033
- B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT

#### Politics of In/Visibility
- LINDRÖOS, Kia
- P282
- S002
- B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718

#### Positional Competition Between Political Parties
- GREENE, Zachary
- P284
- S057
- B: Rankine F: 1 R: 106

#### Regulation, Finance and the Crisis
- UYAR, Emrah
- P301
- S044
- B: Maths F: 5 R: 516

#### Religion and Political Theory
- BEN PORAT, Guy
- P306
- S051
- B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305

#### Reshaping Southern Europe: Why the EU Matters
- VERNEY, Susannah
- P315
- S052
- B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Yudowitz

#### Temporality in Public Policy Studies
- DAUGBJØRG, Carsten
- P339
- S039
- B: Maths F: 4 R: 416

#### The ‘Constructivist Turn’ in Political Representation: Exchanges between Theoretical and Empirical Scholars
- SEVERS, Eline
- P346
- S010
- B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT

#### The EU’s Response to Emerging and Traditional Security Challenges
- COTTEY, Andrew
- P352
- S055
- B: East Quad F: 2 R: LT

#### The Family: Ethics and Policy (2)
- CALDER, Gideon
- P355
- S048
- B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser

#### The Political Economy of Finance and Investment
- WESTERWINTER, Oliver
- P364
- S062
- B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717

#### The Political Institutions of Interest Group Politics in a Comparative Perspective
- BEYERS, Jan
- P374
- S021
- B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356

#### The Politics of Environmental Protest
- BOMBERG, Elizabeth
- P377
- S028
- B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406

#### The Validity and Reliability of VAAs
- LEFEVERE, Jonas
- P392
- S067
- B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: C407

#### Theorising Indian Foreign Policy
- HANSEL, Mischa
- P393
- S058
- B: Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT

#### Twitter, Social Networking and Political Representation and Remediation
- JACKSON, Daniel
- P400
- S043
- B: Maths F: 5 R: 515

#### Voting and Elections in Latin America
- VEIGA, Luciana
- P407
- S035
- B: Maths F: 2 R: 214

### Panel Session 9

#### 09:00 – 10:40, Saturday 6 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil Society and Foreign Policy</td>
<td>OPPERMANN, Kai</td>
<td>P417</td>
<td>S058</td>
<td>Boyd Orr F: 2 R: LT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Public Policy</td>
<td>BORZ, Gabriela</td>
<td>P036</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Market Dilemmas</td>
<td>PIFER, Nadine</td>
<td>P088</td>
<td>S027</td>
<td>Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENP and the Southern Neighbourhood</td>
<td>FIEDLER, Radoslaw</td>
<td>P091</td>
<td>S030</td>
<td>Boyd Orr F: 6 R: LT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions and Uses of Expertise in Global Governance</td>
<td>BOSWELL, Christina</td>
<td>P122</td>
<td>S018</td>
<td>Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendering Political Parties in Times of Crisis</td>
<td>KANTOLA, Johanna</td>
<td>P124</td>
<td>S034</td>
<td>Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Environmental Politics: Negotiation and Implementation</td>
<td>STEPHAN, Hannes</td>
<td>P419</td>
<td>S028</td>
<td>Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation of Conflicts and the Privatisation of Security</td>
<td>DEVORE, Marc</td>
<td>P131</td>
<td>S015</td>
<td>James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentivising Integration through Energy and Energy Security?</td>
<td>BUTLER, Eamonn</td>
<td>P145</td>
<td>S053</td>
<td>G466 R: LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality and Political Participation</td>
<td>ZMERLI, Sonja</td>
<td>P150</td>
<td>S042</td>
<td>James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions for the Anthropocene</td>
<td>SZULÉCKI, Kacper</td>
<td>P158</td>
<td>S049</td>
<td>Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Organisations and Public Administration</td>
<td>WIEDERMANN, Anke</td>
<td>P168</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Hugh Fraser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Methodological Frontiers</td>
<td>SCHMITT, Carina</td>
<td>P218</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>Rankine F: 1 R: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncitizenship in Theory and Practice</td>
<td>BLOOM, Tendayi</td>
<td>P222</td>
<td>S008</td>
<td>Alexander Stone F: 2 R: 204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SESSION 9

**Old Threats, New Challenges: Transnational Organised Crime and Policing**  
FONTES, José  
P225  
S065  
B: Adam Smith  
F: 7  
R: 711

**Policy Coordination and Politicisation within the Core Executive**  
KOOP, Christel  
P260  
S031  
B: James Watt South  
F: 3  
R: J355

**Political Representation: Issue Congruence, Policy Output, and Party Support**  
DAHLBERG, Stefan  
P275  
S060  
B: Gilbert Scott  
F: 2  
R: 253

**Public Policy Convergence and Divergence in Multi-Level States**  
TOUBEAU, Simon  
P293  
S009  
B: Boyd Orr  
F: 4  
R: A LT

**Recognising and Reforming the Global Democratic System**  
TENOVE, Chris  
P297  
S040  
B: Maths  
F: 4  
R: 417

**Religious Differences and Political Change**  
HAYNES, Jeffrey  
P307  
S051  
B: Joseph Black  
F: 3  
R: C305

**Rethinking Sovereignty# Territories and Contracts**  
ROZYNEK, Michal  
P317  
S022  
B: Humanities  
F: 2  
R: LT

**Taxation and Federalism**  
ALEXIADOU, Despina  
P337  
S044  
B: Maths  
F: 5  
R: 516

**The Comparative Macro Polity: Policy Agendas and Policy Moods**  
DELLERPIANE AVELLANEDA, Sebastian  
P343  
S039  
B: Maths  
F: 4  
R: 416

**The Independence Referendum and the Prospect of Social Policy Reform: Lessons from Home and Abroad**  
McANGUS, Craig  
P358  
S064  
B: Wolfson Medical Building  
F: 2  
R: Ganochy

**’The only way to do it is to do it’ (Merce Cunningham): On Art, Politics and Intentionality**  
MILLS, Dana  
P362  
S002  
B: Adam Smith  
F: 7  
R: 718

**The Political Economy of International Organisations**  
REH, Christine  
P366  
S062  
B: Adam Smith  
F: 7  
R: 717

**The Political Economy of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions: Institutional Diagnostics**  
OBERLACK, Christoph  
P368  
S041  
B: Maths  
F: 3  
R: 325

**The Political Effects of Performance Indicators**  
FALLON, Catherine  
P373  
S017  
B: Adam Smith  
F: 9  
R: 915

**The Rising Powers: Dimensions of Inequality**  
DUCKETT, Jane  
P420  
S054  
B: Maths  
F: 2  
R: 214

**The Scottish Independence Referendum: Media, the Campaigns and the Public**  
LANGER, Ana Ines  
P386  
S043  
B: Maths  
F: 5  
R: 515

**Trade Unions from the EU Member States of Eastern Enlargement in EU Governance: Interest Representation, (dis)Empowerment and Europeanisation Effects**  
PLEINES, Heiko  
P396  
S021  
B: Gilbert Scott  
F: 3  
R: 356

**Trajectories of Political Violence**  
MALTHANER, Stefan  
P397  
S033  
B: Boyd Orr  
F: 5  
R: C LT

**Two Level Games – State Interaction with EU, NATO and Other Security Institutions**  
DENI, John  
P402  
S055  
B: East Quad  
F: 2  
R: LT

**VAAs in Different Political Systems and Different Political Cultures**  
LADNER, Andreas  
P404  
S067  
B: Joseph Black  
F: 4  
R: C407

**Who gets Represented in EU Policy-Making?**  
KRÖGER, Sandra  
P410  
S010  
B: Boyd Orr  
F: 4  
R: 8 LT

---

### Panel Session 10

**11:00 – 12:40, Saturday 6 September**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campaigning and Rights</td>
<td>SGIER, Lea</td>
<td>P019</td>
<td>S038</td>
<td>Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaigning and Rights</td>
<td>BAGLIONI, Simone</td>
<td>P019</td>
<td>S038</td>
<td>Adam Smith F: 9 R: 915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Civil Society, Human Rights and the Eastern Partnership: Can the EU make a Difference? | BINDMAN, Eleanor | P029 | S053 | G466 R: LT
| Democracy Prevention: The International Repertoire of Authoritarian Regimes | VON SOEST, Christian | P062 | S041 | Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916 |
| Energy Security Challenges | JUDGE, Andrew | P089 | S027 | Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504 |
| EU and External Relations | XIARCHOGIANNOP-OULOU, Eleni | P095 | S041 | Rankine F: 1 R: 106 |
| EU and the Arab Spring | ATTIINA, Fulvio | P096 | S030 | Boyd Orr F: 6 R: E LT |
| Evolve or Die: Security Institutions as Relevant Actors? | WOLFF, Andrew | P110 | S055 | East Quad F: 2 R: LT |
Governing Small Arms – National, Regional and International Dynamics in a Globalised World  
MARSH, Nicholas  
P133  
B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361

Innovating Political Science Education  
BARR, Michael  
P152  
B: Maths F: 2 R: 204

Legislatures and Representation  
SAALFELD, Thomas  
P190  
B: Maths F: 3 R: 326

Making Sense of the Anthropocene  
ARIA-HMALDONADO, Manuel  
P198  
B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT

Party Reactions to Immigration in New Destination Countries  
MORALES, Laura  
P250  
B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107

Pluralism, Inclusion, Redistribution  
LOVELESS, Matthew  
P257  
B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375

Protest, Agenda-Setting and Organisational Reputation  
GILAD, Sharon  
P291  
B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355

Quality of Government and Legitimacy  
LINDE, Jonas  
P295  
B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 253

Sites of Power? Using Popular Culture to Produce the International  
GRAYSON, Kyle  
P321  
B: Gilbert Scott F: 2 R: 250

Subnational Actors in the EU: Formation, Expression and Adaptation  
TATHAM, Michael  
P333  
B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT

The EU Fight against Terrorism, Organised Crime and Corruption  
JAKOBI, Anja  
P351  
B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711

The Europeanisation of Aid: Member States and EU Development Policy  
CARBONE, Maurizio  
P416  
B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406

The Political Citizenship of Emigrants  
PEDROZA, Lucy  
P363  
B: Alexander Stone F: 2 R: 204

The Political Economy of International Aid: A Domestic Perspective  
BODENSTEIN, Thilo  
P365  
B: Maths F: 5 R: 516

The Political Economy of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions: Water Security and Food Sovereignty  
HALLER, Tobias  
P369  
B: Maths F: 3 R: 325

The Political Economy of the WTO  
BACCINI, Leonardo  
P370  
B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717

The Political Effects of ‘Risky Reforms’  
HUBSCHER, Evelyne  
P372  
B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganioch

The Politics and Ethics of Artistic Witness  
DANCHEV, Alex  
P375  
B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718

The Politics of Inequality in Contemporary Russia  
MUNRO, Neil  
P421  
B: Maths F: 2 R: 214

The Reform of Cohesion Policy for the 2014 – 2020 Programming Period: Past Evidence and Future Ambitions  
KREPPLE, Amie  
P378  
B: Maths F: 4 R: 416

The Relationship Between Representative and Deliberative Democracy  
McLAVERY, Peter  
P380  
B: Maths F: 4 R: 417

The Role of Ideas and Indicators in Science Policies and Research Management  
SANZ-MENENDEZ, Luis  
P383  
B: Maths F: 2 R: 203

Transforming Forms of Political Violence during Disengagement Processes  
ODOCHARTAIGH, Niall  
P398  
B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT

Two Faces of Corporate Citizenship: Lobbying and Social Responsibility  
BERNHAGEN, Patrick  
P401  
B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356

Voting Advice Application Sample Bias: Sources, Magnitude and Methods  
ANDREADIS, Ioannis  
P405  
B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: C407

Panel Session 11  
15:50 – 17:30, Saturday 6 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Sec</th>
<th>Building, Floor, Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electoral Participation</td>
<td>PICCOLINO, Giulia</td>
<td>P081</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 9 R: 916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion and Exclusion: Migrant Experiences of Changing Employment</td>
<td>STEWART, Paul</td>
<td>P146</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: B LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Parties as Strategic Actors</td>
<td>WIBERG, Matti</td>
<td>P188</td>
<td>S037</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 3 R: 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimation from the Top – Analysing International Institutions’ Self-Legitimations</td>
<td>GRONAU, Jennifer</td>
<td>P192</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: D LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Room</td>
<td>Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties and Elections</td>
<td>VON NOSTITZ, Felix-Christopher</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: B406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriotism, identity and Autonomy</td>
<td>MENDEZ, Fernando</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: Gilbert Scott F: 3 R: 356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Parties and International Immigration</td>
<td>CARVALHO, Joao</td>
<td>S005</td>
<td>B: Rankine F: 1 R: 107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Services in Government: Game-Changer or Gaming the System?</td>
<td>MACCARTHAIGH, Murris</td>
<td>S041</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State and Religion: Interactions</td>
<td>HAYNES, Jeffrey</td>
<td>S051</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 3 R: C305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Energy and Climate Change Policies: Discourses, Challenges and Dilemmas</td>
<td>REISCHL, Gunilla</td>
<td>S027</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 5 R: A504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Research Methods</td>
<td>HAMENSTAEDT, Ulrich</td>
<td>S004</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dynamics of Federal Regimes in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>PETERSON, Bettina</td>
<td>S009</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 4 R: A LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Limits of Conditionality: Comparing Approaches within the Wider European Neighbourhood</td>
<td>ANCESCHI, Luca</td>
<td>S053</td>
<td>B: G466 R: LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Political Economy of Trade Agreements</td>
<td>DÜR, Andreas</td>
<td>S062</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Politics of Inequality in Contemporary China</td>
<td>WHITE, Stephen</td>
<td>S054</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Relationship Between the Structure and Organisation of Bureaucracy and the Political Salience of Issues</td>
<td>YESILKAGIT, Kutsal</td>
<td>S031</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Role of International Institutions in Intellectual Property Politics</td>
<td>HAUNSS, Sebastian</td>
<td>S044</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 5 R: 516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Uses of Knowledge in Environmental Disaster Management and Prevention</td>
<td>GOGGIN, Malcolm</td>
<td>S018</td>
<td>B: Maths F: 2 R: 203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Unions and the Welfare State</td>
<td>REGAN, Aidan</td>
<td>S064</td>
<td>B: Wolfson Medical Building F: 2 R: Ganochy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Perspectives on the New Left (wave) Violence</td>
<td>MALIKI, Leena</td>
<td>S033</td>
<td>B: Boyd Orr F: 5 R: C LT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding and Mitigating Radicalisation and Terrorism</td>
<td>LAVORGNA, Anita</td>
<td>S065</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting Advice Applications and Political Behaviour</td>
<td>ROSEMA, Martin</td>
<td>S067</td>
<td>B: Joseph Black F: 4 R: C407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witnessing Peace</td>
<td>MÖLLER, Frank</td>
<td>S002</td>
<td>B: Adam Smith F: 7 R: 718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Inequality</td>
<td>ZMERLI, Sonja</td>
<td>S042</td>
<td>B: James Watt South F: 3 R: J375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>